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1: Temperature Comparisons
INTRODUCTION
There are two main temperature climatologies used by the models. One is that of
temperatures from the National Meteorological Center (NMC) and the other is the Barnett and
Corney (BC) (1985) climatology. The CAMED-theta model and the NCAR models calculate
their temperatures interactively, while the ITALY model uses output from a three-dimensional
general circulation model. Table A-1 summarizes the different models and their temperatures.
The DUPONT, GSFC, CALJPL, and the WASH models use the NMC climatology developed by
GSFC, while the MPI and old LLNL models use the BC climatologies. For this experiment, the
new LLNL model also uses the prescribed BC climatology. The AER model also uses a
climatological data set, but the upper stratosphere is quite different from the other two, as will be
evident in its comparison. While the NCAR model calculates its temperatures above 15 km, it
uses NMC climatological data below 10 km and linearly interpolates between 15 km. In
comparing the model temperatures, we will be using the 8-year climatological temperatures for
the period 1979-1986 from the National Meteorological Center as a basis for comparison, not
necessarily implying that the temperatures are correct.
Table A-I. Temperature
HXED CALCULATED
LLNL
LLNL(New)
ITALY
DUPONT
GSFC
CAMED
AER
CALJPL
MPI
WASH
NCAR
BARNETT ANDCORNEY
3-D QG MODEL OUTPUT
(OFFLINE)
NMC
NMC
CLIMATOLOGY
NMC
BARNETT AND CORNEY
NMC
NMC BELOW 10 km
INTERACTIVE
INTERACTIVE
INTERACTIVE ABOVE 15 km
The NMC temperatures are from daily operational analyses at 1200 GMT. Radiosondes and
other ancillary data are included in the analyses from 1000 to 10 hPa in the northern hemisphere
and 1000 to 1130 hPa in the southern hemisphere. Only satellite data from NOAA operational
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satellitesareincludedin the analysesfrom 10to 0.4 hPain the northernhemisphereand 100to
0.4 hPa in the southernhemisphere. Becausethere arediscontinuities in the data when the
satellitesarechanged,datahavebeenadjustedto eliminate thosediscontinuitiesin a scheme
describedby Gelmanet al. (1986). TheBC climatologiesuseacombinedclimatologycompiled
by Oort (1983) for levels from 1000 to 50 hPa, the 30 hPaaveragefrom the Berlin Free
University for January1968to December1972,andsatellitedatafrom the SelectiveChopper
Radiometer(SCR) on Nimbus 5 (January1973- December1974)and the PressureModulator
Radiometer(PMR) onNimbus6(June1975- July 1978)for levelsabove30mb.
TEMPERATURE DATA
Figures A-la-lf show the model temperatures that were either prescribed for the models or
calculated interactively. Figure A-la shows the NMC climatology used by GSFC for March,
June, September, and December. Figure A-lb shows the BC data used by the LLNL model,
while the AER climatological data are shown in Figure A-lc. Figure A-ld shows the
temperatures from the ITALY three-dimensional quasi-geostrophic model while Figures A-le
and 1-f show temperatures calculated from the NCAR and CAMED-theta models, respectively.
Some of the salient features in the figures are mentioned here, but the difference plots
discussed in the next section show the differences more graphically and give an idea of the
numerical differences. In general, the lower stratosphere is similar for most of the models except
for the CAMED-theta model, which generates a tropical tropopause that is lower in altitude than
shown by the other data. For the most part, the largest differences begin to appear near the polar
regions at midstratospheric levels and above. The climatologies are similar at lower stratospheric
levels because radiosondes are mainly used for levels up to the middle stratosphere but the upper
stratospheric climatologies use different satellites, hence their larger differences. The models
appear to have a tendency to generate polar stratospheric temperatures colder than the NMC
temperatures.
DIFFERENCE PLOTS
Figures A-2a-2e are difference plots between the NMC temperature data and the various
model temperatures. To put them in perspective with regard to interannual differences of the
monthly zonal mean temperatures or the typical variance over the zone and month, see Nagatani
et al. (1988) or Randel (1992). Figure A-2a is the difference between the NMC climatology and
the BC climatology. The NMC data only go up to 0.4 hPa (54.37 km for z*), so the strong
differences shown above those levels are extrapolated data and are artifacts introduced into the
levels where there are no data for NMC. The largest differences between the two climatologies
in the lower stratosphere (below 30 km for z*) are in December in the south polar regions near 20
km where BC is warmer by 10 ° C or greater than NMC and the north polar regions where BC is
colder than NMC near 30 km. In June and September in the south polar regions, the cold polar
region for NMC is lower in altitude than the BC cold polar region, causing a colder region for
BC near 30 km overlaid by a warmer region. In the summer hemisphere at middle to upper
stratosphere, the BC temperatures are warmer than the NMC temperatures, and in the winter
hemisphere BC temperatures are colder than NMC temperatures. Overall, however, the
temperatures in the lower stratosphere between the two climatologies are very similar.
The largest differences between NMC and the AER climatology are shown in Figure A-2b at
upper stratospheric levels, where most of the differences are in the polar regions where AER
shows a very cold polar region. The lower stratosphere looks similar except in September near
20 km over the south polar region, where AER is warmer than NMC.
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ITALY, NCAR, and CAMED-theta in Figures A-2c-2e are model-generated temperatures
that have similar high-latitude differences when compared with NMC temperatures. They all
have a warmer northern hemisphere, upper stratospheric, summer polar region; in general a
colder winter polar region, a colder northern hemisphere polar region in March, and a colder
southern hemisphere polar region in September. The other prominent difference is the placement
of the tropical tropopause at a lower altitude for the CAMED-theta model than most of the other
data. This gives a pattern of colder temperatures overlaid by wanner temperatures, as shown in
the tropical region in Figure A-2e.
SUMMARY
Except for the southern hemisphere regions where data are sparse, temperatures in the lower
stratospheric region for the NMC, BC, and AER climatologies are quite similar. The upper
stratosphere, however, is very different, leading to differences in gradients and absolute
magnitudes, which will lead to heating rates that are quite different (see section 2: Heating Rate
and Circulation Intercomparisons). The models generate polar regions that are cold compared to
NMC standards, and CAMED-theta generates a tropical tropopause that appears to be lower than
either the NMC or BC climatologies.
2: Heating Rate and Circulation lntercomparison
SOLAR HEATING AND INFRARED COOLING PROFILE
This section begins with a discussion of the results of the intercomparison of the solar heating
and infrared cooling profile that were requested as part of experiments A and K. The standard
atmosphere consisted of ATMOS 31N temperature, 03, H20, and CH4 profiles, together with a
solar zenith angle of zero. No clouds or aerosols were included. The models that participated in
this experiment were CALJPL, CAMED-theta, DUPONT, GSFC, LLNL, and WASH. This
should be strictly a comparison of the radiative transfer used by the various models, since all the
data are the same, except for possible differences in CO2 amounts and any other trace gases
included in the radiation models. All the models include 03 in the UV and visible, and CO2, 03,
and H20 in the thermal infrared. Table A-2 shows the additional gases included in the various
models.
Table A-2. Additional Gases Included in Radiation
Model* Quv, vIs QNEAR-IR QIR
CALJPL Same as NEAR-IR
CAMED 02, NO2
DUPONT 02
GSFC 02
ITALY
LLNL 02, NO2
NCAR
WASH 02, NO2
02, H20, CO2, CH4
H20, CO2, 02, CH4, N20
H20, CO2
H20, CO2
H20, CO2, 02
H20, CO2, 02
H20, CO2
CH4, N20
CH4, N20
* The above models all include 03 in the UV and VIS, and CO2, 03, and H20 in the IR.
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The solar heating rate profiles are shown in Figure A-3, both the full profile and the lower
stratospheric part. For those groups which submitted both a scattering and no-scattering run, it is
the scattering run that is plotted here. In the upper stratosphere there is an 11% difference
between the largest heating rate (CALJPL) and the smallest (DUPONT). Much larger relative
differences are seen in the lower stratosphere, where at 25 km there is a 33% difference between
the largest and smallest heating rates. The models appear to be bunched into two groups, with
CALJPL and WASH having larger values and CAMED-theta, DUPONT, GSFC, and LLNL
having smaller values. Some of these differences can be understood by examining Figure A-4,
which shows the solar heating with and without Rayleigh scattering for the LLNL and WASH
models. The scattering appears to add 1 degree/day to the heating rate at 25 km. The CAMED-
theta and DUPONT models do not include scattering, while the GSFC model uses a very
simplified treatment to include the effects of scattering. Thus, it is likely that a large part of the
differences in solar heating rates at 25 km can be ascribed to the varying treatments, or lack of
treatment of molecular scattering. Other differences at this altitude can be ascribed to the
additional gaseous species included and to the diverse algorithms used for the species
transmission functions.
There are large differences in the upper tropospheric solar heating rates. These are most
likely due to differing assumptions about tropospheric water vapor, since H20 is defined in the
model atmosphere only at 14 km and above.
The infrared cooling rate profiles are shown in Figure A-5, both the full profile and the lower
stratospheric part. The upper stratosphere shows differences of 20%, with CALJPL having the
largest cooling rates and LLNL the smallest. In the lower stratosphere the relative differences
are much greater, with a 40% difference at 25 km. These differences do not appear to be entirely
explained by the differing numbers of gases included (Table A-2) and must also be due to the
varying radiative transfer algorithms used. Again, the large differences in the upper troposphere
are most likely due to the assumptions made about the H20 profile below 14 km.
In summary, there remain large relative differences between model heating rate profiles,
especially in the lower stratosphere. In the thermal infrared these differences must be ascribed to
the different gases included and the variations in the radiative transfer algorithms employed. In
the solar spectrum some of the differences appear to arise from the inclusion or omission of
molecular scattering. It appears that molecular scattering makes an important contribution to the
net solar heating in the lower stratosphere and should be included in radiative heating
computations.
TWO-DIMENSIONAL MODEL HEATING RATES
The global net heating rates used or diagnosed in the two-dimensional models are shown
in Figure A-6 for the months of June, December, March, and September. These heating rates are
from the individual model's atmosphere. In the figure the plots labeled NMC refer to runs that
were designed to be used for comparison purposes, not as the "correct" results. These
calculations use the radiative transfer model described in Rosenfield et al. (1987), updated with
the new wide-band parameterization (Rosenfield, 1991) of ozone infrared absorption. The solar
heating in the Huggins band of ozone has been updated to take into account newer absorption
cross sections (WMO, 1986). For the absorption due to water vapor in the infrared, the pressure
scaling of the water vapor amount has been modified in such a way that upper stratospheric
cooling rates agree with line-by-line computations. This updated model is the one that has been
used in the profile comparisons discussed above. The observational data sets used in the NMC
runs are the same as those discussed in Rosenfield et al. (1987) except for the following changes.
Eight years of both NMC temperature data and SBUV ozone data were used (1979-1986), as
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discussedin Jackmanet al. (1991). Monthly, zonallyaveragedLIMS H20 profiles wereusedin
the stratosphere,with a tropospheric climatology H20 from the AFCRL Handbook of
Geophysicsand SpaceEnvironments(1965). The global heating ratesshownfor the GSFC
model usedthe radiative transfermodelanddatasetsasdiscussedin Rosenfieldet al. (1987).
Thesedatasetsincludeda 4-yearaverage(1979-1982)of NMC temperaturesand 1979SBUV
ozone.
Looking atFigureA-6, weseethatfor MarchandSeptemberall themodelshaveheating
in the low latitudesandcooling in themidlatitudesandhigh latitudes. For JuneandDecember
thereis generallywidespreadcoolingin themid- to high latitudesof thewinter hemisphere,and
heatingin thetropicsandsummerhemisphere,althoughsomemodelshaveregionsof cooling in
thesummerhemisphere.TheAER modelheatingratesarequitedifferent from therest in their
relativesymmetryabouttheequatorandtheir muchsmallercoolingin the upperstratosphereof
thewinterhemisphere.It is notpossible,however,to relatethemagnitudesof heatingor cooling
to theresultsobtainedin theprofile intercomparisonsincethe varioustwo-dimensionalmodels
havesuchdiffering characteristics. As is shownin Table A-3, the CAMED-theta and NCAR
modelsare interactive in temperatureand03, theCALJPL, DUPONT, and GSFCmodelsuse
observedtemperaturesand03, while othermodelsaresomewherein between.To illustratethe
effectthat differing temperaturedatasetshaveoncomputednetheatingrates,thenetheatingfor
December was calculated with the GSFC radiation model (updated) using two different
temperaturedatasets,while keepingtheozoneat the 1979SBUV values. FigureA-7 showsthis
comparison. On the left is the averageof 8 yearsof heating ratescomputedwith the NMC
temperaturedataset,while on theright are the heatingratescomputedwith theFleming et al.(1988) temperaturedataset. In the latter casethereis a bandof net cooling at 40 km which
extendsacrossall latitudes. Anotherintercomparisonof the effectof differing temperatureson
calculatedglobal heatingratescanbefoundin Olagueret al. (1992).
Table A-3. Characteristicsof Two-DimensionalModels
Model
AER
CALJPL
CAMED
DUPONT
GSFC
ITALY
LLNL
NCAR
WASH
Computation of Net Heatin_
Prescribed
Observed T (NMC), 03 (SBUV)
Model T, 03
Observed T (NMC), O3 (SBUV)
Observed T (NMC), 03 (SBUV)
3D Model T, 03
Observed T (Barnett and Corney), Model 03
Model T, 03
Observed T (NMC), Model 03
TWO-DIMENSIONAL MODEL VERTICAL VELOCITIES
The transport used in the AER, DUPONT, and ITALY models was the diabatic
circulation, while that used in the CALJPL, GSFC, LLNL, and NCAR models was the residual
circulation. The CAMED-theta and WASH models solved the equations in isentropic
coordinates. Table A-4 summarizes the information available on the diffusion coefficients used
in the models. Chapter 4, Model Descriptions should be consulted for further details.
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The two-dimensionalmodelverticalvelocitiesfor themonthsof June,December,March,
and Septemberare shownin Figure A-8. Regionsof upwelling (downwelling)do not always
correspondto regionsof net heating(cooling) for two main reasons. First, in modelsusing a
residual rather than a diabatic circulation, terms in the thermodynamicequation suchas the
temperaturetendencycan be important,especiallyduring the equinoctalmonths. Second,in
somemodelsa globally averagednetheatingor verticalvelocity is subtractedat eachaltitudeto
achievemassbalance.For example,in theGSFCmodelaglobally averagedvertical velocity is
computedateachpressurelevel,andthis averageis subtractedfrom theverticalvelocity at each
latitude in anarea-weightedmanner.Theeffect of doing this appearsto bemost evidentin the
LLNL andCALJPL models,wherethereis aglobally averagedcooling around40km apparent
in theheatingrates. The vertical velocity fields for these models do not show this feature. They
have a larger area of upwelling in the low latitudes than there is net heating. Another example is
for the GSFC model, where in all months the calculated cooling over the polar regions from 10-
15 km is forced into upward transport at the pole because of tropical cooling in the troposphere.
Table A-4, Stratospheric Diffusion Coefficients in Two-Dimensional Models
Model Kyy(105m2/s) Kzz(m2/s)
AER Variable, 3-10 0.1 below 40 km, 1.0 above
CALJPL Variable, N 1 0.01
CAMED Variable 0.3
DUPONT Fixed, 3 Fixed, 0.1
GSFC Variable, 0.1-20 0.2
ITALY Variable, 0.1-20 Variable, < 0.05 - 0.3
LLNL Variable, > 1 Variable, 0.1 - 0.25
WASH Variable 0 except near top
For March and September the models generally have upwelling at low latitudes and
downwelling at mid- to high latitudes. The LLNL model shows an unusual feature in the fall
hemispheres of both months, which is downwelling in the lower stratosphere turning to
upwelling above about 30 km. The CAMED, GSFC, and WASH models show a region of small
upwelling in the polar regions in the southern hemisphere in September.
For the solsticial months the traditional simple picture of rising motion in the summer
hemisphere and sinking motion in the winter hemisphere has changed to a more varied and
complicated pattern. For June the model vertical velocities in the low latitudes show upwelling
centered more on the low northern latitudes. There is a tilt with increasing altitude towards the
northern hemisphere, except for the AER model. In the summer hemisphere, there are regions of
both upwelling and downwelling, except for ITALY, which has upwelling throughout. The other
models show upwelling at the higher altitudes, turning to downwelling below 40-50 km for
LLNL and NCAR, below 30-40 km for AER, CALJPL, DUPONT, GSFC, and NOCAR, below
20 km for WASH, and below 15 km for CAMED. In the winter hemisphere all the models show
a downwelling. There are, however, large, potentially significant differences in the magnitude of
the velocities in the lower stratosphere. For example, at 20 km the downward velocities are
about 0.25 mm/s for the GSFC and NOCAR models, while they are 0.5 mm/s or greater for the
CALJPL, DUPONT, ITALY, LLNL, and WASH models. AER, CAMED, and NCAR vertical
velocities in this region are somewhere in between. For the month of December, the patterns of
positive and negative velocities are generally the mirror image of the June case.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure A-la.
Figure A-lb.
Figure A-lc.
Figure A-ld.
model.
Figure A-le.
Figure A-lf.
Figure A-2a.
Figure A-2b.
Figure A-2c.
Figure A-2d.
Figure A-2e.
NMC climatology used by the GSFC model for 1979-86. Contour interval is 10K.
Barnett and Corney climatology used by LLNL model.
AER climatology.
Offline 3-D quasi-geostrophic model output temperatures used by the Italian 2-D
NCAR calculated temperatures.
CAMED-theta calculated temperatures.
Differences between Barnett and Corney and NMC.
Differences between AER and NMC.
Differences between ITALY and NMC.
Differences between NCAR and NMC.
Differences between CAMED-theta and NMC.
Contour interval is 2K.
Figure A-3. Solar heating rate profiles for the ATMOS 31N atmosphere, overhead sun, from 0
to 60 km (left) and from 10 to 30 km (right).
Figure A-4. Solar heating rate profiles for the ATMOS 31N atmosphere, overhead sun, from
two groups, with and without Rayleigh scattering. On the left the plot runs from 0 to 60 km, on
the right, from 0 to 30 km. Note that the linestyles are different from those of Fig. A-3.
Figure A-5. Infrared cooling rate profiles for the ATMOS 31N atmosphere, from 0 to 60 km
(left) and from 10 to 30 km (righ0.
Figure A-6. Net heating rates from the two-dimensional models for the four months of June,
December, March, and September. Units are degree/day, with solid (dashed) contours denoting
net heating (cooling).
Figure A-7. Net heating rates for December using the GSFC radiation with (left) NMC
temperatures, and (right) Fleming et al. temperatures. For the NMC case, the heating rates are an
8-year average.
Figure A-8. Vertical velocities from the two-dimensional models for the four months of June,
December, March, and September. Units are mm/s, with solid (dashed) contours denoting rising
(falling) motion.
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Ellis E. Remsberg
NASA-Langley Research Center
_TRODUCTION
Water vapor is important for radiative and chemical processes in the stratosphere. It
is also a useful tracer of stratospheric motions. But any model analysis of the water vapor
budget in the lower stratosphere is complicated by the strong vertical gradients near the
tropopause plus a condensation mechanism that "dries out" air as it enters the tropical
stratosphere. The vertical and meridional H20 gradients show general agreement in the
midstratosphere from three quite different satellite data sources-Limb Infrared Monitor of
the Stratosphere (LIMS), Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment (SAGE) II, and
Atmospheric Trace Molecule Spectroscopy (ATMOS) (Remsberg et al., 1990; Chiou et
al., 1992; Gunson et al., 1990). The greatest percentage of uncertainty for both in situ
and satellite measurements of H20 occurs for the 50 to 300 mb region or just where a
fleet of high-speed civil transports (HSCT) would fly (Starr and Melfi, 1991).
Currently, researchers wonder whether the troposphere on the global scale is a net
source region for H20 to the stratosphere or vice versa. The net diabatic circulation
brings methane and relatively dry air into the tropical stratosphere from below. There is a
conversion of methane to water vapor in the upper stratosphere plus a net poleward and
downward transport of air at higher latitudes. In this scenario the stratosphere represents
a small net source of H20 to the troposphere.
Kelly et al. (1991) find an asymmetry in upper tropospheric water vapor between the
northern and southern hemispheres during winter, with the southern winter being drier.
They ascribe this seasonal asymmetry to the colder temperatures in the Antarctic upper
troposphere, leading to formation of ice crystals followed by their fallout to lower
altitudes. They note that this asymmetry in H20 is a striking extension downwards of the
interhemispheric asymmetry observed in the stratosphere by the ER-2 (Kelly et al., 1990;
Murphy et al., 1990). On the other hand, there is also an exchange of air between
troposphere and stratosphere, primarily along the axes of the subtropical and the polar jet
streams. Given the large gradient of HzO across the jet axis, it is easy to imagine that
there would be a net excess of H20 remaining in the extratropical lower stratosphere as a
result of this exchange (Foot, 1984; Tuck, 1989; Yung, unpublished data, 1992).
However, other tracers show no obvious evidence of a large-scale injection of
tropospheric air.
DATASETS
Stratospheric water vapor has been reported from balloons and aircraft using either
the frost point hygrometer or the Lyman-alpha fluorescence hygrometer techniques. A
cryogenic collection technique has also been used on occasion. Up-looking, microwave
remote sensors have also been used from airborne platforms. Limb-viewing remote
measurements of H20 have been obtained from balloon platforms using both mid- and
far-infrared instrument techniques. Satellite data sets that are available include those from
the LIMS and SAMS midinfrared experiments on the Nimbus-7 satellite and from the
SAGE II near-infrared measurement of HEO on an Atmospheric Explorer satellite. The
Shuttle flight of ATMOS in 1985 provided several H20 profiles for the middle
atmosphere at high vertical resolution. Results from the Upper Atmosphere Research
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Satellite(UARS) instruments(MLS, HALOE, ISAMS, and CLAES) are preliminary and,
therefore, not available for the present comparisons.
The SAGE II data have been selected for model comparison in this report because (1)
they extend into the upper troposphere during cloud-free viewing conditions (Rind et al.,
1991, and (2) the data are near global and cover a 3-year period: 1986-1988. Monthly
averages of the 3-year data set are used here. The SAGE II data are characterized by: (1)
random error for single profiles of 18%; presumably it is much smaller when profiles are
averaged (i.e., for the zonal mean). Systematic errors are estimated to be of the order 1
ppmv (about 35% to 20%) from 10 to 45 km, at least when aerosol and ozone
interference is low (Chu et al., 1992); and (2) the data have been compared with the frost
point and Lyman-alpha measurements in the lower stratosphere and with the Oort (1983)
climatology in the upper troposphere. The LIMS data have much better overall sampling
and are just as accurate, but they are limited to 7 months and have a lower boundary of
100 mb.
The SAGE II zonal mean 1-120 cross section for March is shown in Figure B-I, and
one can see minimum H20 amounts of 2.5 to 3.5 ppmv just above the tropopause level
and a very steep vertical gradient below. H20 approaches the 6 ppmv level near 50 km,
presumably the result of the gradual conversion of methane to H20 at that altitude. The
H20 mixing ratio increases from equator-to-pole in the stratosphere at all z* levels,
except perhaps at the highest latitudes in winter (not shown) when dehydration occurs in
the Antarctic lower stratosphere and when there is strong diabatic descent into the upper
stratosphere from the relatively dry, polar, lower mesosphere. The level of minimum
H20 coincides closely with the meridional slope of the tropopause and occurs 1 to 2 km
higher. The mid- to high-latitude values of 3 to 3.5 ppmv have been observed by
balloons and aircraft in southern hemisphere winter, but not in the northern hemisphere,
so there is some uncertainty about the minimum H20 values from SAGE II (Kelly et al.,
1989, 1990; Hofmann et al., 1991; Schoeberl et al., 1992).
Figure B-2 is the LIMS minus SAGE II (divided by SAGE II) plot for March.
Although the two data sets are from different years, the differences are deemed
representative of any year because there is little interannual variability in the 3-year
SAGE II data set. However, Mastenbrook and Oltmans (1983) have shown that there are
clear annual and, especially, quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO) cycles in lower
stratospheric water vapor at northern hemisphere midlatitudes. The agreement in Figure
B-2 is within 30% throughout most of the stratosphere. Greatest differences occur in the
lower tropical stratosphere, where both the LIMS and SAGE II error bars are also largest.
An analysis of a subset of the LIMS data using improved spectral parameters for H20 and
a more accurate forward radiance algorithm indicates about a 10% increase in LIMS H20
above about 22 kin; there is almost no change at lower altitudes (Remsberg et al., 1992).
Such a change for LIMS improves the comparison in Figure B-2 in the midstratosphere.
A significant difference remains near 20 km at low latitudes and between 16 and 20 km at
higher latitudes. Again, based on independent comparisons with balloon and aircraft data
sets, it appears that the SAGE II H20 is about right at low latitudes, a bit dry at mid to
high northern latitudes, and about right poleward of 50S for winter/spring. SAGE II
comparisons with the May 1985 ATMOS profiles at both 31N and 48S are within their
respective error bars (Chiou et al., 1992).
MODEL H20
Model H20 distributions are either specified or calculated, but these distributions
determine the stratospheric abundance of H20. While many of the assumptions are
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reasonable,theydonot adequatelyrepresenthephysicalprocessesthatchangeH20 near
thetropopause.TroposphericH20 is specifiedfrom a fixed relative humidity (NCAR,
DUPONT,GSFC,MPI) asafunctionof latitude,altitude,andseason;or basedon fixed
mixing ratio vs. z* (MRI); or scaledfrom a surfacevalue (ITALY). Somemodels
containclimatologicalH20 (LLNL) or haveH20 setto asmallvalue(CAMED-theta).
ManymodelscontainfixedH20 nearthetropopause,becausethemodeltemperatures
arenot accurateenoughto specifyH20 from saturationconsiderations.Somemodelers
prescribetropopauseH20 basedon LIMS data (ITALY, LLNL); someuseother fixed
values(DUPONT,CAMED-theta,MPI). StratosphericH20 is calculatedin manymodels
(CAMED, MRI, LLNL, MPI, DUPONT, NCAR, ITALY), whereas severaluse fixed
monthlydistributionsbasedon theLIMS data(GSFC,AER). Thevariousapproachesfor
modelingH20 mustbebornein mind whenevaluatingthemodel/datadifferencesin the
nextsection.With respectto themodelingof PSCchemistry,mostmodelsprescribethe
occurrenceof a PSCbasedon a thresholdtemperatureratherthana true calculationof
saturationconditions. Therefore,anaccuratedeterminationof thelocal H20 mixing ratio
is not soessential.An exceptionto this is thePSCcalculationof Rosenfield(1992).
RESULTS
Figure B-3 (a) through (1) shows plots of model minus SAGE II (divided by SAGE II)
H20 for March. Comparisons extend from z* = 10 to 50 km. Models (Figure B-3a, e, k,
1) that rely on LIMS data in the stratosphere display a pattern similar to that in Figure B-
2. However, it should be noted that Figure B-2 contains only LIMS nighttime data,
whereas the models may have used an average of day and night LIMS data. Models (b,
c, d, f, g, h, i, j) that calculate stratospheric water vapor are somewhat drier than the
SAGE II values but by no more than 40%. Some models (b, f, g, i) are clearly influenced
by the oxidation of CH4 in the upper stratosphere. All of these models yield a
"reasonable" representation of the observed H20. The DUPONT (d) and NCAR (j)
models have the driest H20 values overall.
Water vapor at the tropopause is quite variable from model to model. Those that have
a parameterization for H20 (a, d, e, f, h, j) give upper troposphere results that are
"reasonable." The LLNL (g) and WASH (1) H20 distributions are based on the
climatology of Oort (1983), so the large differences below 16 km must be due to a
substantial (order of 100%) difference between the SAGE II and RAOB hygristor results
for H20. But H20 estimates from hygristor data are biased too wet (Starr and Melfi,
1991). Tropospheric H20 from the CAMED-theta model (c) is set very small. The
NOCAR model (k) has no troposphere; its lower boundary is near 16 kin. A new version
of that model calculates H20 and contains a troposphere, but results for H20 are not yet
available.
Figure B-4 contains time series plots of H20 at z* = 20 km from SAGE II and from
each of the models. All models are 1980 SS, except ITALY (1990 SS). MPI and
NOCAR did not submit results for all 12 months. Of the models that calculate H20, the
CALJPL, ITALY, and LLNL models agree best with SAGE II data. Tropical values are
of the order 2.5 to 3.5 ppmv, and the meridional gradients are about right. There is a
seasonal variation in the model H20. The ITALY model has a minimum at high latitudes
for southern hemisphere winter/spring. Values shown in Figure B-4 are compared with
the Airborne Antarctic Ozone Expedition (AAOE) and the Airborne Arctic Stratospheric
Expedition (AASE) ER-2 H20 measurements for August and September (about 2.0 to 3.0
ppmv) and for January and February (about 4.5 to 5.0 ppmv) in Schoeberl et al. (1992).
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Comparisonsat other z* levels can be made, and they are appropriate for gauging the
quality of model H20 distributions in the lower stratosphere and upper troposphere.
Figure B-5 shows SAGE II results at z* = 16 km. A seasonal dependence is noted at low
latitudes, which corresponds qualitatively to the seasonal variations in tropopause
temperatures in the tropics.
CONCLUSIONS
Most models are somewhat drier than SAGE II H20 from 50 to 20 km, but generally
by no more than the SAGE II uncertainties (20% to 35%). Models that calculate 1-120
agree more closely with the LIMS values (even after LIMS is corrected by 10%), but the
LIMS uncertainties are also no smaller than 20%.
It is difficult for models to simulate the sharp vertical gradients of H20 at the
tropopause because of their limited resolution. To determine the amount of H20
exchanged from the tropical troposphere to the stratosphere is even more difficult,
because the calculated exchange relies on an accurate determination (to about 1 K) of
tropopause temperature.
There is a critical need for higher quality 1-I20 data between 10 to 20 km. Seasonal
data are needed and on a global scale. In particular, high quality H20 measurements are
needed in UADP at midlatitudes and low latitudes (e.g., from the STEP mission of 1987
and the upcoming SPADE missions in 1992/1993).
Accurate estimates of percentage changes in ambient H20 resulting from a fleet of
HSCTs must await these better baseline data sets and the higher resolution models.
Estimates of relative change should be possible now, particularly with respect to
stratospheric injections of H20 along a flight corridor at high latitudes. To do this, the
perturbation of the model water vapor should be relative to a fixed value. Relative
humidity would increase up to the saturation value until the perturbation becomes
dispersed. Still, these relative changes will be in error if the mechanism for removal of
H20 in the middle latitude stratosphere is not understood. If the concentration at the
tropopause is fixed or if the flux is fixed by the drying-out mechanism, then the answers
will be different.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure B-1. Zonal mean H20 cross section from SAGE II for an average March (1986-
88). Contour interval is 0.5 ppmv up to 6 ppmv, then at the spacing of 8, 10, 100, and
1000 ppmv.
Figure B-2. Zonal mean cross section of (LIMS minus SAGE II)/SAGE II H20 for
March. Negative (dashed) contours have an interval of 10%; positive (solid) contours
have an interval of 20%.
Figure B-3. Zonal mean cross section of (model minus SAGE II)/SAGE II water vapor
for March for the following models: a) AER, b) CALJPL, c) CAMED-theta, d)
DUPONT, e) GSFC, f) ITALY, g) LLNL, h) MPI, i) MRI, j) NCAR, k) NOCAR, and 1)
WASH. Contour interval is as in B-2.
Figure B-4. Annual variation of zonal mean H20 at z* = 20 km from (a) SAGE II and
the models (b) AER, (c) CALJPL, (d) CAMED, (e) DUPONT, (f) GSFC, (g) ITALY, (h)
LLNL, (i) MRI, (j) NCAR, and (k) WASH. Contour interval is 0.5 ppmv.
Figure B-5. Annual variation of zonal mean H20 at z* = 16 km from SAGE II.
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C: Integrated Column Ozone

C: Comparison of Modeled and Measured Total Column Ozone
Paul A. Newman
NASA - Goddard Space Flight Center
INTRODUCTION
Two- and three-dimensional models constitute one of our most important tools for assessing
anthropogenic trace gas impact on the stratosphere and mesosphere. These models incorporate
all of the major stratospheric families of trace gasses, including Ox, NOx, C1Ox, HOx, and BrOx.
In addition, most of these models use sophisticated radiation packages, and are generally
formulated using detailed dynamical transport (e.g., in the two-dimensional model, the residual
circulation with prescribed or self-consistent mixing rates). With the exception of the GISS
model, the models employed in this study are two-dimensional.
This comparison of models and data is performed to fulfill a number of tasks: 1) verify the
collective accuracy of the models to represent the present total ozone distribution, 2) check
temporal trends from the models, 3) identify individual model failures, and 4) assess the impact
of various processes on model results.
The first task is perhaps the most difficult to assess, since most of the models use the total
column ozone diagram as the primary model verification. In short, if task one is not fulfilled by
a particular model, the model and its parameterizations are examined and re-worked (within
limits) until a reasonable total column ozone diagram is produced. This model examination
helps remove glaring errors and flawed parameterizations that impact total ozone, effectively
producing model "tuning." This effective tuning precludes the use of total column ozone as a
higher order model diagnostic. Nevertheless, this section will show detailed comparisons of
models and observations which will provide some confidence in the models and will reveal
subtle differences with the observational data.
The second task of verification of decadal model trends is a much more stringent test of the
models. The models were run using both homogeneous and heterogeneous chemistry.
Comparisons reveal that homogeneous chemistry alone does not produce a reasonable simulation
of the observed 1980 to 1990 decadal trend.
The third task of identifying individual model failures will be discussed under Model
Comparisons 1980. Individual comparisons of model data and Total Ozone Mapping
Spectrometer (TOMS) data will be used to assess the capabilities of each model.
The final task of assessing the impact of various processes on model results is intermingled
with the assessment of temporal trends in the model. In any case, it will be seen that models
employing gas phase homogeneous chemical schemes alone are inadequate for properly
simulating the present atmosphere. Heterogeneous chemistry on both the background sulfate
layer and on polar stratospheric clouds is not a negligible process.
This section is divided into a number of segments. The introduction will list the models and
the model runs used in this study. The second segment will look at a comparison of the 1980
model simulations to 1979-1980 TOMS data. The third segment will describe model trends and
show comparisons to the TOMS trends, while the final segment will summarize the report.
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Table C-1. Models Used in This Study for Comparison With the Data
AER
CAMED
DUPONT
GISS
GSFC
ITALY
LLNL
MPI
MRI
NCAR
OSLO
WASH
M. Ko, D. Weisenstein, J. Rodriguez, N.D. Sze
Atmospheric and Environmental Research, Inc.
Cambridge, MA
R. S. Harwood, J. Kinnersley
University of Edinburgh
Edinburgh EH9 3JZ, UK
J. A. Pyle
University of Cambridge
Cambridge CB2 1EP, UK
C. Miller, D. Fisher
E.I. Du Pont de Nemours, Inc.
Wilmington, DE 19880-0320
M. Prather
University of California, Irvine
Irvine, CA 92717
C. H. Jackman, A. R. Douglass
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, MD 20771
G. Pitari, E. Mancini, G. Visconti
Universita" degli Studi L" Aquila
67101 Coppito (L'Aquila), Italy
D. Wuebbles, P. Connell, K. Grant, D. Kinnison, D. Rotman
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
Livermore, CA 94550
C. Bruehl, P. J. Crutzen
Max Planck Institute for Chemistry,
D-6500 Mainz, Germany
T. Sasaki
Meteorological Research Institute
Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305, Japan
C. Granier, G. Brasseur, I. Folkins, S. Waiters
National Center for Atmospheric Research, Boulder, Colorado
Matt Hitchman
University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin
Anne Smith
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan
I. Isaksen, F. Stordal
University of Oslo
0315 Oslo 3, Norway
K. K. Tung, H. Yang, E. Olaguer
University of Washington
Seattle, WA
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MODELS AND DATA
Models
These models are generally two-dimensional, formulated using a transport circulation with
two-dimensional mixing rates. The principal type of transport circulation used by the two-
dimensional models is the residual circulation with prescribed or self-consistent mixing rates.
Exceptions are the three-dimensional GISS model and the CAMED-theta model.
Discussion of Different Model Runs
There are four types of model runs used in this study for both of the years 1980 and 1990: A
steady-state (SS) run, an aerosol lower-limit (LL) run, an aerosol upper-limit (UL) run, and a run
with both upper-limit aerosols and polar stratospheric clouds (UL+PSC). The aerosol upper limit
(UL) is outlined in Table 8.8 of WMO (1992), while the aerosol lower limit (LL) is the upper
limit reduced by a factor of four. These limits approximately straddle the nonvolcanic loading of
the stratosphere. While these aerosol loadings are less than what was encountered following the
eruption of E1 Chichon in 1982, both 1980 and 1990 were relatively unperturbed by volcanic
emissions. Hence, these aerosol loadings provide good limits on the true loading of the
stratosphere under relatively clean conditions.
The NCAR, ITALY, and OSLO models include PSC parameterizations in addition to the
heterogeneous chemistry on the background aerosol layer. The ITALY model (Pitari and
Visconti, 1991; Pitari et al., 1992) uses a fixed size distribution for both type I and II PSCs. The
PSCs are assumed to form in cold temperatures when the local mixing ratios of HNO3 and H20
are larger than saturation mixing ratios for NAT and water ice. The temperature dependence of
saturauon pressures is calculated using Poole and McCormick (1988). The amount of HNO3 and
H20 exceeding the saturation value condenses instantaneously and these PSCs are removed
through sedimentation. Aerosol evaporation takes place when gas phase HNO3 and H20 mixing
ratios are lower than saturation.
The NCAR model also includes a PSC parameterization. Type I PSCs form in less than 1
time step when temperatures decrease below 195 K. Type II PSCs are present where the
temperature drops below 191 K. These temperatures are higher than the thermodynamic ones,
since two-dimensional model zonal average T is usually higher than the coldest air masses at a
given latitude. Conversion of HC1 and C1ONO2 into chlorine radicals takes place in less than a
ume step. Inside type II PSCs, dehydration and denitrification occur with a 5-day time constant.
Where type I PSCs are present, no dehydration takes place, but a weak denitrification is assumed
to occur, with a time constant of 30 days. When the sun returns to the polar regions, the classic
catalysis and cycles involving C1202 and BrO destroy ozone.
Total Ozone Data
Total ozone data are available from both ground-based Dobson sites and the TOMS aboard
the Nimbus-7 satellite. TOMS data are the primary focus of this study, since the measurements
show good direct agreement with the Dobson data and with the Dobson trends (see UNEP report,
chapter 2; Stolarski et al., 1992). In addition to good comparisons with the Dobson data, TOMS
data have full global coverage for the individual years of 1980 and 1990. The TOMS data have
an estimated precision of 1.3%, with somewhat higher biases at high solar zenith angles (near the
edge of polar night). Torres et al. (1992) estimate 30 DU errors for low ozone events at solar
zenith angles large than 85 degrees.
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MODEL COMPARISONS 1980
Model Standard
To facilitate the model comparisons, a model standard is defined as the average of all of the
steady-state model runs. This standard is a sum of the AER, CAMED, DUPONT, GSFC,
ITALY, LLNL, MRI, NCAR, and WASH models. Figure C-1 displays this standard alongside
the TOMS total ozone plot of 1980 (an average of 1979 and 1980). The difference between the
standard and TOMS is on the bottom of the figure. There are a number of salient features
displayed in the TOMS observations. Among these features are: 1) the northern hemisphere
total ozone maximum in March and April near the pole, 2) the northern hemisphere ozone
minimum in August and September, 3) the tropical annual cycle (minimum in January-February,
followed by a maximum in September-August), 4) The southern hemisphere ozone maximum at
approximately 60S over the entire year, 5) the southern hemisphere annual cycle of ozone
(minimum in March-April, maximum in September-October-November), and 6) the southern
hemisphere polar low in early spring (August-September-October).
The model standard (top right Figure C-l) includes all of the salient features shown in the
TOMS data. The northern hemisphere total ozone maximum appears in the spring, while a
similar feature also appears in the southern latitudes. In general, there is good agreement
between TOMS and the model standard.
While good agreement is generally apparent, a number of problems are still easily seen in
direct comparisons of the model standard and TOMS. The most glaring problems in the model
standard are: 1) the value of the ozone maxima in both hemispheres during late winter is too low,
2) the gradient between the tropical ozone values and the midlatitude ozone maxima is too weak,
3) the lack of a final warming in the southern hemisphere during November, and 4) the lack of
latitudinal breadth of the low total ozone in the tropics.
The weakness of the total ozone maxima is seen in the difference between the standard and
TOMS (bottom, Figure C-l). The northern hemisphere spring maxima in the TOMS data is on
the order of 480 DU, whereas the maxima in the model standard is only 420 DU. In a similar
fashion, the southern hemisphere spring maxima is greater than 400 DU, whereas the standard
model is slightly in excess of 360 DU. The weakness of the midlatitude total ozone gradient is
easily seen by comparing the closely packed contours in TOMS data between 30N and 50N
during January and March, with the less tightly packed contours over the same region and time in
the standard. The southern hemisphere final wanning is observed in the increase in southern
hemisphere polar total ozone from 280 DU to 360 DU between October and November. This
final warming effect is not observed in the model standard. Finally, the lack of breadth of the
tropical ozone minima is reflected by the positive differences in the sub-tropics in the difference
plot.
Individual Model Comparisons
AER
The AER SS run is shown in Figure C-2; the difference between the SS run and TOMS is
shown on the right of this figure. The AER model has all of the features shown in the standard,
and has all of the problems also shown in the standard. Note that the northern hemisphere
maximum during the spring is offset from the pole, and occurs approximately 1 month later than
the TOMS maximum. The AER runs using aerosols show the same basic behavior.
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CAMED
TheCAMED SSrun is shownin FigureC-3; thedifferencebetweentheSSrun andTOMS is
shownon therightof this figure. As with theAER modeltheCambridgemodelcontainsmostof
thefeaturesin the standard.Differencesareapproximately20 DU over the tropical region,but
aregenerallylargerthan20DU outsidethetropics. As with thestandard,thetropical low ozone
region is rather narrow in comparisonto TOMS. Again, the northern hemispherespring
maximum is too weak. In the northernhemisphereozonevaluestend to fall off during the
progressionfrom springto late summer. Generally,this falloff occursat a more rapid rate in
northern hemispherepolar latitudes, and more gradually in the midlatitudes. As a result, a
midlatitudemaximumdevelops.Thisdevelopmentis observedin thestandardmodel,aswell as
the CAMED model.However,in theCAMED model,thismaximumshowsa slow progression
southwardover thecourseof thesummer(near60N in July andat45N in October),while in the
TOMS data,thismaximumis generallyfixed near60N. TheCAMED runsusingaerosolsshow
thesamebasicbehavior.
DUPONT
TheDUPONT SSrun is shownin FigureC-4; thedifferencebetweentheSSrun andTOMS
is shownon theright of this figure. As with thepreviousmodels,theDUPONT model tendsto
producethesamefeaturesasthemodelstandard.However,theDUPONTmodelunderestimates
total ozoneby 5%-20%. If theDUPONTmodelwasnormalizedto annualTOMS globalozone,
it wouldstill underestimatethenorthernhemispherespringmaximumandwould not producea
southernhemispherewinter totalozoneminimum.
GISS
TheGISSmodelis theonly three-dimensionalmodel run includedin this modelassessment.
TheGISSSSrun is shownin FigureC-5; thedifferencebetweentheSSrunandTOMSis shown
on the right of this figure. While the GISS model tendsto producethe samefeaturesas the
modelstandard,it is biasedlow with respecto theTOMS databy 5%-20%. Normalizing to the
annualTOMS global ozonewould still lead to an underestimateof the northern hemisphere
springmaximum,andwouldnot producea southernhemispherewinter totalozoneminimum.
GSFC
The GSFCmodel (shownin FigureC-6) displaystotal ozonevaluesin 1980that areoverall
lower thantheTOMSdata. While theannualcycle in thenorthernpolar region is approximately
thecorrectamplitude,themeanis approximately80DU toolow. TheGSFCmodelagainshows
manyof the problemsgenericto the modelstandard(i.e., northernhemispherespring max too
low, midlatitude gradientstoo weak, a poor representationof the southernhemispherefinal
warming,andarathernarrowtropical totalozoneminimum).
ITALY
TheITALY model isdisplayedin FigureC-7. Two casesareincludedfor theITALY model:
thegasphasesteadystateandtheheterogeneousupperlimit (UL) with polarstratosphericclouds
(PSCs). A comparisonof the SS run with the model standardrevealsmanyof the problems
associatedwith theothermodels:a weaknorthernhemispherespringmaximum,weaklatitudinal
total ozonegradients(particularly in the northernhemispherewinter-spring),a weak southern
hemispherespringmaximum,a relativelypoor representationof the southernhemispherefinal
warming,andarathernarrowtropicalozoneminimum.
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TheUL+PSCcaseis shownat thebottomof Figure C-7. This run showsincreasednorthern
hemisphereandsouthernhemispherespringcolumnozoneamountsin comparisonto theSScase
whenthe N205 + H20 reactionaloneis added.This is immediatelyevidentby a comparisonof
theSS andUL+PSC runsduring March-April at thenorthernlatitudes(total ozoneamountsof
420 and440DU, respectively). In theUL run withoutPSCsthesouthernhemisphereincreaseis
alsoevident. Addition of PSCs leads to the development of a strong ozone minimum at southern
polar latitudes during the October period (i.e., an ozone hole). The increase of total ozone at
high latitudes in the UL+PSC case is probably a result of the suppression of the catalytic loss of
ozone via NOx, as NOx is sequestered in HNO3. Since concentrations of total inorganic chlorine
in 1980 were still relatively low, the catalytic loss of ozone via Clx was unable to sufficiently
compensate for the depressed NOx levels, hence ozone concentrations increased.
LLNL
The LLNL model is shown in Figure C-8 for the SS case. The LLNL case is the only model
that has total ozone greater than TOMS during the northern hemisphere spring in the polar and
sub-polar region, albeit only marginally higher. While TOMS data average values greater than
480 DU, the LLNL case shows values slightly higher than 500 DU. The southern hemisphere
case shows midlatitude total ozone values that are again slightly too large and high-latitude
values that are much too large (i.e., there is a distinct lack of a south polar minimum). Peak
TOMS total ozone values (400 DU) in the southern hemisphere occur in October at 55S, whereas
the LLNL SS case shows peak values in excess of 420 DU during October at the South Pole.
MPI
The MPI time-dependent (TD) case in displayed in Figure C-9. As with the model standard,
the MPI model underestimates the northern hemisphere and southern hemisphere spring maxima,
and also underestimates the midlatitude gradient of total ozone. In addition, the southern
hemisphere winter polar ozone minima is also poorly represented. However, the MPI model
shows a rather broad tropical low ozone region in good agreement with TOMS.
MRI
The MRI SS case in shown in Figure C-10. The MRI model displays the major features
observed in the TOMS data, including the spring maxima and a south polar minima. However,
the MRI model underestimates the northern hemisphere and southern hemisphere spring
maxima, underestimates the midlatitude gradient of total ozone and underestimates the width of
the tropical ozone low. In addition, the southern hemisphere winter polar ozone minima is
lowest during the March-April period.
NCAR
The NCAR SS run (top) is shown in Figure C-11. This run shows nearly identical behavior
to the other models: a slight underestimate of the northern hemisphere spring maximum, an
underestimate of the northern hemisphere winter-spring midlatitude gradient of total ozone, and a
relatively narrow tropical minima. In the southern hemisphere the SS midlatitude maximum
compares quite nicely to the TOMS data, but the south polar minimum is clearly too strong.
The NCAR heterogeneous UL run is shown in the bottom of Figure C-I 1. Differences
between the SS and UL runs for 1980 show a decrease of the winter-spring high-latitude
maxima, and the development of a strong southern hemisphere polar minima. Midlatitude values
are comparable in both runs. The reduction of the spring maxima when aerosol heterogeneous
chemistry is included is unique to the NCAR model. The other models which include aerosol
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heterogeneouschemistryshowincreasesof total ozonebetweenthe SSandheterogeneousruns
whentheN205+H20 reactionis added.
OSLO
Figure C-12 displays the OSLO model TD run. This TD run is lower than the TOMS data
with the largest differences near the northern hemisphere and southern hemisphere spring
maxima, with the exception of spring values, which are too high over the South Pole. The OSLO
model does not show the distinctive southern hemisphere maxima near 55S in the spring, nor
does it show the mid-winter minima over the polar region. The breadth of the tropical minima in
the OSLO model is in good agreement with the TOMS data.
WASH
The WASH SS model run is shown in Figure C-13. The WASH model nicely captures the
total ozone maxima in the northern hemisphere and southern hemisphere, produces a final
wanning in December, has a nice winter-to-spring polar ozone minima at the South Pole, has
good latitudinal breadth in the tropical minima, and approximately captures the southern
hemisphere midlatitude ozone gradient. However, the WASH model is similar to the other
models with respect to the northern hemisphere midlatitude gradient (too weak) and the northern
hemisphere and southern hemisphere high-latitude maxima (too weak).
MODEL TRENDS
TOMS
The TOMS trends are shown in Figures C-14. The left panel displays an average of 1990
and 1989 subtracted from an average of 1980 and 1979, while the right panel displays the trend
from 1980 to 1990 using a statistical analysis for the full TOMS data set (Stolarski et al., 1992).
Both calculations show insignificant trends (trends of approximately 3% are not significant) in
the tropics, with rather large trends in the high latitudes during spring. The northern hemisphere
spring TOMS trend is 6%-10%, while the southern hemisphere spring trend is in excess of 30%.
Largest trends are generally found in the polar regions, with trends of 2%-6% in the midlatitudes.
Only the northern hemisphere displays annual variability in long-term trends, with relatively
weak trends in the northern hemisphere summer and fall.
Model Averages
To show the general results of the models, the model trends have been averaged into four
groups: steady state (SS), heterogeneous lower limit (LL), heterogeneous upper limit (UL), and
heterogeneous upper limit with PSCs (UL+PSC). These averages are displayed in Figure C-15.
The SS run (Figure C-15, top left panel) is averaged from the AER, CAMED, DUPONT,
GSFC, LLNL, ITALY, MRI, NCAR, and WASH models. In general, these models and the time-
dependent model runs (AER, MPI, MRI, and OSLO) show losses everywhere for the decade
which are less than 2%, clearly much smaller than the trends shown in the TOMS data. The
ITALY model produces the largest winter-spring losses at the high northern hemisphere and
southern hemisphere latitudes of approximately 4%. The NCAR SS run shows losses of less
than 1% in the northern hemisphere winter-spring polar regions, with wide areas of relatively
insignificant ozone increases (less than 2 DU). The CAMED model also shows a region of
increased ozone in the northern hemisphere polar region in the late winter to early spring of
approximately 10-20 DU (2%-4%).
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The LL run (FigureC-15, top right panel)is averagedfrom the AER, CAMED, DUPONT,
GSFC,LLNL, ITALY, andNCAR models. Thesemodelsshowdecadallossesthatrangefrom
small (1%) up to 10%. The CAMED model produceslossesin thepolar northernhemisphere
duringlatespringof up to 8%,while theITALY modelproducesamoreglobally uniformlossof
approximately4%. TheNCAR LL run showsFebruarynorthernhemispherepolar lossesof 8%
andAugust southern hemisphere polar losses of 12%.
The UL run (Figure C-15, bottom left panel) is averaged from the AER, ITALY, and NCAR
models. The AER and ITALY models are generally consistent, displaying high-latitude winter-
spring losses of approximately 4%-6%, while the NCAR model shows 16% losses at high
northern hemisphere latitudes in February, and 30% southern hemisphere polar losses in August
and September. These large losses in the NCAR UL run are nearly double the predicted losses
from the NCAR LL model run.
The UL+PSC run (Figure C-15, bottom right panel) is averaged from the ITALY, NCAR,
and OSLO models. The ITALY model shows northern hemisphere winter-spring losses of
approximately 4%, while the OSLO model shows 8% and the NCAR model shows 16%. In the
southern hemisphere the ITALY model shows losses of 10% in September-October, while the
NCAR model shows 30% losses and the OSLO model shows 10% losses in October.
Figure C-16 displays the three UL+PSC runs used in the Figure C-15 average. The ITALY
model run (top left) is clearly too weak in the northern hemisphere winter-spring and close to
correct in the southern hemisphere winter-spring, while the OSLO model (bottom left) produces
reasonable northern hemisphere spring polar losses of 8% but weak southern hemisphere spring
polar losses of only 10%. The NCAR model run (top right) is nearly correct in both
hemispheres. Separate NCAR model runs with PSCs alone, and with heterogeneous processes
on the aerosol background alone, reveals that most of the NCAR northern hemisphere losses are
a result of the heterogeneous processes without PSCs (i.e., PSCs alone in the northern
hemisphere produce small long-term trends). The southern hemisphere polar winter-spring
losses in the NCAR model seem to be enhanced in the mid to late spring by the inclusion of
PSCs. Hence, instead of 10%-15% losses in the southern hemisphere polar region as a result of
the aerosols during October and November, the losses are increased to 20%-25% when PSCs are
included.
Most of the model runs shown in this section do not represent the TOMS losses in a credible
way. The closest approximation to the TOMS losses is seen in the heterogeneous UL+PSC
model runs. The closest approach to the TOMS data is seen in the NCAR model runs. The
NCAR UL+PSC model run is generally the best simulation of the TOMS losses in all of these
representations.
SUMMARY
The models produce reasonable representations of total ozone for 1980. While 1990 data are
not shown here, the same conclusion is generally applicable for 1990 data. Systemic problems in
the model runs are weakness of the spring total ozone maxima in both hemispheres, weakness of
the midlatitude total ozone gradient, poor representation of the southern hemisphere spring final
warming, and tropical low ozone regions that are too latitudinally narrow. In addition to these
problems the 1990 model runs generally have poor representations of the Antarctic ozone hole.
Comparisons of most of the steady-state model runs to the heterogeneous model runs indicate
that the inclusion of heterogeneous reactions acts to increase the column ozone. This increase by
inclusion of heterogeneous reactions is generally true for both 1980 model runs and 1990 model
runs. The increase is probably a result of the suppression of ozone loss via the reduction of NOx
from the N205+H20 heterogeneous reaction on the aerosol layer. The most radical departures
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from this result are the NCAR model runswhich show decreasesof total ozonebetweentheir
steady-staterun andtheir heterogeneousrun in both1980and 1990.
Total ozonetrendsfrom TOMS are6%-10%at northernmid to high latitudesduring thelate
winter andearly spring. Thesetrendsarebestrepresentedby the model runs that include both
aerosolsandpolar stratosphericclouds,althoughthe model runswith the upper-limit aerosol
chemistryalsoshowreasonableagreement.However,largestnorthernhemisphereTOMS trends
occur in the midlatitudes,whereastheUL+PSCmodel runsshowlargesttrendsnearthe North
Pole.
Total ozonetrendsfrom TOMS are -50% at southernhigh latitudesduring the late winter
andearly spring. Thesetrendsarebestrepresentedby themodel runsthat includebothaerosols
andpolarstratosphericclouds. However,while themodelsimulationsproducelargetrends,they
are still substantially smaller than the TOMS trendsof 50%. The trend from the NCAR
simulationis largestat 30%but is still toosmall.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure C-I. Annual variation of column ozone: a) TOMS average for 1979/80, b) model
average for 1980, and c) average model minus TOMS. Contour interval is 20 Dobson Units
(DU).
Figures C-2 through C-6. 1980 ozone column: (left) model ozone, (fight) model minus TOMS.
(C-2) AER, (C-3) CAMED, (C-4) DUPONT, (C-5) GISS, and (C-6) GSFC.
Figure C-7. As in C-2, but for ITALY model: (top) gas phase chemistry; (bottom)
heterogeneous plus gas phase chemistry.
Figures C-8 through C-10. As in C-2, but (C-8) LLNL, (C-9) MPI, and (C-10) MRI.
Figure C-11. As in C-7, but for NCAR model.
Figures C-12 through C-13. As in C-2, but (C-12) OSLO and (C-13) WASH.
Figure C-14. Percentage change in column ozone: (left) TOMS average, 1990 minus 1980;
(fight) decadal trend in TOMS ozone.
Figure C-15. Decadal ozone trend from model averages: (a-top left) gas phase chemistry; (b-top
fight) gas phase plus background aerosol chemistry; (c-bottom left) gas phase plus perturbed
aerosol chemistry; (d-bottom fight) gas phase, perturbed aerosol and PSC chemistry.
Figure C-16. As in Figure C-15d, but for each of the three models in the average.
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D: Ozone Profiles

D: Ozone Profile Comparisons
Richard McPeters
NASA-Goddard Space Flight Center
INTRODUCTION
Because the ultimate objective of the High Speed Research Program (HSRP) atmospheric
effects (AESA) program is the prediction of the effects of atmospheric perturbations on ozone, the
ability of the various models to predict correctly the distribution and time dependence of ozone is
particularly important. In section C the ability of the models to derive total column ozone
accurately was examined; in this section we examine the ability of the models to produce the
vertical distribution of ozone correctly, a much more stringent test of model accuracy. It is quite
possible for a model that correctly matches the observed total column ozone to have serious errors
in the vertical distribution of ozone because of flaws in the implementation of the dynamics of the
lower stratosphere, for instance. The models will be evaluated through comparison with a "1980"
reference ozone profile derived from measurements made by the Solar Backscattered Ultraviolet
(SBUV) instrument on the Nimbus-7 satellite and through comparison with average Stratospheric
Aerosol and Gas Experiment (SAGE II) profiles. This strategy for model evaluation should be
accepted with two cautions: first, as will be discussed, there is certainly some level of uncertainty
in the measured profiles used to create the reference, and second, one would not expect the models
to agree exactly with any particular 2-year average because of the effects of atmospheric variability.
OBSERVATIONAL REFERENCE DATA
Data from the Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS) on Nimbus-7 show that, after
accounting for solar cycle changes, there was a significant ozone depletion between 1980 and
1990, with the strongest decrease occurring between 1980 and 1985 (Stolarski et al., 1991).
These conclusions are supported by ozonesonde measurements (Staehelin and Schmid, 1991) and
by SAGE II measurements (McCormick et al., 1992). There is no good evidence for significant
ozone depletion prior to 1980, except possibly in the Antarctic in spring (Angell and Korshover,
1983; Farman et al., 1985). Consequently, we have chosen to use 198,0 as the "normal"
observational reference period for model comparison for the ozone profiles.
Version 6 data from the SBUV on Nimbus-7 were used to define the ozone reference profile.
SBUV provided near global coverage of ozone from November 1978 through February 1987, at
which point chopper wheel synchronization problems began to introduce "noise" into the albedo
measurement. In the version 6 processing time dependent instrument errors resulting from
degradation of the diffuser plate were corrected. Another significant improvement in the version 6
SBUV algorithm is that data from SAGE II were used to define the a priori profile climatology for
the 10-125 mb altitude region. We believe that the SAGE data are the best and most extensive
available for defining the shape of the ozone profile in the lower stratosphere, the area most critical
for the HSRP evaluation. Data from SAGE II are available from 1985 through 1991. Because the
SAGE ozone measurement uses the occultation technique, the measurement point sweeps through
latitudes from 80S through 80N over a period of about a month as the sunset/sunrise points shift
with the drifting orbit. The version 6 SBUV data combine the strengths of SBUV-the very
extensive and uniform sampling-with the strengths of SAGE-high accuracy and good vertical
resolution in the lower stratosphere. Because accurate data from SBUV were not available after
1987, the present study limits itself to comparison with a 1980 reference and does not evaluate
trends in the ozone profiles (though SAGE II or SBUV/2 data could be used for this purpose in
future studies).
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SBUV inherentlyhasabout8 km verticalresolutionabovetheozonemaximumandonly about
15km resolutionin the10-25km region.(SBUV providesvery little informationfrom thelowest
10km of the troposphere).The SBUV measurementsof thebackscatteredalbedo-theratio of
backscatteredradianceto incident solarirradiance--determinetheaverageamountof ozonein the
15-30km region; the a priori climatology (theSAGEdata)determinesthe shapeof theprofile
within that altituderange. Theuseof SAGEclimatologyin theSBUV algorithmdoesnot imply
thatSAGEandSBUV arerequiredto agreein thelowerstratosphere.
Theozonereferenceconsistsof monthlyaverageozoneprofiles for 10-degreelatitude zones
from 80Sto 80N. Sincescatteredsunlightis usedto measureozone,no dataareavailablefrom
SBUV at high latitudesin thewinter (polarnight). A 2-yearaverage,1979and1980,wasusedto
createthe"1980"referenceinorderto minimizetheeffectof thequasi-biennialoscillation(QBO)in
the tropics,aneffect generallynot includedin the modelcalculations. SBUV retrieval is done
internally in Umkehr layers(approximately5 km thick). A spline fit of layerozoneversuslog
pressurewasdonetoproducecolumnozoneandozonemixing ratioatthe2 km z* levelsrequired
for comparisonwith themodels.
FigureD-I (top) showstheseasonalbehaviorof theSBUV referenceozoneasafunction of
latitudefor two altitudes- 20km and 30km. For comparison,SAGEII dataaveragedfor the
1985-1990periodarealsoshown(middle). ThoughSAGE latitudecoverageis somewhatless,
theagreementin ozonemorphologyisgenerallyquitegood,notonly in thefeaturesof theseasonal
variationbutevenin theabsoluteozonelevels,exceptin thetropicswhereSBUV-measuredozone
is somewhatless than SAGE-measuredozone. Somecommonfeaturesof the modelscanbe
examinedin anaverageof nine of themodels,alsoshownin Figure D-1 (bottom). Resultsof
individual modelcomparisonswill bediscussedin detail in thenext section,but in generalthe
modelscorrectlyproducetheoverall featuresof theseasonalozonevariation,including thebasic
latitudinalvariationandtheseasonalbehaviorathigh latitudes.While ozonein theequatorialzone
at 20 km is somewhattoo high and the latitudinal gradientis somewhatunderestimated,this
probablydoesnotrepresentaseriousproblemgiventhesteepgradientin ozonewith altitudein this
region.
Figure D-2 is aplot of the height-latitudecrosssectionof thepercentdifference(SAGEII-
SBUV) / SBUV for four representative months - January, April, July, and October. In this and
comparisons to follow, altitudes below 15 km are not shown because of the lack of validity of the
SBUV reference in the troposphere. The figure shows that SBUV and SAGE agree generally to
the +10% level, with the principal area of disagreement being in the tropics in the 15-25 km region.
SAGE measurements are about 20% higher than SBUV at 20 km but about 20% less than SBUV
at 15 km. Part of this difference could be due to time difference - SBUV data are from 1979-1980,
while SAGE data are from 1985-1990. While neither SBUV data nor SAGE data are of the
highest quality in the low-altitude region, we would estimate that the reference model should be
considered valid at 20 km to the +20%-30% level of accuracy, and valid to the +50% level even at
15 km.
Figure D-3 is a similar plot, but shows the difference between balloon measurements (ECC
sondes) and the SBUV reference. Considerably more variability is seen, largely because the ECC
sonde data set is very limited, consisting of profiles measured sporadically at only nine sites over
the period 1979-1988. The comparison cannot be considered conclusive, but the agreement
between 15 and 30 km is generally to the +40% level, and is consistently worse only in the 15-20
km region near the equator.
Based on these measurement comparisons, we would conclude that the 1979-1980 SBUV
reference profile correctly represents the ozone distribution to the 10%-20% accuracy level in the
30-.50 km region and to the 30%-50% accuracy level even in the 15-25 km region.
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MODEL COMPARISONS WITH DATA
An extensive series of model calculations was done for comparison with the 1980
observational reference profiles, including runs that considered gas phase chemistry only (GAS)
and runs that included heterogeneous chemistry for various levels of aerosol loading. To limit
somewhat the scope of the comparisons we will examine only the heterogeneous lower-limit
(HET-LL) model results (for GISS and WASH only the GAS results are currently available). The
HET-LL result probably comes closest to representing normal non-volcanic conditions and is most
appropriate for comparison with the 1980 reference. The results of the gas phase and HET-LL
calculations are generally very similar when ozone is examined (this may not be true of other
species). Figure D-4 shows the similarity of the GAS and HET-LL results by plotting the height-
latitude cross sections of the percent difference between the model calculation and the reference
profile. For both the GSFC July runs (left) and the NCAR January runs (right), the results of the
gas phase calculations are almost identical to the results of the HET-LL calculations.
Figures D-5a through D-51 show the comparisons between observation and calculation for 12
different models. Each figure shows the height-latitude cross section of the difference (in percent)
between the HET-LL model calculation and the reference profile for four different months:
January, April, July, and October. Shown (in alphabetical order) are model comparisons for AER,
CAMED, DUPONT, GISS, GSFC, ITALY, LLNL, MRI, MPI, NCAR, NOCAR, and WASH.
In the upper stratosphere, 35-50 km, almost all of the models underestimate ozone by 20%-
40%. This underestimation is well known and is a problem of long standing. The SAGE average
ozone in the upper stratosphere is also less than the SBUV reference, sometimes by as much as
20%. This could be due in part to real ozone change between 1980 (SBUV) and 1985-1990
(SAGE); both Umkehr and SBUV show trends at 45 km that amount to about 7% per decade. The
NOCAR and ITALY models have the best agreement with observation in the upper stratosphere -
the NOCAR model underestimates ozone by 0%-20%, while the ITALY model slightly
overestimates ozone. The CAMED, GISS, and NCAR models have disagreements in the 10%-
30% range.
In the middle stratosphere, 25-35 km, all the models predict ozone to much better accuracy,
generally agreeing with the reference profile to within about +20% except near the winter
terminator.
The biggest variance among the models is seen in the lower stratosphere, the 15-25 km region.
The disagreement mostly occurs in the equatorial region; at mid and high latitudes agreement is
generally to within +__20%or so. The AER, LLNL, MPI and MRI models overestimate ozone at 20
km in the tropics by 20%-80%, but are in better agreement near 15 km. The GSFC model at 20
km overestimates ozone by only 20%-40%, but has large disagreements exceeding 80% at lower
altitudes between 30S and the equator. The CAMED and ITALY models overestimate ozone
throughout the 15-25 km region by 40%-100% with the largest disagreements at the lowest
altitudes. The GISS model appears to contain a wave structure such that it overestimates by 40%
at 23 km, is in agreement at 20 km, and overestimates by 60%-100% at 15 km. The DUPONT,
NCAR, and NOCAR models agree best with the reference profile in the tropical lower
stratosphere, agreeing to within 0%-20% near 20 km, and agreeing to within 40%-60% even at 15
km. At 20 km the SAGE-based SBUV profile should be accurate to within +20%-30%, and
while neither SAGE nor SBUV is capable of good accuracy at 15 km in the tropics, disagreements
approaching 100% should not be ignored, even though the actual amount of ozone at this altitude is
small.
PROFILE SHAPE EVALUATION
It is difficult to evaluate how realistic the profile shapes produced by the models are based only
on the height-latitude cross section of the model-reference difference. Since a large percent
difference in ozone at 15 km may represent a very small error in actual ozone, it is instructive to
look at actual ozone profiles. Figures D-6a through D-10c are plots of ozone mixing ratio versus
altitude for the same four months as before for five latitude zones: 15S-15N (D-6a-c), 40N-55N
(D-7a-c), 40S-55S (D-8a-c), 65N-80N (D-9a-c), and 65S-80S (D-10a-c). In each case profiles
from nine of the models are plotted along with the SBUV and SAGE II profiles (separated into
parts a, b, and c for clarity). A plot of mixing ratio emphasizes features of the ozone distribution
between 25 and 45 km at the expense of details in the lowest stratosphere. Both the SBUV
reference profile and the SAGE average profile are plotted for low latitudes and middle latitudes;
insufficient data were available from SAGE at high latitudes. Despite the time difference of the
observational data, SAGE and SBUV data are generally consistent, though SAGE data tend to
peak 2-4 km lower in altitude than SBUV data.
Figures D-6a-c show that all the models reproduce the mixing ratio profile quite well in the
equatorial zone, 15S-15N, though peaking 1-2 km lower than SAGE and 2-4 km lower than the
SBUV reference profile. ITALY smoothes through the mixing ratio peak more than the other
models, while GSFC has too sharp a peak.
At middle latitudes, 40-55 degrees north (D-7a-c) and south (D-8a-c), the models reproduce the
magnitude of the reference profile well in summer but peak at an altitude about 5 km too low. For
the winter profiles the ITALY, CAMED, GISS, NCAR, and NOCAR models agree well with the
reference. In the southern hemisphere the ITALY and NCAR models most nearly match the winter
profile shape. The AER, DUPONT, GSFC, LLNL, and MRI models tend to be too low in
magnitude and peak at a significantly lower altitude.
Not unexpectedly, the comparisons are most erratic at high latitudes in winter. With the
exception of the ITALY and GISS models, all the models tend to peak at much too low an altitude
in the 65- to 80-degree zones (Figures D-9a-c and Figures D-10a-c). They tend to peak near 25
km and then decrease at higher altitudes in a fairly flat distribution, while the SBUV reference has a
broad peak maximizing near 40 km. The CAMED model is unusual, producing a double peak in
winter: one peak near 25 km and a second peak near 42 km. Part of the reason for the large
discrepancy could be that the measured data for this zone in winter come mostly from near 65
degree latitude, because higher latitudes are in darkness and ozone measurement is not possible.
In summer most of the models agree much better with the reference profile, though, as at other
latitudes, peaking a few kilometers too low. The LLNL, MPI, MRI, NCAR and WASH models
peak at an altitude significantly too low even in summer.
The spring comparisons are intermediate. In the northern hemisphere most models derive
approximately the correct altitude for the peak but significantly underestimate its magnitude
(LLNL, MRI, AER, GSFC, and DUPONT). Two models, ITALY and NCAR, overestimate the
peak. In the southern hemisphere in the fall only ITALY reproduces the observed high altitude
peak near 45 km. The other models have relatively flat peaks lower down, similar to their behavior
m winter.
CONCLUSIONS
We have used a 2-year average (1979 and 1980) of reprocessed SBUV ozone data to establish
a "1980" reference ozone profile. We believe that this reference, which uses SAGE II profiles for
its a priori profile shape, correctly represents the ozone distribution to the 10%-20% accuracy level
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in the 30-50 km region, and to the 30%-50%accuracylevel in the 15-25km region. Ozone
calculatedby eachof the modelswascomparedwith this ozonereferenceprofile to assessthe
accuracyof the models'ozonecomputation. In the upperstratosphere,35-50km, mostof the
modelsconsistentlyunderestimateozoneby 20%-40%. Only the ITALY model agreeswith
observationnear50 km. In themiddle stratosphere,25-35km, all the modelspredict ozoneto
muchgreateraccuracy,generallyagreeingwith thereferenceprofile to within about+_20%except
near the winter terminator. The largestpercentdifferences from the referenceoccur in the
equatorialregionin the 15-25km region,with disagreementsfrom 60%to morethan100%.The
DUPONT,NCAR, andNOCARmodelsagreebestwith thereferenceprofile in thetropical lower
stratosphere,agreeingto within 0%-20%near20km andagreeingto within 40%-60%evenat 15
km.
Overall the modelscorrectly producetheshapeof themixing ratio profile in theequatorial
regionsandathigherlatitudesin summer,thoughtheypersistentlygeneratea mixing ratiopeaka
few kilometerslower than is observedby SBUV or SAGE. At higherlatitudesin otherseasons
themodels tend to peak at significantly too low analtitude, too low by about 5 km at middle
latitudesandtoolow by asmuchas10km at high latitudes.Modelperformanceispoorestathigh
latitudesin winter whereall themodelsexcepttheITALY andGISSmodelspeakat muchtoolow
analtitude. Themodelspeaknear25km,while theSBUV referencehasa broadpeakmaximizing
near40km.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure D.I. A plot showing the seasonal behavior of the SBUV reference ozone (top), average
SAGE II ozone for 1985-1990 (middle), and an average of nine of the models (bottom), as a
function of latitude for two altitudes - 20 km and 30 kin.
Figure D-2. A height-latitude cross section of the percent difference between SAGE II and
SBUV for four representative months - January, April, July, and October. In this and
comparisons to follow, altitudes below 15 km are not shown because of the lack of validity of the
SBUV reference in the troposphere.
Figure D-3. A plot similar to Figure D-2 but of the difference between balloon measurements
(ECC sondes) and the SBUV reference. The ECC sonde data set is very limited, consisting of
profiles measured sporadically at only nine sites over the period 1979-1988.
Figure D-4. A comparison showing the similarity of the gas phase calculations and the
heterogeneous lower-limit (HET-LL) calculations. Height-latitude cross sections of the percent
difference between the model calculation and the reference profile for the GSFC model July runs
(left) and the NCAR January runs (right) are shown.
Figures D-5a - 51. Comparisons between the ozone reference and the calculation results for
each of twelve different models (shown in alphabetical order). Each figure shows the height-
latitude cross section of the difference (in percent) between the HET-LL model calculation and the
reference profile for four different months: January, April, July, and October. The GISS, MPI,
and WASH models are not SS Het LL cases.
Figures D-ta - D.10c. Plots of ozone mixing ratio versus altitude for January, April, July,
and October for 5 latitude zones: 15S-15N (D-6a-c), 40N-55N (D-7a-c), 40S-55S (D-8a-c), 65N-
80N (D-9a-c), and 65S-80S (D-10a-c). In each case profdes from eleven of the models are plotted
along with the SBUV and SAGE II profiles (separated into parts a, b and c for clarity).
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E: Global Distributions of N20 and CH4

E_ Large-Scale Structures in NzO and CH4
E. Remsberg and W. Grose
NASA-Langley Research Center
INTRODUCTION
Distributions of N20 and CI-I4 represent excellent tracers of transport for the lower
stratosphere. N20 is produced predominantly by microbial action in soil. It is destroyed in the
stratosphere primarily through photolysis
N20 + hv _ N2 + O,
and provides a source of most of the stratospheric odd-nitrogen by
N20 + O _ 2NO.
Photolytic rates tend to increase rapidly with altitude, and the N20 lifetime decreases from about
50 years at 25 km to 2 months at 40 km (Figure 5.32 in Brasseur and Solomon, 1984).
Methane, like N20, is produced at the Earth's surface by a variety of processes. It has a lifetime
of about 10 years at 25 km, decreasing more slowly to about 4 months at 40 km (Figure 5.12 in
Brasseur and Solomon, 1984). It is destroyed primarily by reaction with OH
CH4 + OH ---> CH3 + H20,
and secondarily by reaction with excited oxygen atoms
and
CH4 + O --_ CH3 + OH
CH4 + O ---) CH20 + H2.
It can also react with chlorine atoms to yield
CH4 + CI --4 CH3 + HC1.
Chemical loss processes are significant for both CH4 and N20 in the stratosphere, though the
rates are quite different. There is a close analogy between these species and the X1/X2 tracer
simulation study in section O. Traditionally CH4 and especially N20 data have been used to
validate both the model transport and chemistry, although comparisons with Stratospheric and
Mesospheric Sounder (SAMS) data are not strictly independent tests of the circulation (WMO,
1982; 1985). More recently, isolines of N20 have served as a useful coordinate for evaluating
diabatic transport processes in the polar stratosphere (e.g., Proffitt et al., 1992; Schoeberl et al.,
1989).
This section contains model comparisons with representative balloon and satellite data.
Comparisons with the aircraft data from Airborne Antarctic Ozone Expedition (AAOE) and
Airborne Arctic Stratospheric Expedition (AASE) are reported as part of section H.
Furthermore, because N20 is the primary source of NOy in the stratosphere, the comparisons for
N20 will be important in evaluating differences in total odd nitrogen in models, particularly in
the lower stratosphere-20 to 35 km. Differences in the N20 distributions between models will
be related to differences in model NOy (see sections F, G, and H).
E-1
DATA SETS
During the 1970s and early 1980s, our knowledge of variations of N20 and CH4 was
obtained from balloon-borne instruments. A number of comparisons were reported in Hudson
and Reed (1979) and WMO (1982; 1985); we are using those same data sets for this Workshop.
Individual balloon profiles should be more representative of a zonal average during late spring,
summer, and early autumn. We have focused on model comparisons in May with the JPL
measurements in Texas (32N) (Farmer et al., 1980) and the comparisons in June with
measurements from the Julich (KFA) group taken in southern France (44N) (Volz et al., 1981;
Schmidt et al., 1984). The in situ mixing ratios were obtained by gas chromatographic analyses
of either grab samples or cryogenically cooled air samples. Their measurement accuracy is of
the order 5%. The KFA profiles labeled BI9 and BI10 have been removed from our data base
because of inconsistencies in the laboratory standards used to analyze them (U. Schmidt,
personal communication, 1992). The infrared measurements of Farmer et al. have an accuracy of
10% to 30%. Shapes of the vertical profiles are particularly trustworthy because the
concentration values are highly precise (of the order 5% or better). Of course, there can be
significant differences between individual profiles if they are obtained for different seasons or if
they are affected by the local transport of air from nearby latitudes.
Schmidt et al. (1991) report profiles near Kiruna, Sweden (68N) during January and February
from 1987 to 1990. These profiles decrease rapidly with altitude and are considered typical of
those species' distributions near the winter polar vortex.
We also considered comparisons for several Antarctic profiles during September and October
of 1986 and 1987. They include results from the ground-based Mark IV Fourier transform
infrared (FTIR) spectrometer (Toon et al., 1989), the airborne tunable laser absorption
spectrometer (ATLAS) measurements on board the ER-2 (Loewenstein et al., 1989), and the
ground-based microwave measurements by Parrish et al. (1988). All measurements were
obtained in the polar vortex, which was fairly symmetric at the time. The ATLAS data are
highly precise and also accurate to about 10%. The,FTIR and microwave results were
determined by obtaining an assumed N20 profile that best fit the spectra measured by those
instruments. Generally, the profiles obtained with the ground-based instruments are of lower
vertical resolution and have somewhat lower accuracy than results from the ATLAS instrument.
The N20 and CI-I4 profiles from ATMOS at 28N and 48S during May 1985 are available
from Gunson et al. (1990), and they are used in the comparisons. The uncertainty in those
profiles is of the order 10%.
Most model comparisons have been conducted against the satellite distributions of N20 and
CH4 from the Nimbus 7 SAMS experiment (Jones and Pyle, 1984), as archived at the National
Space Sciences Data Center (NSSDC). The basic zonal mean profile data are reported at four
pressure levels for N20 (22.68 mb or about 26 km, 6.83 mb or about 35 km, 2.06 mb or about 43
km, and 0.62 mb or about 51.4 km) and at five pressure levels for CI-h (the top level being 0.19
mb or about 60 km). Systematic error at 22.68 mb is about 50%, most of which is due to an
estimated temperature bias of the order + 2 K. Remsberg and Bhatt (1992) present evidence to
suggest that the SAMS temperatures are too cold by 2 to 4 K at about 7 to 15 mb in April. Such
a bias causes an overestimate of N20 and CH4 through the SAMS retrieval algorithm.
Temperature biases are only of the order 1 K in the upper stratosphere, so the SAMS species
results ought to be much more accurate there. Therefore, when the SAMS profile data are
interpolated to z* levels between 26 and 35 km, any biases at 26 km will affect the interpolated
results. This may explain a long-standing discrepancy between SAMS and balloon profiles of
N20 (Jones and Pyle, 1984).
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Thepresenceof occasionalbiasesin thearchivedSAMS databelow35km wasnotedin a 3-
year time series(1979-1981)versuslatitudeplot of N20 for z* = 30 km. Rapidchangeswere
apparentin someregions, which did not seementirely physical. A secondversion of the
processedNzO and CH4profiles wasobtainedfrom SAMS investigatorsat Oxford University
(A. Dudhia,private communication,1992),but thosedataalso contain someclearly spurious
points. StanfordandZiemke (1991)removedthesepointsfrom thatversionandthencreateda 3-
yeartimeseriesof thedata. Theyalsoappliedalow-passfilter to thetime series.A comparison
of their time serieswith that obtained from the archivedSAMS dataset yields very similar
results for all but the 22-mb level. Therefore, we elected to use the generally available,
originally archivedSAMS data,but we aremostconfidentof themorepreciseandaccuratedata
at theinterpolatedz* levelsbetween35and51km.
Examplesof SAMS time seriesplots for N20 aregivenin FiguresE-1 andE-2 for z* = 36
and44 km, respectively.Methaneresultsaregivenin FiguresE-3 andE-4. The time periodof
thesedata is 1979through 1981. No methanedatawere available for September1980. In
general,there is continuity in the isoline patterns,andthe effectsof a semi-annualvariation is
apparentin thefields between+ 30 degrees latitude. There is also a direct correlation between
features of the N20 and CH4 time series (see also, Stanford et al., 1992). These results are
consistent with the precision estimates (of the order 5% to 20%) reported for the SAMS zonal
mean cross sections by Jones and Pyle (1984).
MODEL/DATA COMPARISONS
Twelve models reported results for N20 and eleven for CH4 for a 1980 scenario (either
steady-state gas phase-(SG) or lower-limit heterogeneous phase-(HetLL or SH)). CI-h
distributions were not reported for the GISS model.
Model comparisons with selected profiles are presented first. Figure E-5 contains N20
results for May around 30N. The measured data are repeated in each of the four panels. The 12
models are divided such that results from three different models are shown in each panel. The
balloon profile is that of Farmer et al. (1980), and it extends down to about 24 km. The
Atmospheric Trace Molecule Spectroscopy (ATMOS) profile from Gunson et al. (1990) has a
significant minimum near 30 km, which is believed to be due to meridional transport of lower
N20 values from higher latitudes-most likely related to the semi-annual oscillation and/or the
final warming event that occurred several months earlier. SAMS N20 for May from two years
(1979, 1980) is shown. Below 35 km there is a divergence of the two SAMS profiles; part of
that difference may be due to systematic biases for the retrieved SAMS data at 26 km. However,
some of the difference may be real. For example, there was a significant amount of planetary
wave activity for the northern hemisphere winter of 1978/79, and Solomon et al. (1986) showed
that this leads to an upward acceleration of the tropical branch of the mean meridional
circulation. The winter of 1979/1980 was relatively quiet by comparison. Furthermore, the
quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO) was in its easterly phase during 1978/1979, and Trepte and
Hitchman (1992) report a "lofting" and divergence of equatorial air for the midstratosphere in
that situation. Thus, the May 1979 and 1980 N20 profiles from SAMS may represent a typical
range of observed N20 values. The model results ought to fall within or very close to that range.
There is a large spread among the models in Figure E-5 between 15 and 35 km, where both
differences in model transport and chemistry are critical. The model curves are bounded by
CALJPL (strong vertical gradient) and by GSFC, LLNL, GISS, NOCAR, and NCAR (weaker
vertical gradient). According to results in sections A (net circulation) and O (X1/X2 tracer
study), both the GSFC and NOCAR models have the most vigorous net upward transport at low
to middle latitudes (short tracer lifetimes)-in agreement with the findings here. AER, CAMED,
and WASH have a weaker Brewer/Dobson circulation, and they generally fit the 1980 SAMS
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data and the balloon profile. On the other hand, the CALJPL model hasa relatively short
lifetime for its X1/X2 tracerstudy,yet it hasthe steepestvertical N20 gradientin Figure E-5.
This discrepancyis dueto a photodissociationrate for N20 that is too large(Y. Yung, private
communication,1992).
Figure E-6 containstheCH4 comparisonsfor May at 30N. First, therearesomesignificant
differencesamongthedata. The2 yearsof SAMS methanedivergebelow35km. TheATMOS
datahavearelativeminimum near32km, andit is correlatedwith therelativeminimum in N20
in Figure E-5. Below that altitudeATMOS agreeswith theFarmeret al. (1980)profile, while
above35km it agreeswith theSAMSdata. Datadifferencesat 30 to 35km maybeanindicator
of thereal interannualvariability to beexpectedfrom this tracer. Generally,themodelspredict
toomuchCH4 at 30km, perhapsbecauseOH is too low. More likely it is anindicationthat the
netupwardtransportin the lower stratosphereis too strongin spring. Alternatively, maybethe
north/south exchangeof air at midlatitudes is not correct for winter/spring. Model/data
differencesdueto transportarein accordwith theresultsof thecarbon-14dispersionexperiment
in sectionI. The DUPONT, LLNL, andMRI modelsgive the more reasonableCH4 profiles.
The ITALY model at 20 km has an apparent source of CH4, but not N20, in the lower
stratosphere (see Figure E-5).
Figure E-7 contains N20 comparisons for June at about 45N. The KFA balloon data are for
44N and the NOAA balloon data are from Laramie (41N) (Goldan et al., 1980). The corrected
NOAA data are used here (Goldan et al., 1981). The KFA balloon data near 15 km are higher
than the 300 ppbv prescribed for the model runs for the troposphere in 1980. As before, the
NOCAR, GSFC, and GISS models have the weakest vertical gradient. The 1979 SAMS data
support a gradual decrease. The balloon data and 1980 SAMS data support a more rapid N20
decrease between 20 and 30 km. CALJPL agrees with the balloon data here. (Note that the
NOAA balloon data have an "open diamond" symbol in all four panels; the LLNL model also
has open diamonds but is only in panel E-7c.)
Figure E-8 shows methane results for June at 45N (c.f., Figures E-5 through E-7). AER and
CAMED yield the best fit. The CALJPL profile contains too much CH4 at the higher altitudes,
perhaps because there is too little OH available. The LLNL result is too large above 50 km, most
likely due to approximations at the upper boundary of their model. Generally, all of the models
look good at 20 km.
Figure E-9 displays N20 profiles for September at 45N. As in June, effects of planetary
waves on the N20 distribution should be insignificant in September, and the balloon data ought
to be an excellent approximation to a zonal mean value. The 1979 SAMS data are clearly wrong
at 28 km; they are of the order 315 ppbv. This means that our z* interpolations between 36 and
28 km are also questionable for September 1979, so we cannot rely on comparisons with these
1979 SAMS data. The model profiles agree with the other data between 20 and 30 km with the
possible exceptions of the GISS, GSFC, and NOCAR results.
Figure E-10 shows low latitude results for N20 for March. Balloon data are from NOAA
flights from Panama in 1977 and from Brazil in 1978 and 1979 (Goldan et al., 1980). The
SAMS N20 profiles are nearly identical for 1979/1980, but again the values at 28 km are too
large. Near 35 km there is better agreement between SAMS and the balloon data. Model
comparisons with these data represent a stringent test of the strength of both the mean circulation
between 20 and 30 km and the photolytic destruction of N20 above that. Generally, the models
are in very good agreement with the data. N20 from CALJPL has a steep gradient between 20
and 35 km (see comments about Figure E-5). The ITALY model has its maximum N20 level
near the tropical tropopause (see also Figures E-6 and E-11).
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Figure E-11 hasmethanecomparisonsfor Septemberat the equator. SAMS data are for
1979and 1981,since no datawere taken for September1980. The 1979SAMS datahave a
regionof nearconstantmixing ratio between35and42 km, increasingto about 1.3ppmv at 30
km. The 1981 SAMS data decreasemore smoothly with height. There is considerable
variability amongthemodelprofiles. GSFChasaminimumat 45 km thatis not seenin its N20
for March in Figure E-10. This implies that their monthly circulations leadto quite different
speciesdistributionsin MarchversusSeptember.
Figure E-12containsN20 dataat 68N from Schmidtet al. (1991) from severalyearsin the
late 1980s,but we are still comparing them with the model calculationsfor 1980. A 2.5%
increasein N20 over this decadeis not significantfor thesecomparisons.Thedecreaseof N20
with altitudeobservedfrom the balloonsis perhapsmore representativeof distributions in the
polar vortex rather than the zonal mean for February. The SAMS data should be more
representativeof zonalaveragevalues. SAMSresultsfor 1979/80arevery similarabove35km.
The larger values for 1979 may be explained by the strong poleward mixing that winter.
Meridional gradientsof N20 becomepronouncedin polar winter, sosomeof the SAMS/model
differencesin themidstratospheremaybedueto thediffering latitudes(SAMS at 65N;modelat
70N). Generally,themodel/datacomparisonsarevery goodfrom I0 to 25 km. Therearesome
clear differencesamong the models at 30 km with CAMED, AER, DUPONT, and ITALY
havingthesmallestN20. Manyof themodelshavelessthan10ppbvat 35km, while theSAMS
dataarenear40 ppbv. Model/dataagreementat 35 km is best for CALJPL, GISS, NOCAR,
WASH, andLLNL. Obviously,thereareimportantdifferencesin transport(bothadvectionand
mixing) amongthevariousmodelsfor February.
Finally, the N20 profile comparisons are completed with results near 75S in September
(Figure E-13). It is clear that the observed N20 gradient is steeper than from any of the models.
Stronger diabatic descent would improve the comparisons. In this regard, the DUPONT,
ITALY, LLNL, NOCAR, and CALJPL models already yield a reasonably good match to the
data. Also it is possible that the measured data are more representative of the center of the polar
vortex, while the models give a better estimate of the September zonal mean for 75S.
CORRELATION DIAGRAMS FROM SAMS DATA
The Nimbus-7 SAMS data contain many averaged profiles each month. Although the CI-I4
and N20 data are not obtained simultaneously (N20 measurements are taken one day; CI-I4 the
next), their monthly zonal means are derived from sets of profiles of CH4 and N20 that are
representative of atmospheric variations on that time scale. The slope of the correlation of CI-I4
and N20 for values near their tropospheric concentrations is approximately proportional to the
ratio of the fluxes of each of these gases into the stratosphere, i.e., their mean stratospheric
lifetime. Figures E-14 through E-16 contain correlation plots for March and December of 1979,
1980, and 1981 based on the SAMS data after vertical interpolation. The straight line is an
estimate of the ratio of the lifetime of N20 to that of CI-In, as obtained from section H in the
caption of Figure H-1. (Section H has the correlation diagram for the balloon and aircraft data.)
The only difference is that model CI-I4 in the present section is for 1980, whereas the reference
line in section H is for 1990. Therefore, the straight line fit was determined assuming that CI-14
was multiplied by 0.9 (a change of 10% per decade of time). Figure E-17 contains the results
from the original SAMS data for 1981, prior to the vertical interpolation to z* intervals of 2 km.
The spread in the data in Figures E-14 to E-16 is less in 1979 than in 1980 or 1981-scatter
being more pronounced at the higher mixing ratios (lower in the stratosphere). Furthermore,
some data appear erroneous. There are CH4 points that are greater than 1.6 ppmv, the
tropospheric value, for December 1980/1981 and March 1981. Likewise there are N20 points
near 300 ppbv, which is its average tropospheric value at that time. We note that N20 values
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aboveabout150ppbv,for example,occurbelow35km on themonthly zonalmeancross-section
plots (not shown)andthat points below that altitudeareobtainedby the interpolationbetween
the22.7-and6.8-mblevels. Becausesystematicerrorshavea significanteffecton thevaluesat
22.7mb, anyquantitativecorrelationsobtainedfrom N20 greaterthanabout 150ppbv arealso
lessaccurate.A similar commentappliesto SAMS CI-t4valuesthat aregreaterthanabout 1.1
ppmv. The strikingly different behaviorof theN20-CH4 correlationsbetween1979and 1980
demonstratesan obvious problem with the measurements(versusa difference in "winter"
transport),sinceachangein meridionalmixing would notbeableto do this.
The dataareplotted for threelatitude zonesin FiguresE-14 throughE-16. Generally, the
stratosphericlossfrequencyof a moleculeof N20 is fasterthanthat of CI--I4,andhencetheslope
of thecorrelationplots in FiguresE-14-E-16is shallow,intersectingzero-N20beforezero-CH4.
In theupperstratosphere,thefinal lossof the last0.5 ppmvof CH4 occurswhenmostall of the
N20 is destroyed(seealso model correlations in Figure E- 18). A most interesting feature of the
correlations is the departure from linearity. More effort is needed to fully explain this
characteristic of the plots. Figure E-4 shows that the CH4 mixing ratio does not drop below
about 0.7 ppmv at low latitudes until the air parcels have ascended to 44 km. It is the tropical
upper stratosphere and lower mesosphere where CH4 undergoes a rapid chemical loss rate.
CORRELATION DIAGRAMS FROM MODELS
Figures E-18a-18k are the correlation diagrams from each model for a March 1980
simulation. The straight line is the same reference used for the SAMS correlations. The
diagrams are similar between all the models. Differences are apparent in the spread (or
dispersion) of points and overall shapes for each of the model diagrams. For example, the
CALJPL and WASH models exhibit almost no spread, while NCAR and ITALY have the
greatest spread. Points are clearly differentiated by latitude in the ITALY model. Most models
display a nearly linear correlation between N20 and CH4 at high concentrations, becoming
curved at low N20. Some curvature is apparent in the SAMS March 1980 correlation as well.
The CALJPL model deviates most from a linear tendency.
It is noteworthy that the CALJPL correlation diagram in Figure 0-6 of section O displays a
curvature that is in rough agreement with the other models in that section. Since model transport
should be the same for both the E and O experiments, we conclude that the chemical loss rates
are different for the two experiments. A careful examination of these puzzling results revealed
an error in the rate of loss of N20 in the CALJPL model. The photodissociation coefficients
were found to be too large.
Some guidance on model performance was sought by comparing model correlation diagrams
with the March results from the 3 years of SAMS data. There is a degree of dispersion in the
SAMS result, and there is a clear separation for the points at low versus mid and high latitudes.
These characteristics are most apparent in the NCAR, ITALY, GSFC, CAMED-theta, and
NOCAR models. The AER, DUPONT, MRI, and LLNL models show less spread and less
differentiation with latitude, but their overall shapes are similar to that in the SAMS diagram. Of
course, the observed scatter in the SAMS diagram is most certainly not geophysical, but may be
a result of its random data errors; the SAMS results are not highly precise (Jones and Pyle,
1984). Finally, the WASH and CALJPL models display almost no spread or latitude
differentiation. The clearest discriminator based on the SAMS data is the difference in the
correlation as a function of latitude. A better understanding of this characteristic is needed
before we can use it to evaluate model performance.
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CONCLUSIONS
Balloon profiles of N20 and CH4 areaccuratethoughthere is somequestionabout how
representativethey are for a zonal mean,especially in winter at middle and high latitudes.
Therefore,we havefocusedon thoseprofiles from spring throughautumnat low and middle
latitudes.
Becauseof year-to-yearvariationsin planetarywaveactivity andin theQBO effects,model
comparisonsshould be conductedagainstdata taken from severalyearsin order to bemore
representative.Thecomparisonsat 45N aregenerallygoodfor May, June,andSeptember.The
effectiveupwardtransportat 30Nseemsto betoo strongat 20 to 35km for mostmodels. There
are significant differencesbetweenthe modelsat low latitudes,but more dataare neededto
discriminate among them. Model performanceis generally very good at 15 to 20 km for
Februaryat 70N andSeptemberat 75S. High-latitudeperformanceis not asgood between25
and 35 km, where isentropicmixing anddiabatic descentare significant processesin model
transport.
In thecritical regionof 15to 25km, our somewhatlimited N20 andCI-I4comparisonswith
profiles favor theMRI, LLNL, DUPONT,AER, CAMED, andWASH modelsfor low andmid
latitudes. The DUPONT, ITALY, NOCAR, CALJPL, andLLNL modelsgavethebestoverall
match at high latitudes. In the upper stratospherethe comparisonsbetween the N20/CH4
correlationdiagramsfrom SAMS and from models tend to favor the NCAR, ITALY, GSFC,
CAMED, andNOCAR models. Overallthough,no modelis judged unsatisfactorybasedon the
SAMScomparisons.
Moreprofile dataareneededbetween15and35kin, wherethe N20 andCI-I4mixing ratios
aredecreasingat clearly different rates. The aircraft campaignsprovideprecise,simultaneous
data between 10 and 20 km for correlation diagramsand they do so over a wide range of
conditionsin the lower stratosphere.TheSAMS resultsarea valuabledatasourceabove35km.
Simultaneousandmorepreciseprofiles of CI-t4and N20 arestill neededfor all theseregions,
andit is hopedthatUARS, SPADE,andATMOS II will providemoreresultsin thenearfuture.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure E-I. Time series plot (1979-1981) of Nimbus-7 SAMS N20 at z* = 36 km.
Figure E-2. As in Figure E-1, but at z* = 44 km.
Figure E-3. As in Figure E-1, but for SAMS CH4.
Figure E-4. As in Figure E-3, but at z* = 44 km.
Figure E-5. N20 profile comparisons at 30N for May. Models are (a) AER, CALJPL,
CAMED; (b) DUPONT, GISS, GSFC; (c) ITALY, LLNL, MRI; and (d) NCAR, NOCAR,
WASH.
Figure E-6. As in Figure E-5, but for CI-Lt.
Figure E-7. As in Figure E-5, but at 45N for June.
Figure E-8. As in Figure E-7, but for CI-I4.
Figure E-9. As in Figure E-5, but at 45N for September.
Figure E-10. As in Figure E-5, but at equator for March.
Figure E-II. As in Figure E-10, but for CI-L, for September.
Figure E-12. As in Figure E-5, but at 70N for February.
Figure E-13. As in Figure E-5, but at 75S for September.
Figure E-14. Correlation diagrams of SAMS CI-h versus N20 for December and March 1979
for three latitude zones.
Figure E-15. As in Figure E-14, but for 1980.
Figure E-16. As in Figure E-14, but for 1981.
Figure E-17. As in Figure E-16, but derived from SAMS data prior to vertical interpolation.
Figure E-18. CH, dN20 correlation diagrams for March from the 1980 SG simulation from each
model: a) AER, b) CALJPL, c) CAMED-theta, d) DUPONT, e) GSFC, f) ITALY, g) LLNL, h)
MRI, i) NCAR, j) NOCAR, and K) WASH.
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F: Abundances and Distribution of NOy Species
J. M. Zawodny
NASA-Langley Research Center
INTRODUCTION
Experiment F is an intercomparison of model NO2, HNO3, and NOy distributions among
themselves and with existing satellite measurements and climatologies. These three species span
a large range of lifetimes, from the diurnal variations of NO2, to the HNO3 variability on a
monthly scale, to the seasonal transport of NOy. The NO2 comparisons are primarily a test of the
chemistry in the models. . In. contrast, the NO-y variations and differences among the models are
mostly due to dynamical differences, although the absolute abundances of NOy in each model
will depend on the relative chemical rates for N20 loss and the amount of NOy loss above 40 km
(see section K). The HNO3 distributions are sensitive to both chemistry and dynamics.
The models used in this experiment are described in detail elsewhere in this report; only
those aspects of and differences between the models relevant to this experiment are discussed in
this section. Unlike previous reports, this report includes observed species abundances and
distributions received primarily from satellite-based observing systems. Specifically, this section
includes NO2 and HNO3 measurements from the LIMS instrument from the 1978-1979 time
period and NO2 observations from 1984-1991 from SAGE II. No direct measurements of NO r
exist on a global scale with which the models can be compared; however, a useful lower limit of
NOy can be derived from the combined LIMS HNO3 and nighttime NO2 data sets. There are in
situ NOv measurements from aircraft for altitudes below 20 km, and these are discussed in
section ft.
Also not found in previous reports is the inclusion of heterogeneous processes in most
models, defined here as being reactions of N205 and CIONO2 on sulfuric acid aerosols. Most of
the model runs generated for this intercomparison were performed two ways: with gas phase
chemistry only or with gas phase plus heterogeneous reactions. These different chemistries
produce significant changes in the model partitioning of NOy. In each of the intercomparisons
that follow, we will attempt to assess the performance of each type of chemistry. Table F-1 lists
the modeling groups that submitted results to all or part of this experiment.
NO2 RESULTS
Satellite measurements of NO2 have been made, in a quasi-continuous fashion, since 1978
when the LIMS instrument began 7 months of operation. SAGE I made NO2 measurements
from early-1979 through mid-1981. Then Solar Mesospheric Explorer (SME) followed in 1982
and operated through 1986. Since 1984, the SAGE II instrument has continued with these
measurements. Due to the brevity of the measurements or interferences from aerosols, only the
SAGE II measurements are well suited to providing a measure of the "typical" seasonal
distribution of stratospheric NO2. With over 7 years of data, the SAGE II data set can be used to
extract a mean seasonal cycle, removing a large part of the interannual variability. In addition,
the SAGE II data have undergone extensive validation (Cunnold et al., 1991). The SAGE
measurements are thought to have an accuracy of 15% for a single profile (random component)
and a comparable overall uncertainty (systematic component).
The SAGE II data do not provide daily global coverage. The measurements "sweep" from
one latitude extreme (50S-80S) to the other (50N-80N) in a period of about a month. The
latitudes from 50S to 50N are sampled on roughly a monthly basis. Poleward of this, the
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samplingpatterndevelopsgapsin the winter andsummermonths. An additionaldifficulty in
comparingthesedatawith modeldatais thattheSAGEmeasurementsaremadeat local sunset,a
time that assessmentmodels normally do not simulate. Each of theseproblems can be
circumvented though, as we will show below. The SAGE II NO2 profiles extend over the
altituderangefrom 20 to 40km, andhavebeenvalidatedover therangefrom 25 to 38km.
Table F-I. Contributionsto ExperimentF
Group NO2g NO2h HNO3g HNO3h NOyg NOyh
80.90 80-90 80-90 80-90 80.90 80-90
AER s- s- x- x- x x xx
CAMED d d d d x x x x x x x x
duPont d - d - x x x x x - x
GSFC d d d d x x x x x x x x
Italy x x x x x x x x x x x x
LLNL n n n n x- x- x x x x
NCAR x x x x x x x x x x x x
WASH x x - - x x - - x x - -
x- contributed and 24-hr average NO2
s-- sunset NO2; d- daytime average
- - did not contribute
n- local noon NO2
Categories followed by a "g" indicate gas phase chemistry only.
Categories followed by a "h" indicate chemistry, including
heterogeneous reactions as well as gas phase ones.
80 or 90 refers to year 1980 or 1990 submission.
As shown in Table F-1, the model submissions to this part of the experiment fall into four
categories: local sunset, local noon, daytime average, and 24-hour average. Local sunset models
(AER) are, of course, an appropriate match for the measurements and additional interpretation is
unnecessary. For all other intercomparisons, potentially compromising assumptions must be
made. Future intercomparisons of species with strong diurnal variability should be done with
model results calculated at the appropriate local time. For this work, the following arguments
will be made. At nonpolar latitudes (50S-50N), the local noon values are roughly proportional to
the sunset values with the constant of proportionality, JNO2@noon/JNO2@sunset, not varying
strongly with season. The noon to sunset ratio is somewhat smaller in the winter at the higher
latitudes, due to incomplete N205 photolysis. A similar argument can be applied to the daytime
average models. The effect of incomplete photolysis of N205 can cause some difficulties near 30
km. Above that altitude, the N205 photolysis is quite rapid. Below that, it is so slow as to
become a negligible factor, since the thermal decomposition of N205 dominates the steady-state
values. Unfortunately, similar arguments cannot be made in the case of the 24-hour average
models. A simple example demonstrates why this is so. Let us suppose that at some altitude, the
NO2 mixing ratio jumps from a value of 1 ppbv during the day to a value of 2 ppbv at sunset,
remaining at that value until sunrise. At equinox, the daily mean value is 1.5 ppbv. However, at
solstice, the ratio of day to night is no longer unity and the daily mean value would shift away
from 1.5 in a linear fashion according to the ratio of day to night. Therefore, even though there
does not exist an annual cycle in the NO2 mixing ratio at any particular local time, the daily
average NO2 will have a clear cycle present. In reality, the sunset (rise) jump in NO2, due to its
(lack of) photolysis to produce NO, can be quite large at high altitudes, but at the lowest altitudes
this jump in NO2 could be small. Generally the effect will be to increase the apparent seasonal
cycle in NO2. The resulting error introduced by these assumptions should not significantly alter
the interpretation and results of this NO2 intercomparison since differences at the several tens of
percent are being discussed.
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To avoid the potential samplingproblemwith the SAGE data,we adoptedthe following
methodof intercomparison.The first six anda half yearsof SAGEII NO2datawereseparated
into 10-degree-widelatitude bandsfor eachz* level, thuscreatinga setof time series. As was
donein ZawodnyandMcCormick (1991),eachof thesetime serieswasfit via linearregression
to provide estimatesof the mean,semiannual,and annualamplitudesand phases(sinusoidal
variations)alongwith longerperiod termsto allow for the interannualvariability relatedto the
quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO). This method is very effective in reproducing observed
variations(seeFigureF-1). Thissametechnique,without the longerperiodterms,wasappliedto
themodeldatasetsaswell.
Becauseof theanticipateddifferencesin themeanNO2fields in themodelandmeasurement
data sets, the amplitudes of the annual and semiannualcomponentswere expressedas a
percentageof themeanvaluefor eachtime series.Overtherangeof NOyvaluesdealtwith here
theratio of NO2to NOy is independentof the NOy abundance (linear in NOy). Therefore, the
primary reason for differences in the mean NO2 fields is that the NOy fields differ. So by
expressing the seasonal amplitudes in terms of percentages of the mean field, the NOy
differences divide out; however, the small (10%) NOy seasonal variability does remain.
Figure F-2 shows the mean NO2 mixing ratio fields and Figure F-3 the amplitudes of the
semiannual and annual components from the SAGE II measurements. There is a maximum in
the mean mixing ratio (Figure F-2a), which is in excess of 7 ppbv at 35 km and a slight tendency
for more NO2 in the southern hemisphere. In the lower stratosphere (22 km), the distribution has
a distinct minimum at the equator which is about a factor of two less than that at midlatitudes.
The semiannual variability is typically less than 5% (10% p-p) except at low altitudes at middle
latitudes and near the equator. The equatorial amplitude can be quite large and may be due to the
semiannual forcing of the dynamics. The semiannual component (not shown) is somewhat
stronger at the southem middle latitudes than it is in the north. The latitude-altitude plot of the
amplitude of the annual component (Figure F-3a) shows a great deal of structure and strong
gradients, both with altitude and latitude. There is a prominent region of low annual variability
(10% or less) near the mixing ratio peak. This region is asymmetric about the equator, extending
over a narrower range of altitudes but to higher latitudes in the south as compared with the north.
At the middle latitudes, the isopleths are nearly vertical between 30 and 40 km with the values in
the southern hemisphere about 5% larger than those in the north. Below 30 km, the gradients
steepen, reaching a maximum in the amplitude of the annual component near 23 km. In the
lower stratosphere, the region of variability in excess of 20% ranges into the subtropics.
Five modeling groups contributed non-24-hour average NO2 results to this experiment (AER,
CAMED, DUPONT, GSFC, and LLNL). Based on the arguments made previously, all five were
treated as being directly comparable to the SAGE II measurements as far as altitude and latitude
gradients are concerned. All but LLNL had mean NO2 mixing ratio fields that were very similar
to the SAGE II values. Figure F-2 contrasts the model means against the measurements and each
other. Unlike the others, the LLNL has a peak at 40 km, which is in excess of 10 ppbv. A
similar difference will also be evident in the NOy discussion. We will begin this intercomparison
between models and measurements by considering the gas-phase-only results.
Because of the lack of structure in the semiannual amplitude field, we will proceed to the
results for the annual variations. Figure F-3 displays the latitude-altitude contours of the
amplitude of the annual component of the NO2 mixing ratio seasonal variability from the five
models mentioned above. All models have a region of minimal variability in the equatorial
region. While the DUPONT model does not show a strong asymmetry about the equator, due to
the fact that the southern hemispheric circulation is a mirror image of the north with a 6-month
lag, the others do reproduce the general features seen in the SAGE II data. In particular, the
CAMED model has a striking resemblance to the SAGE II data, although the pattern of minimal
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variability is locatedat a slightly higher altitude in the CAMED model than is found in SAGE.
At the middle latitudes, the models again qualitatively reproduce what is seen in the SAGE data.
At the high altitudes, the large variations are confined to the high latitudes and are similar in
magnitude to the SAGE II data (20%-25%). In the lower stratosphere, the region of large
variability in the models extends to the subtropics, but is at a much reduced amplitude (about
half) and appears at a lower altitude (18 km vs 23 km). In general, the models seem to have the
basic climatology qualitatively correct, but the magnitude of the variability in the lower
stratosphere is not as great in the models as is observed in the measurements.
The results from a 24-hour average model, such as NCAR (not shown), are drastically
different from a daytime result. At the highest altitudes, the NO/NO2 ratio can approach or
exceed 10. Consequently, the annual cycle in the length of night drives the 24-hour average
model annual cycle in NO2 to very large amplitudes. In the lower stratosphere the NO
abundances are comparable to NO2. Here the changing night/day ratio is forcing the annual
cycle out of phase with the chemistry. The long nights in winter, when NO2 is usually at
minimal values, cause the 24-hour average results to be artificially high (compared to a daytime
model). The result is that the 24-hour average models cannot be compared with the sunset
measurements.
When heterogeneous reactions on sulfate aerosols is included in the models, large changes in
the NO2 mixing ratios occur in the region below 30 km. As can be seen in Figures F-4 and F-5,
the mean changes very little from the gas-phase-only model except in the lower stratosphere
where the heterogeneous chemistry lowers the amount of NO2 substantially. Additionally, the
amplitudes of the annual component in the NO2 mixing ratios increase by a factor of 2 to 3. This
brings them into much better agreement with the SAGE II observational results and, in some
cases, it may actually cause them to overshoot. Also when these reactions are included, the
altitude of the peak amplitude moves up into better agreement with SAGE. As we will see in the
section on HNO3, the temperature sensitivity of the aerosol surface area density along with the
reaction rates (sticking coefficients) is such that in winter the NOx is converted to HNO3. This
makes the low winter values even lower and extends these low values to higher altitudes than is
seen in the gas-phase-only results. In response, the HNO3 winter values increase.
HNO3 RESULTS
No widespread measurements of the HNO3 global distribution have been made since the 7
months of LIMS operation during 1978-1979. The brief period of LIMS data does cover an
equinox and a solstice so that there is some information on the seasonal variability of the
stratospheric HNO3 abundance. However, the lack of a multiyear data set for HNO3 leaves no
way of assessing whether small differences between models and observation are due to
interannual variability. If the interannual variability of HNO3 is similar to NO2, it could be as
large as 30% from year to year. The large number of observations from LIMS allows the
monthly mean distribution to have a small random error component. Gille et al. (1984) have
evaluated the systematic errors in the LIMS HNO3 measurements and found them to be accurate
to within 41% and 29% at 50 and 10 mb, respectively. The LIMS measurements cover the
altitude range from slightly in excess of 40 km down to 15/21 km in the mid/tropical latitudes.
Figure F-6 presents the LIMS monthly mean HNO3 mixing ratio for December 1978 and March
1979. Peak HNO3 mixing ratios occur at 24 km at middle latitudes rising to 28 km near the
equator. The bulk of the HNO3 is found away from the tropics where mixing ratios reach values
of 6 ppbv in summer and over 10 ppbv in winter. Due to the long photolysis lifetime of HNO3,
the distribution at equinox has values at the spring pole which are larger than those in the fall
hemisphere. The equatorial maximum at 28 km is a factor of 2 or 3 less than what is found at
middle latitudes.
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As will beseen,thereis a largevarianceamongthemodelHNO3distributions. It is usefulto
considera meanmodel that is definedas the averageof all models and that also shows the
averageseasonalvariation. As before, the modelswere run twice, including heterogeneous
reactionsin thesecondrun. Thelatitude-altitudecrosssectionsof themeanmodel for December
andMarcharealso presentedin FigureF-6 c-d for the gas-phase-onlycaseandFigure F-6 e-f
whenheterogeneousreactionsareadded.WhentheDecemberandMarchmodelsarecompared
to the LIMS values, we seethat the meanmodel is in excellent agreementwith the LIMS
observationsin the summer(Decembersouth)andfall (Marchsouth)hemispheres.However,
thespringandwinter modelresultsfor thehemisphereseverelyunderestimatetheHNO3mixing
ratios. Whentheheterogeneouschemistryis added,thewinterandspringhemispherescomeinto
considerablybetteragreement,perhapsnowoverestimatingtheobservedHNO3abundances.
For laterdiagnosticpurposes,theDecemberandMarchdifferences([Model - LIMS] / LIMS)
between each model (with heterogeneous reactions) and the LIMS measurements are presented
in Figure F-7. Briefly, the CAMED model had the highest levels of HNO3 found in the
troposphere, DUPONT and LLNL had the highest levels in the upper stratosphere, and the
highest amounts of HNO3 in the middle and lower stratosphere were found in the NCAR model.
Model-to-observation differences in the hundreds of percent are not uncommon, but in the lower
stratosphere models are generally within 50% of the measurements.
NOy RESULTS
Direct satellite observations of NOy are not possible. At best, an estimate of a lower limit to
the NOy distribution can be obtained by summing together distributions of the component gases
in the NOy family. In the stratosphere, the bulk of NOy is in the form of NO, NO2, and HNO3.
At night most of the NOy is in the form of HNO3, NO2, and N205. The only simultaneous
nighttime measurements of HNO3 and NO2 are those made by LIMS. As discussed previously
there are some limitations in using this data set, but it is still a valuable intercomparison to make.
The LIMS "psuedo-NOy" (LIMS nighttime NO2 + HNO3) distributions for December and March
are shown in Figure F-8. The pseudo-NOy is seen to peak around 40 km (a little lower near the
poles) at a value slightly in excess of 18ppbv. This peak is prominently displaced into the
southern hemisphere in both months. There is a clear equatorial minimum in the lower and
middle stratosphere. In an absolute sense, the LIMS NO2 plus HNO3 has an accuracy of 33%
and 20% at 30 and 3 mb, respectively (Remsberg, personal communication).
As with the HNO3 model results, the monthly model NOy distributions have been averaged
to form a mean model. The December and March latitude distributions of the mean model also
appear in Figure F-8. The mean model reaches a peak NOy mixing ratio of slightly more than 17
(18) ppbv in December (March) at an altitude of 40 to 42 km. Again as seen in the LIMS data,
the altitude of the peak decreases towards the poles. While there is some indication of more NOy
in the southern hemisphere (except September), the hemispheric difference is not as large as
LIMS suggests. The mean model has an equatorial minimum and, in general, shows much less
latitudinal structure than do the LIMS data. This is of little consequence, since 7 months of
LIMS data cannot be used to assess the interannual variability, a likely cause of the structure
observed. In northern spring, the LIMS psuedo-NOy distribution has a rather broad peak and a
strong latitude gradient near the peak. The mean model does not capture this feature. Again this
may be peculiar to this particular year.
The individual model NOy fields vary a great deal from one to the other. The CAMED, MRI,
and ITALY models have very similar distributions (although ITALY tends to peak at lower
altitude) to what was seen in the mean model. Both LLNL and WASH better reproduce the
hemispheric asymmetry, but differ by 25%-30% at the peak. The NCAR model also has a fair
degree of asymmetry, but it is in an opposite sense to the others or to LIMS. Perhaps the most
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interestingmodelNOyresultsweresubmittedby GSFC.Their modelgenerates tructurethatthe
othermodelsdo not generateand that, in the lower stratosphere,looks like what is seenin the
LIMS data. GSFCalsohasunusuallyhighpeakNOy mixing ratios,nearly40%abovethemean
model. For comparisonwith thefindings from theHNO3section,thedifferencefor eachmodel
from theobservationsof NOyis providedin FigureF-9. While theamplitudeof thedifferences
between the two are differ-ent for NOy, they have a very similar structure in the lower
stratosphereto thoseseenin theHNO3comparison(FigureF-7). Becauseof the steepgradient
in NO_,below 35 km, the NO distribution in this region is very sensitiveto differencesinY
vertical transport between the models (see Net Circulation in section A).
When the mean model is compared with the LIMS estimate of a NOy lower limit, several
things become apparent (Figures F-8e and 8f). Most obvious is the "bulls eye" centered on the
equator at 30 km showing the LIMS pseudo-NOy up to 40% less than the mean model. At 30
km, the QBO component of the zonal wind was at its easterly peak value during March of 1979
(WMO, 1986). The expected QBO perturbation in NOy of 12% (Chipperfield and Gray, 1992)
or the observed 20% perturbation in NO2, an NOy proxy (Zawodny and McCormick, 1991),
would result in an NOy minimum. Since the models do not simulate the QBO dynamics (nor the
semiannual oscillation [SAO] for that matter), a 40% difference in NOy is not beyond reason. As
noted earlier, the LIMS NOy is typically larger than the models in the midstratosphere and upper
stratosphere in the southern hemisphere. There is no clear indication that the models have an
NOy deficit....... with respect to the LIMS data.. Model-to-model differences are large, and the
magmtude of the deficit is neither s_gnfflcantly nor consistently larger than the LIMS
measurements uncertainties.
CONCLUSIONS
Care must be taken when comparing measurements and model results for species that have
significant diurnal variability. With some care and caution, the SAGE II sunset measurements
can be compared with sunset, noon, or daytime average model results. Additionally, the NOy
differences must be considered. When effects of the differing model NOy fields are removed
from the NO2 data, the models reproduce the observed seasonal variations only when
heterogeneous chemistry is included. Otherwise, the annual variability is underestimated by a
factor of 2 or 3.
The model HNO3 distributions closely agree with observations in the summer and fall
hemispheres. This agreement falls out automatically from the observations and the model
predictions that HNO3 is the primary NOy constituent in the lower stratosphere. The inclusion of
heterogeneous chemistry is required to bring the winter and spring predictions into agreement
with the LIMS measurements. Particularly in the troposphere and upper stratosphere, there is
large model-to-model variability. The model-to-model differences in lower-stratospheric NOy are
qmte similar to the differences seen in the HNO3 comparison, as demonstrated in section O.
Therefore, the primary reason for the lack of agreement between the models in the lower
stratosphere is due to the differing NOy distributions.
There is a great deal of difference between the model NOy fields. At the altitude extremes
(troposphere and upper stratosphere) model-to-model differences may be in excess of 300%. In
the midstratosphere and lower stratosphere, however, the models rarely vary by more than 50%.
This is still a large variance, but there is currently no way of determining who is right or wrong.
There is also an indication of a model NO_ deficit in the lower stratosphere, but the magnitude of
the deficit is not beyond the uncertainties m the LIMS NOy proxy. Additionally, the presence of
what appears to be large interannual variability due to the QBO and SAO in the NOy data
confirms the need to revisit this NOy analysis when several years of suitable data become
available.
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Theinclusionof heterogeneouschemistryin themodelssignificantlyimprovestheagreement
betweenthe modelsand the observations. In someinstances,this additional chemistryover-
corrects the prior deficiencies. Further progress can only come from a more complete
intercomparisonwith observations,preferably multiyear datasets,of N205 and C1ONO2in
additionto HNO3andNO2.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure F-I. The 31.5 km SAGE II time series for daily mean NO2 in the latitude band from 10S
to the equator (dots). The lines represent two different ways of modeling the QBO.
Figure F-2. Latitude-height contours of annual mean NO2 mixing ratio (ppbv) from a) SAGE II,
and gas phase models from b) AER, c) CAMED, d) DUPONT, e) GSFC, and f) LLNL.
Figure F-3. Latitude-height contours of the amplitude of the annual component of the NO2
variability expressed as a percentage of the mean NOz. Panel a) is the observed SAGE II field.
The rest are Gas Phase models from b) AER, c) CAMED, d) DUPONT, e) GSFC, and f) LLNL.
Figure F-4. Same as Figure F-2 except b through f are for model runs with heterogeneous
reactions included.
Figure F-5. Same as Figure F-3 except b through f are for model runs with heterogeneous
reactions included.
Figure F-6. Latitude-height contours of the nitric acid mixing ratio in (ppbv) observed by LIMS
during December (a) and March (b). The model results for the same months appear in panels c
and d. Panels e and f are the HNO3 fields when the models include heterogeneous reactions.
Figure F-7. Contours of the difference in HNO 3 fields between models (with heterogeneous
reactions) and LIMS ((Model - LIMS)/LIMS in percent) for both December and March. Panels
a-b are for AER, c-d are CAMED, e-f are DUPONT, g-h are GSFC, i-j are ITALY, k-1 are
LLNL, m-n are MRI, o-p are from NCAR, and q-r are from WASH.
Figure F-8. Latitude-height contours of the sum of HNO3 and nighttime NO2 mixing ratios in
(ppbv) observed by LIMS during December (a) and March (b). The model NOy results for the
same months appear in panels c and d. Panels e and f are the NOy fields when the models
include heterogeneous reactions.
Figure F-9. Contours of the difference between model NOy (with heterogeneous reactions) and
LIMS "psuedo-NO." ((model - LIMS)/LIMS in percent) for both December and March. Panels
a-b are for AER, c-_t are CAMED, e-f are GSFC, g-h are ITALY, i-j are LLNL, k-1 are MRI, m-n
are NCAR, and o-p are for WASH.
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G: Column Abundances of HF, HCI, HNO3, CIONO2, and NO2
Curtis P. Rinsland
NASA-Langley Research Center
In each section of this report the observational data and their uncertainties are first discussed;
then the most important results of the model-measurement comparisons are reported.
Column amounts have been calculated from the model data provided to the High-Speed
Research Program (HSRP) data base. Let C(x) be the column amount for species x where
C(x) -- 5 fx(z) n(z) dz (1)
and fx(z) and n(z) are the volume mixing ratio of species x and the atmospheric number density at
altitude z, respectively. From the hydrostatic equation
dp = - g(z) n(z) M dz (2)
where p is the pressure, g(z) is the gravitational acceleration, and M is the mean molecular weight
of air. Substituting (2) into (1) yields the expression
C(x) =- (I/M) 5 [fx(P)/g(P)] dp (3)
which has been computed from the HSRP gridded data with the expression
N
C(x) = (l/M) E [p(i-1)-p(i)] fx g (4)
i=2
where
fx = [fx(i) + fx(i-1)]/2 (5)
g = [g(i) + g(i-1)]/2
and the summation is from layer 1 to layer N.
acceleration of gravity with altitude and latitude.
(6)
The calculations include the variation of the
HYDROGEN FLUORIDE (HF) AND HYDROGEN CHLORIDE (HCI)
Observational Data
Measurements of HF and HCI column amounts above a constant pressure level of 197 mb
(11.9 km altitude) have been reported based on airborne solar absorption spectra recorded with the
NCAR Fourier transform spectrometer between latitudes of 4.6N to 70.8N (Mankin and Coffey,
1983). The observations were recorded between January 1978 and July 1982. Mankin and Coffey
(1983) fitted the measured column amounts C to the expression
C=a+bcos _0 (7)
G-1
wherea andb areconstantsdeterminedfor eachgasand_ is the latitude. The spectrawere
recordedduringbothsummerandwinter. MankinandCoffey (1983)foundnoapparentseasonal
differencein thecolumnsfor either gas. Seasonalvariationsof about+10% have been deduced
from ground-based total column measurements of HF and HC1 (Zander et al., 1987a,b; Rinsland et
al., 1991a).
Mankin and Coffey (1983) estimated that their measured column amounts have an absolute
accuracy of 20%-25% and a precision of -10%. However, simultaneous infrared aircraft
measurements of stratospheric HF and HCI recorded during the Airborne Antarctic Ozone
Expedition (AAOE) and Airborne Arctic Stratospheric Expedition (AASE) missions by the NCAR
and JPL groups show large systematic differences. Compared with the NCAR column
measurements, the retrieved JPL columns are about a factor of 1.7 higher for HF and a factor of
1.4 higher for HC1 (G. C. Toon, private communication, 1992; see also Figure 2 of the article by
Kaye et al. [1991]). The aircraft latitudinal surveys of HCl by Girard et al. (1983) and Karcher et
al. (1988) also suggest that the Mankin and Coffey (1983) HC1 values may be low by 40%. The
cause of these differences is under investigation (M. T. Coffey, private communication, 1992).
However, on a relative basis, the NCAR and JPL measurements are highly consistent (M. T.
Coffey, private communication, 1992). The methods used to derive the 1978-1982 NCAR aircraft
total columns (Mankin and Coffey, 1983) are consistent with those adopted in analyzing the
NCAR measurements from the AAOE and AASE missions (M. T. Coffey, private communication,
1992).
To investigate the ability of the models to predict seasonal variations, HF columns above Kitt
Peak (latitude 31.9N, altitude 2.09 km) have been computed for 1980 using the equations for case
C defined in section 3 and the corresponding best-fit coefficients in Table 4 of Rinsland et al.
(1991a). Estimates of the random and systematic errors in the Kitt Peak column measurements are
reported in section 3.7 of the Rinsland et al. (1991a) article.
Model-Measurement Comparisons for HF
Model hydrogen fluoride columns for comparison with the aircraft measurements have been
obtained by integrating the model profiles above z* = 12 km. As expected, the columns computed
by each group with gas phase chemistry alone did not differ significantly from those computed
with lower-limit heterogeneous chemistry. Only the 1980 HF model runs have been compared
with the 1978-1982 aircraft measurements because of the rapid rate of increase of the HF column
(Zander et al., 1987; Rinsland et al., 1991a).
Four modeling groups (AER, GSFC, NCAR, and WASH) provided HF calculations. Of
these, only GSFC and NCAR included the two relatively long-lived intermediate species COF2 and
COCIF in their model runs. AER included COF2, but an error was found in the production term
(the model had COF2 producing one HF molecule instead of two). This problem will be corrected
(D. Weisenstein, private communication, 1992). To compare the abundances of COF2 and COC1F
relative to HF, see the article by Kaye et al. (1991).
Figure G-1 shows the comparison of the model results with aircraft columns computed with
equation (7) and the coefficients from Table 3 of Mankin and Coffey (1983). The comparison is
restricted to the latitude range 5N to 70N to be consistent with the limits of the observational data
(Mankin and Coffey, 1983). For each group, the model results are an average of values for the 5
months during which the aircraft measurements took place (December, January, February, June,
and July). As illustrated in the figure, all of the models predict a poleward increase in the HF total
column similar to the increase shown by aircraft measurements, but there are large differences in
the absolute values of the model columns. The ratio of the model-calculated column to the aircraft
G-2
columnhasbeencomputedat every5 degreelatitude between5N and70N. Thesevaluesare
givenalongwith the averageandstandarddeviationof theratios in TableG-1. Thefollowing
conclusionscanbereachedfrom thedatain FigureG-1 andTableG-l:
Theabsoluteamountscomputedby theGSFCandNCAR modelsarein betteragreement
with the aircraft data thantheAER andWASH model values. However,if the aircraft
columnsare low by a factor of 1.7,assuggestedby the JPL vs.NCAR aircraft column
measurementcomparisons,theAER model resultswouldbe in thebestagreementwith a
correctedaircraftdataset.TheWASH modelcolumnsaretoohigh.
The NCAR model resultsaremost successfulin reproducingthe measuredlatitudinal
variationof the aircraft measurements.The GSFCmodelcolumnsalsoagreevery well
with theobservations,but thedecreasebelow30Nis slightlymorerapidthanshownby the
measurements.TheWASH modelcolumnsdo not increaseasrapidly above50N asthe
measurements.
Figure G-2 comparesthecalculated1980Kitt PeakHF columnswith columnsderivedby
integratingthe 198030N gasphasemodelprofiles abovez* = 2 km. To examinethe seasonal
variation, the value for each month has been divided by the 1980 annual mean. These
"normalized"seasonalcyclesareshownin FigureG-3 alongwith theKitt Peakvaluesnormalized
in thesamefashion.Thefollowing conclusionscanbereachedfrom this figure:
The GSFCmodelsimulatesvery well therelativeamplitudeandphaseof theKitt Peak
seasonalvariations. An earlierstudy(Kayeet al., 1991)foundthat theGSFCmodelalso
did a goodjob in reproducingthe phaseof the HF seasonalcycle observedat the ISSJ
(Jungfraujoch)station (46.5N),but therelativeamplitudeof theHF seasonalcycle was
underestimatedby theGSFCmodel.
• TheWASH model reproducesverywell thephaseof theKitt Peakseasonalcycle,but the
model-calculatedrelativeseasonalcycleamplitudeis toohighbyabout50%.
TheNCAR modelpredictsaHF maximumin winter,whereasthe Kitt Peakobservations
showa springtimemaximum.Therelativeamplitudepredictedby theNCAR modelis less
thanthemeasuredrelativeamplitude.
In contrastto earlierAER modelcalculations(Rinslandet al., 1991a),theAER resultsin
FiguresG-2 andG-3 significantlyunderestimatetheamplitudeof theHF seasonalcycle.
Thedifferenceis likely theresultof changesin thetreatmentof thechemistryin theAER
model (D. Weisenstein,privatecommunication,1992). BoththeAER resultspresentedin
thepresentwork andtheearlierstudy(Rinslandet al., 1991a) predictaHF seasonalcycle
maximumthatoccurslaterin theyearthanindicatedby theKitt Peakmeasurements.
MODEL-MEASUREMENT COMPARISON FOR HCI
Nine groups provided hydrogen chloride model calculations. All except WASH provided both
gas phase and lower-limit heterogeneous chemistry calculations.
There are significant differences among the model predictions of heterogeneous chemistry
effects for HCI. To illustrate these differences, the ratio R has been computed where
R = H/G (8)
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andH is the 1980 HCI column above z* = 12 km computed with lower-limit heterogeneous
chemistry and G is the 1980 HC1 column above z* = 12 km computed with only gas phase
chemistry. Figure G-4 shows contour maps of G and the ratio R as a function of latitude and
season for the eight models. The following comments are based on an examination of the results
in Figure G-4:
The lower-limit heterogeneous chemistry calculations by GSFC and NCAR predict
wintertime HC1 columns at high latitudes that are ~30% lower than those computed with
only gas phase chemistry. The differences are negligible between 45N and 45S.
The lower-limit heterogeneous chemistry calculations by the ITALY group predict a
wintertime enhancement in the HCI column at high latitudes in the northern hemisphere.
These model results run counter to expectations that HCI should undergo heterogeneous
loss. The ITALY model predicts -10% changes in the HCI columns at high latitudes in the
southern hemisphere; the heterogeneous chemistry calculations produce both enhancements
and depletions of HCI relative to the standard gas phase calculations.
• The other models do not predict significant HC1 column changes due to lower-limit
heterogeneous chemistry (0.9 < R < 1.1).
It should be noted that the HCI observations during AAOE and AASE are extremely non-zonal
(e.g., Kaye et al., 1990) so that while the above model-model differences are interesting, model-
measurement comparisons of high-latitude wintertime HCI are not appropriate without detailed
modeling of the observing conditions. This should be kept in mind during the following
discussion.
As for HF, the model-generated HCI columns were obtained by integrating the 1980 model
profiles above z* = 12 km and then averaging over the 5 months of the NCAR aircraft
measurements (Mankin and Coffey, 1983). The aircraft columns were computed with Eq. 7 and
the appropriate coefficients from Table 3 of Mankin and Coffey (1983).
Figure G-5 shows the 1980 steady-state, gas phase model columns and aircraft data plotted as
a function of latitude. Table G-2 provides a quantitative comparison of these data in the same
format as Table G-1. Corresponding data for the 1980 steady-state lower-limit heterogeneous
chemistry runs are given in Figure G-6 and Table G-3. The following comments are derived from
inspection of these figures and tables:
Most of the model-computed HC1 columns are higher than the Mankin and Coffey (1983)
columns. This may reflect problems with the aircraft absolute amounts and/or the
limitations of the models. In most cases the model-measurement agreement would be
improved if the aircraft data were increased by the factor of 1.4 discussed previously.
• At low latitudes, the model-measurement ratios are about two for CAMED and NCAR;
these ratios are too large to attribute to aircraft data calibration uncertainties alone.
In all cases, the latitudinal increase in HCI is less rapid in the models than in the Mankin
and Coffey (1983) data. On a relative basis, the DUPONT gas phase model results best
reproduce the measurements by Mankin and Coffey (1983).
The heterogeneous model results from GSFC, and to a lesser extent those from MRI and
NCAR, do not agree with the shape of the Mankin and Coffey latitudinal curve, especially
above about 40N.
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NITRIC ACID (HNO3)
Column data for the nitric acid model-measurement comparison were derived from the LIMS
satellite measurements (Gille et al., 1984), which span the November 1978 to May 1979 time
period. The retrieved nighttime volume mixing ratios have been integrated above 100 mb except
between 16S and 16N latitude where, because of interference due to emission from cirrus clouds,
the integration was performed above the 70 mb level. The LAMAT data product (Remsberg et al.,
1990) was used in computing the columns. Figure G-7 shows the LIMS HNO3 columns as a
function of latitude and season. To match these observations as closely as possible, columns were
computed from the model-derived HNO3 volume mixing ratios by integrating above z* = 16 km
except between 16S and 16N where the integration extended above z* = 18 km.
The precision and accuracy of the LIMS HNO3 column measurements have been reported by
Gille et al. (1984). Based on the values shown in their Table 1, the LIMS HNO3 columns are
estimated to have absolute accuracies of about 35%. The precision of the HNO3 columns is about
5%, as deduced from Figure 4 of Gille et al. (1984).
Before comparing the models with measurements, it is interesting to note the large increases in
HNO3 predicted when lower-limit heterogeneous chemistry is included in the model calculations.
Figure G-8 shows contour maps of G and the ratio R as a function of latitude and season for the
1980 calculations of eight models where G and R are defined by Eq. 8. The column integrations
have been performed as noted above. The following conclusions can be noted from these plots:
All of the models predict increases in the HNO3 column when lower-limit heterogeneous
chemistry is included in the computations. The increases are largest in winter at high
latitudes in both hemispheres.
• For most of the models, the increases in HNO3 are significant at all latitudes and seasons
except near the poles in summer when R - 1.0.
• There are significant model-to-model differences in R. The largest values of R are
predicted by the GSFC model; the smallest are predicted by the ITALY and MRI models.
Ratios of the model-computed HNO3 column to the LIMS column are listed as a function of
latitude in Tables G-4 and G-5. The ratios are given for each month of the LIMS observations
(November 1978 to May 1979) along with the corresponding LIMS nighttime column (in 1016
molecules cm-2). Table G-4 presents the ratios for the standard gas phase model calculations; the
ratios for the lower-limit heterogeneous model calculations are given in Table G-5. Mean and
standard deviations of the ratios for each model are also given for each month. Figure G-9 shows
model-by-model plots of column amount vs. latitude for the months of December 1978 and May
1979. Both gas phase and lower-limit heterogeneous chemistry model calculations are presented.
A few aspects of the results in Tables G-4 and G-5 and Figure G-9 are noted below:
• The range in the model columns is often a factor or two or more, with the largest
differences occurring at high latitudes.
The gas phase columns calculated by AER, CAMED, DUPONT, GSFC, and MRI
consistently underestimate the measured LIMS columns, whereas the gas phase model
calculations from the other groups are both higher and lower than the LIMS columns.
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All of thecolumnscomputedwith standardgasphasechemistryunderestimatethewinter
high northern latitude LIMS columns. The columns computed with lower-limit
heterogeneouschemistryaremuchcloserto theLIMS winterhigh-latitudedata.
TheAER lower-limit heterogeneousmodelcalculationsprovidethebestoverallagreement
with theLIMS measurements.Thesecalculationsaremostlywithin 10%of theLIMS data,
with maximum discrepanciesnever exceeding20%. Severalof the other lower-limit
heterogeneousmodel calculations also do a good job in reproducing the LIMS
measurements,for example,theLLNL modelresults.
The general,improved model-to-LIMS HNO3agreementobtainedwith heterogeneous
processingascomparedto standardgasphasechemistryis consistentwith theconclusions
of HofmannandSolomon(1989)andConsidineet al. (1992).
The NCAR modeloverpredictstheamountof tropicalHNO3.At theequator,theNCAR
model-to-LIMS ratio is about 1.5 for the gasphaseruns and 1.7 for the lower-limit
heterogeneouschemistryruns.
Themidlatitudeandhigh-latitudeseasonalvariationof HNO3is akeychallengefor modelersto
reproduce. In Figure G-10, we presentgraphicalcomparisonsof the seasonalvariation of the
HNO3columnsmeasurednear45N with columnsderivedfrom thegasphaseand lower-limit
heterogeneousmodelcalculationsby thevariousgroups. TheISSJmeasurementswereobtained
betweenJune 1986and June 1990at the InternationalScientific Stationof the Jungfraujoch,
Switzerland,which is at analtitudeof 3.58km anda latitudeof 46.5N. The ISSJcurve in the
figure showsa least-squaresfit to themeasurements,which assumesasinusoidalseasonalcycle(Rinslandet al., 1991b).TheLIMS curveshowsthe45N nighttimedataintegratedabove100rob.
Themodeldatahavebeenintegratedabovez* = 4 km. Thefollowing resultscanbenotedfrom
thefigures:
TheISSJandLIMS HNO3showconsistentseasonalcycleswith theISSJcolumnshigher
than theLIMS HNO3columnsby about20%. Thedifferencesarelikely theresultof the
contributionsby layersbelow100mbto theISSJcolumnsanderrorsin retrievingabsolute
HNO3amountsfrom thetwo datasets.
• The gasphasemodelcalculationsfail to predicttheobservedwintertimemaximumin the
HNO3column. Thegasphasemodelspredictmaximain thespringor summer.
Although the absolute column amounts vary significantly, all of the lower-limit
heterogeneouschemistryrunspredicta HNO3columnmaximumin winter, in agreement
with theISSJandLIMS measurements.Therelativeamplitudeof the modeledseasonal
cycle isroughlycorrectin all of themodels.
CHLORINE NITRATE (CIONO2)
Very few measurements of CIONO2 column amounts have been reported. With the exception
of high latitude values derived from IR aircraft spectra recorded during the AAOE and AASE
missions (e.g., Coffey et al., 1989; Toon et al., 1989), the only published measurement is the
single column amount derived from an average of early morning and late afternoon FTS solar
absorption measurements at ISSJ in June 1986. The measured total column (Zander and
Demoulin, 1988) is (1.15 + 0.3) x 1015 molecules cm-2 above the station. Column amounts above
18 and 20 km have also been derived by integrating the ATMOS/Spacelab 3 profiles measured near
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30N (sunsets)and48S(a singlesunrise)(Zanderet al., 1990). However,sincetheATMOS/SL3
C1ONO2measurementsareconsideredaspartof experimentM, wehaverestrictedthis studyto a
comparisonof the model resultswith the singlepublishedISSJcolumn (Zanderand Demoulin,
1988).
Model CIONO2column amountshavebeenderivedby integratingthemodel 45N profiles
abovez* = 4 km. FigureG-11showsthemodeldataalongwith the measuredISSJdatapoint.
Note thepredictedseasonalvariationandthepredictedincreasefrom 1980to 1990. Becausethe
ISSJmeasurementwasobtainedin June1986,nearlymidwaybetweenthe 1980and 1990model
runs requestedfor this workshop, model valueshave beenderived for the date of the ISSJ
observationby linearly interpolatingbetweentheJune1980andJune1990model results. The
diurnal variationof C1ONO2is smallbelowabout30km (Ko andSze,1984,theirFigure6) sono
attemptwasmadeto restricttheselectionof modelrunson thebasisof diurnaleffects.
Table G-6 presentsa comparisonof thesteady-stategasphase(SG)andsteady-statelower-
limit heterogeneous(SHL) model runswith the ISSJcolumn measurement.Severalpoints of
interestcanbenoted:
• Except for the MRI results, the CIONO2columns computedwith LL-heterogeneous
chemistryare15%to47%higherthanthevaluescomputedwithonly gasphasereactions.
• Exceptfor theAER results,all of thegasphasemodelresultsarebelow themeasurement
value(theWASH result,however,is within thequotederrorbar).
Except for the AER results,the lower-limit heterogeneouschemistrycalculationsarein
betteragreementwith themeasurementthanthegasphasemodeldata. TheLLNL model
columnis in thebestagreementwith theISSJmeasurement.
Clearly,thereis needfor additionalCIONO2columnamountmeasurementsespeciallyin view
of the significantmodel-predictedlong-termtrendandseasonalcycle. Suchmeasurementsare
plannedaspartof theNetworkfor theDetectionof StratosphericChange.
NITROGEN DIOXIDE (NO2)
LIMS daytime and nighttime NO2 values (Russell et al., 1984a) have been integrated to derive
column amounts. As for HNO3, the LAMAT data product (Remsberg et al., 1990) was used in
computing these column amounts. The daytime columns have been derived by integrating from 30
to 3 mb, except in the tropics from February to May when the columns could only be integrated
from 16 to 3 mb. Note that this change in integration limits produces a discontinuity in the
variation of LIMS NO2 column with latitude for these months. The model values for these daytime
comparisons have been integrated from z* = 24 to 40 km. The nighttime columns have been
derived by integrating from 30 to 1.5 rob; limits for the corresponding model integrations have
been set to z*= 24 and 46 km. Some high-latitude LIMS data have been deleted to avoid
terminator crossing effects. Note that the data set adopted here does not fully show the "Noxon
cliff" phenomenon. Special processing by radiance-averaging methods (Russell et al., 1984b) is
required to obtain sufficient signal-to-noise to do retrievals in the region of the cold vortex.
From Remsberg and Russell (1987, their Table 2) a column uncertainty of 20% in NO2 above
30 mb is inferred. The precision in the NO2 columns above 30 mb is about 5% (Russell et al.,
1984, Table 1).
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The strong diurnal variation of NO2 must be consideredin selectingthe model runs for
comparison with the LIMS observations. For the daytime LIMS data, which correspond
nominallyto 1:30p.m.local timeobservations,thefollowing setsof modelcalculationshavebeen
usedfor thecomparisons:
1980AER noongasphaseandlower-limit heterogeneouschemistryruns
1980CAMED-thetadaytimeaveragegasphaseandlower-limit heterogeneouschemistry
runs
1980GSFCdaytimeaveragegasphaseandlower-limit heterogeneouschemistry runs
- 1980LLNL noongasphaseandlower-limit heterogeneouschemistryruns
- 1980WASH daytimegasphaserun
FigureG-12 showscontourmapsof G and the ratio R as a function of latitude and season.
Graphs are shown for the runs by the four modeling groups reporting both gas phase and lower-
limit heterogeneous chemistry calculations. Based on an examination of the plots, it can be noted
that all of the models predict pronounced depletions in column NO2 at winter polar latitudes in both
hemispheres when lower-limit heterogeneous chemistry is included. Note that the predicted NO2
column depletions extend to all latitudes and seasons, even the tropics. The relative magnitude of
the NO2 column changes, however, are less dramatic than those for column HNO3 (Figure G-4).
This can be attributed to the fact that the base pressure for the NO2 column integrations is 30 mb.
As illustrated in Figure G-13, the relative magnitude of the NO2 depletion is much greater at low
altitude. This reflects the low altitude location specified for the lower-limit heterogeneous
chemistry aerosol layer.
Figure G-14 presents plots comparing the daytime LIMS columns and the model column as a
function of latitude for December and May. Tables G-7 and G-8 give a complete month-by-month
listing of the computed LIMS daytime columns and the ratios of the model-to-measurement data.
The ratios for the gas phase model runs are in Table G-7 and the lower-limit heterogeneous
chemistry runs are in Table G-8. When comparing the measured and model columns, recall that
for February to May the tropical LIMS columns were integrated above 16 mb, so that the LIMS
columns should be systematically lower that the model columns for these cases. The following
comments refer to Figure G-14 and Tables G-7 and G-8:
Except for a few data points, the model columns are lower than the LIMS columns. The
differences are often near the estimated uncertainty limit of the LIMS NO2 columns
(+20%).
The lower-limit heterogeneous chemistry model columns are mostly in poorer agreement
with the LIMS measurements than are the gas phase model results. This conclusion is
consistent with the study by Considine et al. (1992).
• On a relative basis, the WASH model is generally the most successful in reproducing the
strong interhemispheric differences in column NO2 observed from December to March.
Unfortunately, no model results appropriate for comparison with columns derived from the
LIMS nighttime measurements were received. Note, however, that in experiment F a comparison
is presented between model NOy and lower-limit NOy computed by summing LIMS HNO3 and
nighttime NO2 data sets.
Comparisons of the model NO2 calculations with sunset measurements (e.g., the aircraft
measurements by Mankin and Coffey [1983]) were anticipated as part of this experiment, but only
two modeling groups submitted sunset data (AER and LLNL). Model comparisons with sunset
column measurements and with the LIMS nighttime columns as well as new column data as they
become available are recommended in the future.
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Table G-I. Comparison of HF Columns above z*-ll.9 km Computed for 1980 with
Steady-State Gas Phase Chemistry and the Aircraft Column Measurements of Mankin
and Coffey (1983)
Latitude Aircraft
(°) Column#
(Model/Aircraft) Columns Ratio
AER GSFC NCAR WASH
5N 1.369
I0N 1.426
15N 1.520
20N 1.652
25N 1.818
30N 2.020
35N 2.254
40N 2.520
45N 2.814
50N 3.136
55N 3.482
60N 3.850
65N 4.237
70N 4.640
1 414
1 451
1 541
1 597
1 661
1 682
1 671
1 644
1 609
1 558
1 498
1 424
1 349
1 266
0.780
0.904
0.993
1.053
1.083
1.087
1.074
1.071
1.058
1.056
1.048
1.051
1.048
1.058
1.123
1 124
1 129
1 139
1 153
1 168
1 180
1 185
1 183
1 172
1 154
1 130
I 105
1.076
2.299
2.387
2.408
2.474
2.483
2.510
2.495
2.437
2.366
2.285
2.205
2.099
2.003
1.884
MEAN 1.526 1.026 1.144 2.310
STD DEV 0.130 0.085 0.032 0.196
In i0 i4 molecules cm-2 above 197 mbar. Computed with Eq. 7 and the fitted
parameters reported by Mankin and Coffey (1983).
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Table G-2. Comparison of HC_ Columns above z*-ll.9 km Computed for 1980 with Steady-State
Gas Phase Chemistry and the Aircraft Column Measurements of Mankin and Coffey (1983)
Latitude Aircraft (Model/Aircraft Columns Ratio)
(°) Column t AER CAMED DUPONT GSFC ITALY LLNL MRI NCAR WASH
5N 0.651 1.733
I0N 0.682 1.723
15N 0.734 1.744
20N 0.807 1.732
25N 0.900 1.733
30N 1.011 1.708
35N 1.141 1.673
40N 1.288 1.630
45N 1.451 1.588
50N 1.629 1.541
55N 1.821 1.492
60N 2.025 1.443
65N 2.239 1.395
70N 2.463 1.317
2.124
2.093
2 104
2 076
2 059
2 033
2 029
1 984
1.909
1.810
1.698
1.578
1.464
1.138
1.855 1.213 1.431 1.574 1.550 1.990 1.646
1.826 1.267 1.429 1.548 1.537 1.945 1.670
1.791 1.279 1.515 1.491 1.482 1.888 1.643
1.769 1.263 1.549 1.451 1.445 1.832 1.648
1.739 1.222 1.588 1.424 1.383 1.785 1.616
1.710 1.167 1.589 1.370 1.340 1.748 1.586
1.705 1.105 1.536 1.382 1.284 1.714 1.537
1.694 1.071 1.475 1.363 1.229 1.679 1.468
1.669 1.032 1.382 1.340 1.173 1.641 1.398
1.639 1.004 1.296 1.312 1.130 1.598 1.348
1.604 0.973 1.205 1.267 1.088 1.549 1.298
1.561 0.920 1.124 1.212 1.033 1.483 1.218
1.510 0.873 1.052 1.148 0.985 1.409 1.147
1.454 0.867 0.988 1.081 0.932 1.361 1.047
MEAN 1.604 1.864 1.680 1.090 1.368 1.355 1.256 1.687 1.448
STD DEV 0.144 0.295 0.117 0.149 0.203 0.143 0.207 0.194 0.208
t In 1015 molecules cm -2 above 197 mbar. Computed with Eq. 7 and the fitted parameters
reported by Mankln and Coffey (1983).
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Table G-3. Comparison of HC2 Columns above z*=ll.9 km Computed for 1980 with Steady-
State Lower Limit Heterogeneous Chemistry and the Aircraft Column Measurements of
Mankin and Coffey (1983)
Latitude Aircraft (Model/Aircraft Columns Ratio)
(°) Column t AER CAMED DUPONT GSFC ITALY LLNL MRI NCAR
5N
ION
15N
20N
25N
30N
35N
40N
45N
50N
55N
60N
65N
70N
0.651 1.695
0 682 1.680
0 734 1.687
0 807 1.662
0 900 1.644
i 011 1.605
1 141 1 557
1.288 1 503
1.451 1 447
1.629 1 392
1.821 1 341
2.025 1 307
2.239 1.282
2.463 1.223
2.114
2.081
2.081
2.043
2.015
1.978
1.957
1.898
1 811
1 710
1 605
1 491
1 381
1 079
1.825
1.793
1.755
1.726
1.687
1.648
1 635
1 612
1 574
1 533
1 493
1 452
1.410
1.368
1.202
1.247
1.253
1.223
1.173
1.107
1 037
0 982
0 928
0 859
0 798
0 716
0.646
0.658
1.410
1.407
1.484
1.513
1.536
1.526
1.465
1.398
1.326
1 257
1 209
1 163
1 128
1 095
1.569
1.541
I .482
1.435
i. 397
1.337
1.327
1.293
1.261
1.228
1.185
1.137
1.082
1.021
1 569
1 548
1 493
1 456
1 393
1 348
1.290
1.233
1.175
1.130
1.085
1.031
0.982
0.929
1.974
1.926
1.865
1 801
1 742
1 687
1 628
1 562
1 487
1 401
1 303
1.191
1.087
1.043
MEAN 1.502 1.803 1.608 0.988 1.351 1.307 1.261 1.550
STD DEV 0.168 0.312 0.143 0.223 0.155 0.168 0.213 0.308
In 1015 molecules cm-z above 197 mbar. Computed with Eq. 7 and the fitted
parameters reported by Mankin and Coffey (1983).
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Table G-4. Comparison of Model-Calculated Gas-Phase HNO 3 Columns with LIMS HNO 3
Zonal Mean Columns for 1978-1979 (t in 1016 molecules cm -2)
MODEL-LIMS HNO 3 COMPARISON: NOVEMBER 1978
Latitude LIMS (Gas Phase Model Column/LIMS Column)
(°) Columnt AER CAMED DUPONT GSFC ITALY LLNL MRI NCAR WASH
60S
55S
50S
45S
40S
35S
30S
25S
20S
15S
10S
5S
0
5N
I0N
15N
20N
25N
30N
35N
40N
45N
50N
55N
60N
65N
70N
75N
80N
1.014
0.990
0.942
0.881
0.815
0.751
0.689
0.615
0.517
0.381
0.322
0.274
0.257
0.269
0.309
0.366
0.491
0.595
0.706
0.824
0.955
1.060
1.147
1 239
1 346
1 468
1 575
1 658
1 724
MEAN
STD DEV
0 832 0.679 0.998 0.810 1.244 1.061 0 748 0.929 1.093
0 807 0.704 0.946 0.759 1.204 1.023 0
0 798 0.742 0.906 0.759 1.191 1.003 0
0 796 0.783 0.870 0.771 1.191 0 988 0
0 796 0.817 0.831 0.803 1.198 0 968 0
0 793 0.827 0.781 0.837 1.179 0 933 0
0 789 0.817 0.729 0.833 1.154 0 883 0
0 765 0.806 0.690 0.844 1.106 0 873 0.553 0.903 0.863
0.751 0.822 0.682 0.854 1.093 0 895 0.573 0.982 0.881
0.866 0.981 0.776 0.956 1.194 I 060 0.661 1.235 0.997
0.779 0.893 0.785 0.765 0.968 0 988 0.682 1.171 0.937
0.865 0.983 0.854 0.699 0.978 1 051 0.735 1.333 0.945
0.880 0.981 0.882 0.717 0.869 i
0.943 0.950 0.857 0.658 0.923 0
0.921 0.847 0.799 0.675 0.885 0
0.936 0.790 0.750 0.658 0.996 0
0.905 0.754 0.669 0.654 1 085 0
717 0.918 1.077
694 0.910 1.054
679 0.906 1.044
648 0.902 1.015
610 0.894 0.977
579 0.887 0.918
065 0.774 1.403 0.920
963 0.728 1.348 0.793
858 0.685 1.208 0.725
751 0.622 1.074 0.641
683 0.563 1.019 0.598
0.845 0.723 0.651 0.611 1 132 0 640 0.528 0.914 0.573
0.795 0.699 0.638 0.568 I 153 0 601 0.531 0.842 0.584
606 0.529 0.790 0.588
597 0.526 0.739 0.567
025 0 606 0.538 0.717 0.565
998 0 623 0.561 0.705 0.532
941 0 628 0.578 0.690 0.501
880 0 617 0.578 0.664 0.419
807 0 591 0.572 0.632 0.345
751 0 566 0.565 0.606 0.271
710 0 542 0.567 0.589 0.210
680 0 524 0.577 0.575 0.262
0.754 0.686 0.629 0.532 I 118 0
0.710 0.661 0.616 0.500 1 075 0
0.691 0.650 0.621 0.487 i
0.680 0.644 0.631 0.482 0
0 665 0.631 0.633 0.477 0
0 637 0.597 0.620 0.462 0
0 604 0.555 0.599 0.446 0
0 573 0.517 0.581 0.433 0
0 551 0.490 ,0.569 0.428 0
0.533 0.474 0.559 0.430 0
0.768 0.741 0.729 0.652 1.025 0.800 0.617 0.913 0.721
0.114 0.143 0.124 0.158 0.160 0.195 0.076 0.235 0.271
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Table G-4 (continued)
MODEL-LIMS HNO 3 COMPARISON" DECEMBER 1978
Latitude LIMS (Gas Phase Model Column/LIMS Column)
(°) Column t AER CAMED DUPONT GSFC ITALY LLNL MRI NCAR WASH
60S 0.948
55S 0.909
50S 0.857
45S 0.800
40S 0.742
35S 0.684
30S 0.624
25S 0.555
20S 0.483
15S 0.370
10S 0.296
5S 0.268
0 0.258
5N 0.272
I0N 0.327
15N 0.409
20N 0.579
25N 0.683
30N 0.775
35N 0.885
40N 1.013
45N 1.153
50N 1.274
55N 1.378
60N 1.456
65N 1.492
70N 1.519
75N 1.523
80N 1.532
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
873 0
848 0
795 0
881 0
847 0
883 I
875 0
935 0
0.875 0
0.841 0
0.772 0
0.744 0
0.735 0
0.712 0
0.678 0
0.642 0
0 886 0.726 1.058 0.930 1.323 1.173 0.805 0.986 1.141
0 873 0.757 1.013 0.911 1.292 1.144 0.772 0.983 1.084
869 0.794 0.974 0.919 1.275 1.118 0.742 0.983 1.065
869 0.830 0.935 0.935 1.267 1.087 0.712 0.979 1.051
869 0.860 0.892 0.928 1.259 1.049 0.681 0.973 1.036
869 0 866 0 841 0.919 1.233 1.002 0.643 0 966 1.018
853 0 792 0.897 1.209 0.942 0.612 0 966 0.971
852 0 757 0.883 1.162 0.942 0.584 0 990 0.928
856 0 726 0.851 1.108 0.942 0.583 I 043 0.908
992 0 800 0.899 1.172 1.082 0.646 1 264 0.979
962 0 861 0.784 1.028 1.086 0.717 i 268 0.987
003 0 883 0.685 0.995 1.085 0.739 i 360 0.936
986 0 890 0.705 0.885 1.066 0.770 i 395 0.891
961 0 864 0.664 0.948 0.956 0.734 1 339 0.770
771 0 664 0 879 0.809 0.667 I832 0
763 0
695 0
658 0
657 0
684 0
580 0
580 0
595 0
673 0.599 0
658 0.592 0
620 0.579 0
0.617 0.587 0.573 0
620 0 926 0.666 0.578 0
567 0 959 0.579 0.496 0
536 I 018 0.560 0.479 0
510 1 080 0.553 0.497 0
479 1 058 0.565 0.499 0
449 I 023 0.561 0.503 0 705 0.556
421 0 938 0.551 0.500 0.657 0.516
409 0 885 0.550 0.501 0.626 0.450
0.599 0.556 0.568 0.403 0
0.585 0.532 0.565 0.406 0
0.581 0.521 0.571 0.419 0
0.577 0.512 0.580 0.433 0
0.579 0.509 0.594 0.453 0
0.577 0.504 0.600 0.468 0
154 0.707
981 0.618
883 0.555
820 0.554
792 0.587
752 0.601
825 0.549 0.507 0.604 0.401
786 0.550 0.514 0.592 0.338
761 0.557 0.534 0.594 0.289
746 0.561 0.556 0.599 0.246
740 0.564 0.586 0.612 0.208
732 0.563 0.611 0.620 0.262
MEAN 0.768 0.744 0.735 0.660 1.018 0.807 0.613 0.913 0.712
STD DEV 0.124 0.162 0.159 0.207 0.186 0.248 0.102 0.253 0.296
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Table G-4 (continued)
MODEL-LIMS HNO 3 COMPARISON: JANUARY 1979
Latitude LIMS (Gas Phase Model Column/LIMS Column)
(°) Column t AER CAMED DUPONT CSFC ITALY LLNL MRI NCAR WASH
60S 0.939
55S 0.891
50S 0.829
45S 0.763
40S 0.697
35S 0.631
30S 0.567
25S 0.505
20S 0.443
15S 0.345
10S 0.303
5S 0.270
0 0.249
5N 0.262
I0N 0.323
15N 0.414
20N 0.594
25N 0.723
30N 0.853
35N 0.978
40N 1.087
45N 1.176
50N 1.269
55N 1.370
60N 1.455
65N 1.419
70N 1.343
75N 1.579
80N 1.591
0 877 0.732 1.029 1.025 1.311 1.174 0.800 0 983 1.108
0 869 0.760 0.993 1.014 1.288 1.153 0.768 0 988 1.062
0 874 0.796 0.967 0.987 1.283 1.136 0.741 0 996 1.056
0 885 0.834 0.942 0.960 1.289 i.ii0 0.713 i 006 1.054
0 898 0.871 0.913 0.930 1.298 1.081 0.688 1 016 1.057
0 915 0.889 0.880 0.893 1.292 1.046 0.657 i 029 1.059
0 933 0.889 0.845 0.884 1.279 0.990 0.637 1 046 1.024
0 901 0 880 0 808 0.866 1.221 0.990 0.609 1.071 0.974
0 836 0 868 0 773 0.815 1.150 0.985 0.603 1.121 0 942
0 913 0 997 0 844 0.824 1.196 1.118 0.658 1.337 0 995
0 807 0 901 0 835 0.684 0.960 1.039 0.672 1.222 0 914
0 854 0 964 0 872 0.639 0.954 1.058 0.710 1.333 0 867
0 881 I 001 0 921 0.707 0.900 1.091 0.784 1.437 0 886
0 944 0 994 0 899 0.686 0.983 0.985 0.760 1.395 0 792
0 859 0 851 0 782 0 683 0 897 0.814 0.679 1.182 0 737
0 811 0 799 0 680 0 632 0 921 0.655 0.579 0.990 0 650
0.744 0 731 0 574 0 560 0 942 0.572 0.493 0.884 0 595
0.704 0 659 0 560 0 511 0 966 0.541 0.464 0.797 0 583
0.674 0 615 0 554 0 462 0 982 0.515 0.461 0.739 0 571
0.654 0 597 0 558 0 429 0 959 0.521 0.461 0.697 0 564
0.642 0.598 0 569 0 409 0 955 0.530 0.474 0.669 0.534
0.639 0.619 0 585 0 400 0 923 0.542 0.494 0.653 0.518
0.626 0.607 0 590 0 396 O 891 0.547 0.500 0.633 0.472
0.605 0.569 0.582 0 389 0 830 0.539 0.501 0.607 0.429
0.581 0.534 0.571 0 391 0 786 0.529 0.499 0.588 0.351
0.602 0.541 0.599 0 426 0 799 0.556 0.539 0.615 0.305
0.636 0.564 0.643 0 476 0 835 0.596 0.599 0.658 0.278
0.540 0.475 0.553 0.428 0 704 0.509 0.534 0.567 0.199
0.535 0.466 0.554 0.440 0 693 0.506 0.553 0.570 0.250
MEAN 0.767 0.745 0.741 0.653 1.017 0.808 0.608 0.925 0.718
STD DEV 0.135 0.167 0.165 0.223 0.196 0.266 0.109 0.271 0.293
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Table G-4 (continued)
MODEL-LIMS HNO 3 COMPARISON: FEBRUARY 1979
Latitude LIMS (Gas Phase Model Column/LIMS Column)
(°) Column t AER CAMED DUPONT GSFC ITALY LLNL MRI NCAR WASH
55S
50S
45S
40S
35S
30S
25S
20S
15S
lOS
5S
0
5N
I0N
15N
20N
25N
30N
35N
40N
45N
50N
55N
60N
65N
70N
75N
80N
0 928
0 856
0 780
0 701
0 614
0 529
0 454
0 394
0 311
0 278
0 250
0.232
0.247
0.310
0.387
0.544
0.701
0.843
0.985
i.iii
1.215
1.300
1.378
1.436
1.481
1.515
1.545
1.583
0.817 0.722 0.913 0.986 1.234 1.078 0 728 0.941 1.004
0.829 0.752 0.899 0.937 1.246 1.068 0 708 0.960 1.009
0.846 0.783 0.886 0.883 1.263 1.050 0 687 0.979 1.020
0.868 0.815 0.873 0.860 1.288 1.033 0 666 1.000 1.022
0.911 0.851 0.871 0.844 1.319 1.030 0 650 1.047 1.041
0 964 0.877 0.873 0.845 1.352 1.009 0 657 1.109 1.040
0.964 0.895 0.869 0.829 1.331 1.044 0 653 1.180 1.018
0.901 0.885 0.843 0.803 1.252 1.045 0 655 1.248 0.988
0.969 1.002 0.913 0.827 1.273 1.170 0 707 1.469 1.017
0.840 0.892 0.889 0.674 0.984 1.078 0 707 1.311 0.915
0 882 0.957 0.923 0.644 0.971 1.096 0 742 1.420 0.850
0 907 1.000 0.972 0.730 0.913 1.138 0 821 1.524 0.864
0 955 0.993 0.936 0.717 0.997 1.025 0 789 1.462 0.759
0 856 0 846 0.805 0.715 0.907 0.845 0 700 1.223 0.728
0 838 0 791 0.721 0.686 0.959 0.705 0 616 1.050 0.680
0 796 0 734 0.629 0.618 1.006 0.639 0 538 0.956 0.660
0 719 0 655 0 585 0.533 0.977 0.574 0 480 0.820 0.627
0 682 0 619 0 573 0.477 0.976 0.539 0 475 0.752 0.602
0 653 0 599 0 570 0.437 0.944 0.535 0 472 0.701 0.584
0 635 0 596 0 577 0.412 0.931 0.534 0 470 0.666 0.552
0 628 0 612 0.591 0.400 0.906 0.541 0 479 0.647 0.539
0 622 0 610 0.604 0.395 0.896 0.548 0 490 0.633 0.523
0 613 0 591 0.607 0.392 0.863 0.547 0 502 0.619 0.512
0 601 0 571 0.604 0.395 0.844 0.543 0.504 0.610 0.453
0 588 0 549 0.594 0.401 0.814 0.535 0.511 0.602 0.402
0 570 0 518 0.577 0.408 0.791 0.527 0.515 0.594 0.304
0 551 0 483 0.555 0.416 0.765 0.517 0.520 0.583 0.212
0 533 0 462 0.534 0.421 0.736 0.504 0.526 0.568 0.265
MEAN 0.769 0.738 0.742 0.632 1.026 0.803 0.606 0.953 0.721
STD DEV 0.145 0.166 0.156 0.202 0.194 0.260 0.ii0 0.312 0.264
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Table C-4 (continued)
MODEL-LIMS HNO 3 COMPARISON: MARCH 1979
Latitude LIMS (Gas Phase Model Column/LIMS Column)
(°) Column t AER CAMED DUPONT GSFC ITALY LLNL MRI NCAR WASH
0.742 0 673 0 806 0 817 1 150 0.958 0.674 0.860 0 90555S
50S
45S
40S
35S
30S
25S
20S
15S
10S
5S
0
5N
ION
15N
20N
25N
30N
35N
40N
45N
50N
55N
60N
65N
70N
75N
80N
1.014
0.935
0.853
0.769
0.674
0.562
0.457
0.380
0.295
0.262
0.238
0.227
0 245
0 305
0 381
0 543
0 678
0 786
0 905
1 018
1 112
1 191
1 267
1 344
1 432
1.492
1.528
1.555
0.754 0
0.767 0 711 0
0.782 0 729 0
0.815 0 750 0
0.887 0 791 0
0.933 0.846 0
692 0 797 0 819 I
786 0 822 1
773 0 795 I
771 0 773 1
800 0 783 i
843 0 787 1
0.905 0.866 0.854 0 798 i
0.986 0.996 0.943 0 838 i
0.859 0.893 0.926 0 682 i
0.892 0.952 0.952 0 659 0
0.890 0.974 0.974 0.740 0
0.924 0.961 0.931 0.736 0
0.832 0.825 0.809 0.740 0.920 0
0.824 0.752 0.727 0.712 0.972 0
0.781 0.693 0.631 0.636 1.001 0
0.732 0.660 0.611 0.567 0.994 0
0.724 0.672 0.625 0.533 1.023 0
0.710 0.696 0.637 0.501 1.005 0
0.699 0.692 0.653 0.476 0.998 0
0.697 0.668 0.675 0.464 0.985 0
0.695 0.657 0.694 0.455 0.985 0 626 0
0.689 0.650 0.701 0.448 0.970 0 627 0
0.672 0.629 0.690 0.439 0.954 0 616 0
0.646 0.597 0.661 0.427 0.916 0 594 0
0.620 0.559 0.632 0.418 0.900 0.580 0
0.600 0.523 0.604 0.415 0.884 0.569 0
0.576 0.500 0.579 0.413 0.874 0.560 0
170 0.951 0.654 0.879 0
182 0.933 0.631 0.894 0
200 0.914 0.612 0.914 0
219 0.906 0.598 0.955 0
284 0.914 0.620 1.043 0
326 0.993 0.644 1.172 0
286 1.027 0.674 1.292 0
319 1.163 0.740 1.543 I
919
937
930
936
960
981
986
022
012 1 086 0.740 1.383 0.916
989 i 099 0.762 1.479 0.825
902 i 125 0.817 1.537 0.811
992 1 022 0.777 1.455 0.705
862 0.695 1.221 0.697
731 0.612 1.045 0.661
663 0.529 0.939 0.640
615 0.488 0.831 0.630
601 0.502 0.793 0.643
606 0.508 0.757 0.646
609 0 517 0.733 0.630
617 0 534 0.720 0.627
547 0.711 0.620
561 0.700 0.616
556 0.681 0.590
547 0.653 0.563
536 0.632 0.503
533 0.617 0.455
529 0.602 0.436
MEAN 0.773 0.736 0.753 0.632 1.050 0.806 0.612 0.966 0.743
STD DEV 0.109 0.135 0.119 0.159 0.141 0.207 0.093 0.303 0.177
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Table G-4 (continued)
MODEL-LIMS HNO 3 COMPARISON: APRIL 1979
Latitude LIMS (Gas Phase Model Column/LIMS Column)
(°) Column t AER CAMED DUPONT GSFC ITALY LLNL MRI NCAR WASH
55S
50S
45S
40S
35S
30S
25S
20S
15S
10S
5S
0
5N
I0N
15N
20N
25N
30N
35N
40N
45N
50N
55N
60N
65N
70N
75N
80N
1.148
1.055
0.969
0.882
0.769
0.642
0.525
0.421
0.308
0.266
0 241
0 237
0 260
0 324
0 405
0 561
0 643
0 734
0 828
0 917
1 006
1 072
1 132
1 184
1 226
1 254
1 275
1 303
0.653 0.607 0.695 0.672 1.021 0.823 0 615 0.758 0.751
0.668 0.629 0.692 0.681 1.060 0.827 0 596 0.779 0.776
0.676 0.642 0.681 0.687 1.070 0.813 0 570 0.791 0.800
0.682 0.648 0.666 0,688 1.084 0.792 0
0.713 0.666 0.670 0.712 1.105 0.791 0
0.771 0.696 0.695 0.729 1.156 0.797 0
0.804 0.736 0.729 0.741 1.179 0.855 0
0.806 0.779 0.769 0.764 1.177 0.911 0
0.930 0.947 0.901 0.825 1.274 1.089 0
0.833 0.869 0.911 0.672 0.997 1.043 0
0.867 0.932 0.940 0.653 0.980 1.063 0
0.842 0.929 0.935 0,726 0,875 1,073 0
0.847 0.898 0.875 0,717 0.946 0.967 0
0.759 0.773 0.761 0,716 0.882 0.828 0
0.756 0.706 0.686 0.685 0.925 0.711 0
0.742 0.675 0.616 0.633 0.970 0.666 0
0.760 0.704 0.651 0.616 1.038 0.671 0
0.766 0.726 0.678 0.593 1.077 0.664 0
0,772 0.755 0.709 0.573 1.075 0.687 0
0.778 0.769 0.741 0.554 1.078 0.703 0
0.780 0.766 0.767 0.540 1.063 0.713 0 590 0.794 0.693
0.792 0.759 0.799 0.532 1.072 0.733 0 611 0.799 0.698
0.803 0,738 0,823 0.528 1.077 0.747 0 633 0.799 0,708
0.811 0.730 0.836 0.527 1.089 0.756 0.641 0.797 0.709
0,820 0.730 0.841 0.529 1.103 0.763 0.654 0.793 0.716
0.831 0.714 0.841 0.535 1.129 0.773 0.668 0.789 0.726
0.844 0.692 0.837 0.544 1.152 0.770 0.685 0.783 0.739
0.838 0.656 0.823 0.544 1.167 0.758 0.703 0.769 0.792
546 0.803 0.812
535 0.844 0.854
549 0.923 0.881
561 1.031 0.907
610 1.175 0.909
712 1.487 0.939
729 1.373 0.851
746 1.467 0.756
786 1.476 0.736
738 1.360 0.638
659 1.134 0.655
580 0.965 0.638
515 0.892 0.631
516 0.858 0.669
538 0.832 0.683
554 0.814 0.693
573 0.804 0.692
MEAN 0.784 0.745 0.770 0.640 1.065 0.814 0.622 0.960 0.752
STD DEV 0.064 0.093 0.093 0.087 0.093 0.126 0.076 0.248 0.088
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Table G-4 (continued)
MODEL-LIMS HNO 3 COMPARISON: MAY 1979
Latitude LIMS (Gas Phase Model Column/LIMS Column)
(°) Column t AER CAMED DUPONT GSFC ITALY LLNL MRI NCAR WASH
55S 1.303
50S 1.178
45S 1.059
40S 0.944
35S 0.845
30S 0.748
25S 0.639
20S 0.496
15S 0.342
10S 0.285
5S 0.256
0 0.252
5N 0.285
I0N 0.350
15N 0.425
20N 0.574
25N 0.646
30N 0.716
35N 0.790
40N 0.870
45N 0.940
50N 0.992
55N 1.034
60N 1.069
65N 1.096
70N 1.115
75N 1.131
80N 1.141
MEAN
STD DEV
0 631 0.626 0.604 0.651 1.036 0.700 0.496 0 802 0
0 645 0.634 0.606 0.674 1.012 0.716 0.485 0 858 0
0 717 0.691 0.662 0.706 1.046 0.785 0.545 1 015 0
0 882 0.889 0.825 0.789 1.203 0.996 0.676 i 362 0
0 800 0.845 0.867 0.660 0.976 0.985 0.717 i 308 0
0 833 0.906 0.900 0.634 0.965 1.017 0.732 1 403 0
0 802 0 894 0.891 0.704 0.856 1.035 0.755 I 402 0
0 836 0.809 0.676 0.894 0.918 0.678 1 248 0
0 725 0.713 0.668 0.839 0.802 0.600 1 049 0
0 676 0.659 0.647 0.895 0.711 0.534 0 910 0
0 665 0.608 0.625 0.952 0.676 0.488 0 864 0
0 700 0 653 0.625 1.028 0.687 0.497 0 841 0
735 0 698 0.619 1.091 0.695 0.531 0.837 0
0 829 0 770 0 743 0.611 1.104 0.736 0.557 0.835 0
0 580 0.536 0.605 0.556 0.876 0.706 0.551 0 663 0 589
0 604 0.574 0.618 0.575 0.944 0.729 0.546 0 698 0 650
0 622 0.606 0.624 0.596 0.989 0.741 0,537 0 727 0 722
0 634 0.630 0.625 0.621 1.040 0.745 0.530 0 755 0 759
0 634 0.635 0.615 0.643 1.040 0.730 0.512 0 777 0 792
783
785
809
879
817
710
715
778 0 628
700 0 624
697 0 607
703 0 598
777 0 634
0 823 0 672
699
781 0.596 1.109 0.760 0.590 0.832 0 703
822 0.589 1.106 0.787 0.624 0.837 0 714
868 0.592 1.123 0.823 0.659 0.854 0 729
914 0.601 1.147 0.857 0.698 0.877 0 750
955 0.616 1.176 0.886 0.734 0.893 0 775
992 0.635 1.211 0.913 0.774 0.907 0 804
1 003 0 873 1 027 0 677 1.254 0.938 0.827 0.920 0 855
1 037 0 878 1 050 0 719 1.284 0.939 0.880 0.927 0 907
1 058 0 860 1 061 0 726 1.319 0.938 0.904 0.930 0 923
0 830 0 787 0
0 841 0 801 0
0 865 0 814 0
0 896 0 823 0
0 929 0 839 0
0 967 0 863 0
0.790 0.754 0.778 0.644 1.054 0.820 0.631 0.940 0.737
0.135 0.iii 0.153 0.052 0.131 0.115 0.123 0.211 0.093
0-20
Table G-5. Comparisonof Model-Calculated Lower Limit Heterogeneous Chemistry
HNO3 Columnswith LIMSHNO3 Zonal MeanColumnsfor 1978-1979 (t in 1016molecules
cm-2)
MODEL-LIMSHNO3 COMPARISON:NOVEMBER1978
Latitude LIMS (Lower Limit HeterogeneousChemistry Model Column/LIMSColumn)
(°) Columnt AER CAMED DUPONT GSFC ITALY LLNL MRI NCAR
60S
55S
50S
45S
40S
35S
30S
25S
20S
15S
10S
5S
0
5N
I0N
15N
20N
25N
30N
35N
40N
45N
50N
55N
60N
65N
70N
75N
80N
1 014
0 990
0 942
0 881
0 815
0 751
0 689
0 615
0 517
0 381
0.322
0.274
0.257
0.269
0.309
0.366
0.491
0.595
0.706
0.824
0.955
1.060
1.147
1.239
1.346
1.468
1 575
1 658
1 724
MEAN
STDDEV
0.876
0.869
0.871
0.878
0 883
0 884
0 882
0 856
0 840
0 971
0 880
0 991
1 023
1 120
1 116
1 172
1 158
1 107
1.060
1.019
0.978
0.975
0.984
0.986
0.966
0.934
0.900
0.877
0.855
0.962
0. i00
0.746
0.786
0.841
0.899
0.950
0.967
0.955
0 936
0 942
1 115
1 014
1 118
1 121
1 095
0 987
0 936
0 912
0 905
0 894
0.887
0.867
0.873
0.888
0.895
0.868
0.825
0.783
0.753
0.773
0.915
0.105
1.161
I.iii
1.059
1.008
0.951
0.881
0 810
0 756
0 737
0 835
0 844
0 921
0 957
0 941
0 890
0 852
0 777
0 781
0 788
0.791
0.803
0.846
0.896
0.936
0.951
0.944
0.936
0.935
0.930
0.897
0.103
1.079
1.011
1.007
1.016
1,053
1092
1 088
1,105
ii01
1204
0939
0 833
0 864
0 802
0 860
0 864
0 899
0 866
0 825
0 789
0 766
0 767
0.786
0.800
0.795
0.783
0.790
0.808
0.824
0.911
0.132
1.269
1.233
1.226
1.229
1.240
1.223
1.201
1.156
1.150
1.264
1.040
1.057
0.948
1.010
0.971
1.090
1 180
1 235
1 261
1 240
1 207
1 178
1 172
1 137
1 093
1 030
0 985
0 948
0 925
1.134
0.II0
1.381
1.351
1.320
1.278
1.228
1.159
1.063
1.042
1.054
1.235
1.147
1.214
1.235
1.121
1.015
0.903
0.839
0.806
0.772
0.815
0.827
0.871
0.928
0.962
0.969
0.946
0 920
0 887
0 861
i. 040
0.183
0.827
0.802
0.773
0 752
0 719
0 678
0 649
0 624
0 648
0 750
0 780
0 845
0 900
0 857
0 808
0 735
0 661
0 621
0 627
0 626
0.636
0.660
0.705
0.741
0.763
0.774
0.807
0.849
0.862
0.741
0.085
1.257
1.236
1.214
1.196
1.178
1 156
1 138
1 158
1 248
1.552
1.449
1.657
1.758
1.714
1.564
1.425
1.423
1.321
1.254
1.206
1.153
1 140
1 139
1 126
1 088
1 036
0 988
0 947
0 913
1.263
0.221
G-21
Tab Ie G-5 (continued)
MODEL-LIMS HNO 3 COMPARISON: DECEMBER 1978
Latitude LIMS (Lower Limit Heterogeneous Chemistry Model Column/LIMS Column)
(°) Column t AER CAblED DUPONT GSFC ITALY LLNL MRI NCAR
60S
55S
50S
45S
40S
35S
30S
25S
20S
15S
10S
5S
0
5N
ION
15N
20N
25N
3ON
35N
40N
45N
50N
55N
60N
65N
70N
75N
80N
0.949
0.909
0.857
0.800
0.742
0.684
0.624
0.555
0.483
0.370
0.296
0.268
0.258
0.272
0.327
0.409
0.579
0 683
0 775
0 885
1 013
1 153
1 274
1 378
1 456
1 495
1 519
1.523
1.532
MEAN
STD DEV
0.877
0.890
0.904
0.920
0.929
0.936
0.947
0.923
0.870
0.971
0.945
1.006
1.018
1.120
1.075
1.076
1.019
1.014
1.028
1.019
0.998
0.976
0.969
0.971
0.970
0.985
0.990
1.001
1.001
0.978
0.059
0 764
0 815
0 873
0 929
0 977
0 990
0.978
0.970
0.965
1.112
1.080
1.131
1.118
1.106
0.972
0.920
0.863
0.848
0.873
0.917
0.920
0.896
0.879
0.866
0.863
0.879
0.910
0.955
0.966
0.943
0.094
1 155
1 127
1 090
1 045
0 989
0 925
0 866
0 821
0 780
0 857
0.924
0.952
0.968
0.952
0.865
0.786
0.686
0.714
0.760
0.786
0.812
0.837
0.872
0.911
0.949
0.995
1.032
1.065
1.077
0.917
0.125
1 103
I ii0
1 135
1 172
1 166
1 158
1 130
1 113
1 061
1 102
0 945
0 809
0 847
0 811
0.858
0.833
0.807
0.794
0.782
0.756
0.739
0.718
0.733
0.754
0.787
0.839
0.895
0.962
1.006
0.928
0.160
1.346
1.319
1.306
1.301
1.296
1 272
1 250
1 206
1 157
1 230
1 092
1 063
0 951
1 024
0.953
1.007
1.040
1.119
1.196
1.204
1.189
1.129
1.099
1.060
1.044
1.038
1.043
1.050
1.054
1.139
0.116
1.381
1.382
1.363
1,319
1.265
1,195
1 107
1.102
1,095
1251
1.253
1.250
1.236
1.114
0 963
0 809
0 727
0 730
0 741
0 810
0 840
0 866
0 905
0 938
0 970
1 004
1 029
1 040
1 040
1.059
0.204
0.853
0.836
0.807
0.780
0.744
0.701
0.676
0.656
0.657
0.732
0.820
0.849
0.897
0.865
0.790
0.687
0.589
0.571
0.603
0.616
0.636
0.646
0.680
0.717
0.766
0.832
0.889
0.957
0.994
0.753
0.113
1 240
1 249
1 251
1 246
1 234
1 221
1 218
1 254
1.314
1.580
1.567
1.691
1.754
1.711
1.506
1.314
1.254
1.210
1.209
1.180
1.129
1.072
1.035
1.009
0.992
0.998
1.007
1.021
1.025
1.258
0.223
G-22
Table G-5 (continued)
MODEL-LIMS HNO 3 COMPARISON: JANUARY 1979
Latitude LIMS (Lower Limit Heterogeneous Chemistry Model Column/LIMS Column)
(°) Column_ AER CAMED DUPONT GSFC ITALY LLNL MRI NCAR
60S
55S
50S
45S
40S
35S
30S
25S
20S
15S
10S
5S
0
5N
ION
15N
20N
25N
30N
35N
40N
45N
50N
55N
60N
65N
70N
75N
80N
0 939
0 891
0 829
0 763
0 697
0 631
0 567
0 505
0 443
0 345
0.303
0.270
0.249
0.262
0.323
0.414
0.594
0.723
0.853
0.978
1.087
1.176
1.269
1.370
1.455
1.419
1.343
1.579
1.591
MEAN
STD DEV
0.871
0.886
0 906
0 929
0 950
0 976
i OO3
0 974
0 907
0 999
0 895
0 966
1 021
1 124
1 049
1 031
0 975
0.956
0.942
0.939
0.953
0.984
1.001
1.003
0.996
1.062
1.143
0.985
0.983
0.980
0.063
0.763
0.809
0.863
0.919
0.969
0 996
I 000
0 986
0 964
1 102
0 998
1 075
1 124
1 129
0 983
0 959
0 906
0 851
0 827
0 840
0 873
0 930
0 945
0 926
0 914
0 976
1 075
0.950
0.950
0.952
0.092
1.119
1.098
1.074
1 044
1 004
0 961
0 922
0 878
0 833
0 908
0 899
0 942
1 003
0 991
0.878
0.781
0.678
0.689
0.709
0.734
0.784
0 853
0 912
0 955
0 992
1 096
1 223
1.084
1.103
0.936
0. 141
1.213
1.256
1.227
1.200
1.150
1.090
1.086
1.076
0.998
0 989
0 810
0 748
0 844
0 836
0 885
0 853
0 807
0.768
0.727
0 7OO
0 701
0 715
0 752
0 779
0 839
0 968
1 129
1 052
1 090
0.941
0.181
1.336
1.318
1.318
1.326
1.338
1.333
1.322
1.267
1.199
1.254
1.018
1 017
0 967
1 059
0 969
0 996
1 015
1 051
1 076
1 077
1 094
1 097
1 096
1 064
1 049
1 106
1 200
1 035
1 042
1.139
0.130
1.330
1.340
1.336
1.307
1.271
1.225
1.151
1.146
1.136
1.284
1.192
1.212
1.258
1145
0 966
0 796
0 723
0 713
0 701
0 768
0 824
0 895
0 958
0993
1 020
1 109
1.217
1.049
1.047
1.073
0.204
0 848
0 831
0 806
0 781
0 752
0 717
0.704
0.684
0.681
0.746
0.770
0.818
0.915
0.897
0.805
0.689
0.587
0.554
0.561
0.569
0.606
0.648
0.699
0.738
0.791
0.909
1.032
0.940
0.970
0.760
0.127
1.184
1.213
1.235
1.254
1.270
1.287
1.310
1 348
1 404
1 661
1 499
1 641
1 784
1 756
1 518
1 302
1 234
1 156
1 105
1 068
1 044
1 034
1 012
0 980
0 955
I 010
1 097
0 956
0 965
1.251
0.244
G-23
Table G-5 (continued)
MODEL-LIMS HNO 3 COMPARISON: FEBRUARY 1979
Latitude LIMS (Lower Limit Heterogeneous Chemistry Model Column/LIMS Column)
(°) Column t AER CAMED DUPONT GSFC ITALY LLNL MRI NCAR
55S
50S
45S
40S
35S
30S
25S
20S
15S
10S
5S
0
5N
ION
15N
20N
25N
30N
35N
40N
45N
50N
55N
60N
65N
70N
75N
80N
0.928
0.856
0.780
0.701
0.614
0,529
0,454
0 394
0 311
0 278
0 250
0 232
0 247
0.310
0.387
0.544
0.701
0.843
0.985
1.113
1.215
1.300
1.378
1.436
1.481
1.515
1.545
1.583
0.884
0.904
0.927
0.953
1.002
1.064
1.064
0.991
1.069
0.935
0.996
1 042
1 118
1 020
1 029
I 001
0 931
0.903
0.886
0.886
0.908
0.934
0.957
0.982
1.009
1.017
1.020
1.006
0.794
0.835
0.877
0.917
0.960
0.990
1.005
0.982
1.104
0.984
1.057
i ii0
1 114
0 958
0 912
0 868
0 802
0 786
0 798
0.838
0.917
0.949
0.943
0.952
0.971
0.973
0.970
0.959
1.048 1.269
1.028 1.198
1.005 1.118
0.978 1.077
0.965 1.041
0.965 1.047
0.954 1.033
0.916 0.986
0.987 0.993
0.960 0.799
0.997 0.756
1.055 0.875
1.026 0.877
0.894 0.922
0.816 0.915
0.727 0.869
0.701 0.776
0.708 0.725
0.721 0.689
0.759 0.684
0.819 0.695
0.884 0.732
0.943 0.768
1.001 0.840
1.051 0.915
1.096 1.008
1.135 1.099
1.153 1.153
1 280
1 296
1 314
1 340
1 373
1 409
1 391
1 314
1.344
1.052
1.042
0.985
1.077
0.981
1.034
1.077
1 048
1 047
1 025
1 022
1 018
1 028
1.025
1.036
1.042
1.055
1.058
1.056
1.275
1.274
1.252
1 228
1 217
1 182
1 217
1 210
1 346
1 240
1 257
1.309
1.184
0.993
0.844
0.792
0.739
0.713
0.768
0.811
0.874
0.945
0.998
1.046
1.077
1.095
1.089
1.071
0.802
0.780
0.756
0.736
0.720
0.734
0.736
0.741
0.804
0.813
0.858
0.960
0.933
0.829
0.731
0.636
0.569
0.567
0.565
0.585
0.614
0.664
0 712
0 772
0 836
0 900
0 963
0 980
1.184
1.216
1.245
1.273
1.333
1.410
1.505
1.579
1.835
I. 610
1.742
1.876
1.815
1 542
1 352
1 300
1 155
1 091
1 041
1.009
0.995
0.985
0.971
0.961
0.955
0.951
0.949
0.944
MEAN 0.980 0.940 0.939 0.923 1.135 1.073 0.761 1.279
STD DEV 0.064 0.093 0.129 0.166 0.147 0.194 0.122 0.304
G-24
Table G-5 (continued)
MODEL-LIMS HNO 3 COMPARISON: MARCH 1979
Latitude LIMS (Lower Limit Heterogeneous Chemistry Model Column/LIMS Column)
(°) Column t AER CAMED DUPONT GSFC ITALY LLNL MRI NCAR
55S
50S
45S
40S
35S
30S
25S
20S
15S
10S
5S
0
5N
I0N
15N
20N
25N
30N
35N
40N
45N
50N
55N
60N
65N
70N
75N
80N
1.014
0.935
0.853
0.769
0,674
0.562
0.457
0 380
0 295
0 262
0 238
0 227
0 245
0 305
0.381
0.543
0.678
0.786
0.905
1,018
1.112
1,191
1.267
1.344
1.432
1.492
1,528
1.555
MEAN
STD DEV
0.876
0.888
0.900
0,912
0.947
1.029
1.075
1,027
1.115
0.972
1.016
1.023
1.070
0 971
0 977
0 938
0 895
0 897
0 891
0 893
0 913
0 935
0 953
0.964
0.963
0.976
1.002
1.010
0.965
0,064
0.781
0.807
0.830
0,849
0.870
0,914
0.966
0.973
1.106
0.989
1,053
1.075
1,067
0 920
0 851
0 798
0 781
0 822
0 891
0 908
0 884
0 897
0 933
0 961
0 978
0 990
1.008
1.011
0.925
0,093
0.995
0.968
0.938
0.904
0.886
0.911
0.947
0. 945
1.031
1.007
1.033
1 057
1 016
0 889
0 809
0 712
0 707
0 739
0 762
0 805
0 865
0 928
0 983
1.021
1.036
1.063
1.095
1.107
0.934
0,115
1,129
1.120
1.112
1.058
1.008
1,018
1.018
1.012
1.032
0,822
0.780
0.892
0 899
0 943
0 931
0 861
0 787
0 760
0 731
0 724
0 731
0 756
0 781
0 817
0 843
0 895
0 958
1 042
0.909
0.129
1.226
1.243
1.252
1.268
1.288
1.355
1.404
1.368
1.410
1.095
1.073
0.982
1.077
0.997
1.045
1 066
1 053
1 080
1 062
1 055
1 047
1 052
1 048
1 042
1 022
1 023
1 031
1 044
1.132
0.134
1,211
1.203
1.170
1.135
1.112
1.102
1,186
1.212
1.358
1.264
1,270
1.299
1,178
1.007
0.864
0.803
0.766
0.762
0.824
0.868
0.928
0,996
1 046
1 077
1 075
1 078
1.071
1.062
1,069
0,166
0.761
0.737
0.709
0.685
0 667
0 697
0 733
0 769
0 849
0 858
0 888
0 961
0.921
0.823
0.725
0.622
0.572
0.588
0.593
0.614
0,643
0,683
0.721
0.755
0.779
0,827
0.884
0.948
0,750
0.iii
1.158
1.179
1.195
1.215
1,263
1.371
1.539
1.671
1,959
1.716
1.821
1.887
1,792
1,517
1.317
1.241
1.133
1 108
1 082
1 067
1 065
1 068
1 064
1 042
1 008
0 985
0 969
0 954
1.299
0,309
G-25
Table G-5 (continued)
MODEL-LIMS HNO 3 COMPARISON: APRIL 1979
Latitude LIMS (Lower Limit Heterogeneous Chemistry Model Column/LIMS Column)
(°) Column t AER CAMED DUPONT GSFC ITALY LLNL MRI NCAR
55S
50S
45S
40S
35S
30S
25S
20S
15S
10S
5S
0
5N
I0N
15N
20N
25N
30N
35N
40N
45N
50N
55N
60N
65N
70N
75N
80N
1.148
1.055
0.969
0.882
0.769
0.642
0.525
0.421
0.308
0.266
0.241
0.237
0.260
0.324
0.405
0.561
0.643
0.734
0.828
0.917
1.006
1.072
1 132
1 184
1 226
1 254
1 275
1 303
MEAN
STD DEV
0.863
0.871
0.871
0.864
0.894
0.959
0.985
0.961
1.092
0.969
1.006
0.974
0.977
0.874
0.874
0.861
0.886
0.896
0.903
0. 914
0.926
O. 948
0.968
0.984
1.003
1.025
1.049
1.053
O. 945
0.066
0 765
0 787
0 797
0 794
0 809
0 834
0 867
0 893
1 070
0.976
1.042
1.033
1.002
0.863
0.795
0.769
0.817
0.853
0.897
0.932
0.957
0.962
O. 943
0.962
i. 003
1.024
1.038
1.007
0.910
0.097
0.944
0.914
0.873
0.827
0.811
0 828
0 850
0 875
1 007
1 006
1 029
1.020
0.954
0.832
0.754
0.681
0.732
0.772
0.807
0.858
0.911
0.973
1.029
1.074
1.108
1.140
1.164
1.154
0.926
0.133
1.O35
1.027
1.011
0.995
1.009
1.021
1 021
1 022
1 052
0 829
0 782
0 879
0 874
0 899
0 876
0 823
0.812
0.791
0.773
0.765
0.760
0.775
0.793
0.820
0.851
0.899
0.950
0.954
0.896
0.i01
1.148
1.173
1.174
1.176
1.194
1.242
1.270
1.270
1.380
1.091
1.073
0.956
1.028
0 954
0 990
1 027
1 091
1 126
1 120
1 119
1 102
1 II0
1 114
1 125
1 138
1 164
1 187
1 2O2
1.134
0.095
1.154
1.146
1.106
1.057
1.033
1.007
1.066
1.112
1 304
1 236
1 242
1249
1 121
0967
0.837
0.795
0.814
0.815
0.881
0.928
0.976
1 041
1 090
1 125
1 147
1 165
1 165
1 150
1.062
0.141
0.720
0.695
0.660
0.629
0.612
0.635
0.657
0.717
0.840
0.867
0.890
0.929
0.864
0.767
0.672
0.591
0.590
0.612
0.628
0.655
0.678
0.715
0.752
0.784
0.820
0.861
0.905
0.948
0.739
0.112
1 118
1 133
1 133
1 134
1 176
1 270
1 409
1 572
1 938
1 735
1 830
1 825
1 675
1 401
1 200
1 154
1.136
1.123
1.119
1.122
1.125
i. 148
i. 162
1.170
1.179
1.189
1.195
1.156
1.305
0.260
G-26
Table G-5 (continued)
MODEL-LIMS HNO 3 COMPARISON: MAY 1979
Latitude LIMS (Lower Limit Heterogeneous Chemistry Model Column/LIMS Column)
(°) Column t AER CAMED DUPONT GSFC ITALY LLNL MRI NCAR
55S
50S
45S
40S
35S
30S
25S
20S
15S
10S
5S
0
5N
I0N
15N
20N
25N
30N
35N
40N
45N
50N
55N
60N
65N
70N
75N
80N
1.303
1.178
1.059
0.944
0.844
0.748
0.639
0.496
0.342
0.285
0.256
0 252
0 285
0 350
0 425
0 574
0 646
0 716
0 790
0 870
0 940
0 992
1 034
1 069
1 096
1 115
1 131
1 141
0.855 0.754 0.906 0.964
0.870 0.788 0.892 0.964
0.875 0.814 0.866 0.959
0.868 0.828 0.832 0.976
0.850 0.819 0.789 0.980
0.829 0.794 0.756 0.979
0.832 0.782 0.737 0.995
0.901 0.824 0.778 1.004
1.085 1.038 0.945 1.051
0.961 0.970 0.974 0.841
0.987 1.033 0.997 0.772
0.940 1.012 0.978 0.859
0.901 0.945 0.885 0.826
0.803 0.818 0.778 0.830
0.796 0.766 0.720 0.813
0.798 0.752 0.664 0.791
0.882 0.801 0.721 0.797
0.931 0.845 0.774 0.792
0.927 0.886 0.817 0.784
0.921 0.911 0.866 0.771
0.929 0.937 0.923 0.768
0.947 0.957 0.985 0.782
0.969 0.968 1.046 0.802
0.986 0.976 1.093 0.823
1.004 0.987 1.121 0.849
1.020 0.982 1.128 0.847
1.036 0.971 1.134 0.848
1.048 0.957 1.140 0.839
1 058
1 107
1 136
1 166
1 154
1 134
1 106
1 140
1 314
1 074
1 059
0.936
0.969
0.904
0.955
1.004
1.075
i. 134
I. 143
i. 144
1.138
1.153
1.173
1.199
1.230
1.268
1.295
1.328
1.105
1.118
1.106
1.080
1.024
0.937
0.938
0.996
1.225
1.190
1.202
1 215
1 069
0 937
0 835
0 799
0 817
0 830
0 898
0 941
0 989
1 049
1 097
1 125
1 139
1 145
1 140
1 135
0.686
0.670
0.647
0.630
0.597
0.583
0.574
0.646
0.802
0.855
0.874
0.890
0.790
0.695
0.615
0.557
0.565
0.599
0.624
0.658
0.692
0.734
0.779
0.816
0.857
0.891
0.926
0.954
1 052
1 086
1 109
1 129
1 139
1 154
1 218
1 402
1 823
1 684
1 774
1 749
1 544
1 295
1 125
1 103
1 091
1 099
I iii
1 118
1 135
1 168
1 205
1 229
1 248
1 250
1 230
1 220
MEAN 0.920 0.890 0.902 0.868 1.125 1.039 0.722 1.267
STD DEV 0.079 0.093 0.142 0.087 0.108 0.128 0.123 0.229
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Table G-6. Comparison of Model-Calculated C_ONO 2 Columns at 45N with the June
1986 ISSJ Total Column Measurement of Zander and Demoulin (1988)
CIONO 2 Column Amount t
Modeling
Group 1980SG 1990SG 1986SG_ 1980SLH 1990SHL 1986SHL#
AER 9.98
CAMED 5.82
DUPONT 5.78
GSFC 5.07
LLNL 7.89
MRI 5.77
NCAR 5.81
WASH 7.68
14_65
7 21
8 51
7 14
10,95
8 27
8 16
i0 41
12.78(1.11)
6.65(0 58)
7.42(0 66)
6.31(0 55)
9.73(0 85)
7.27(0 63)
7.22(0 63)
9.32(0 81)
11.98 17.22
6.72 8.19
7.65 11.05
6.06 8.45
9.57 12.98
5.70 8.19
7.16 9.78
15 12(1.32)
7 60(0.66)
9 69(0.84)
7 49(0.65)
Ii 62(1.01)
7 19(0.63)
8 73(0.76)
t Column in 1014 C_ONO z molecules cm -z above 4 km.
Model C_ONO 2 column in June 1986 derived by linearly interpolating between
the June 1980 and June 1990 model columns. Values in parenthesis are the
interpolated model column divided by the measured ISSJ column of Zander
and Demoulin (1988).
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Table G-7. Comparison of NO 2 Columns Computed for 1980 with Steady-State Gas
Phase Chemistry and LIMS Daytime NO 2 Zonal Mean Columns from 1978-1979 (t in 1015
molecules cm -2)
MODEL-LIMS DAYTIME NO 2 COMPARISON: NOVEMBER 1978
D
Latitude LIMS
(°) Columnt
(Gas Phase Model/LIMS Columns Ratio)
AER CAMED GSFC LLNL WASH
60S 3.128
55S 3.003
50S 2.893
45S 2.833
40S 2.822
35S 2.869
30S 2.905
25S 2.841
20S 2.609
15S 2.350
10S 2.152
5S 2.097
0 2.080
5N 2.078
ION 2.109
15N 2.172
20N 2.260
25N 2.319
30N 2.322
35N 2.262
40N 2.216
45N 2.093
50N 1.974
55N 1.902
60N 1.853
0.744
0.783
0.814
0 824
0 809
0 774
0 739
0 715
0 726
0 755
0 771
0 780
0.781
0.816
0.839
0.857
0.859
0.851
0.855
0.867
0.867
0.888
0.896
0.869
0.805
0.700 0.886 0
0.761 0.881 0
0.831 0.894 0
0.880 0.892 0
0.906 0.868 0
0.890 0.828 0
0.861 0.754 0
0.841 0.706 0
0.862 0.680 0
0.897 0.657 0
0.915 0.663 0
0.897 0.625 0
0.864 0.640 0
0.863 0.651 0
0.850 0.677 0
0.858 0.692 0
0.857 0.690 0
0.868 0.697 0
0.894 0.701 0
0.933 0.726 0
0.947 0.727 0
0.966 0.756 0
0.965 0.761 0
0.923 0.748 0
0.875 0.683 0
MEAN 0.811 0.876 0.739
STD DEV 0.053 0.058 0.086
799
839
86O
853
826
776
729
707
727
768
807
799
798
791
777
754
725
708
708
728
744
783
820
833
824
0.779
0.048
0.781
0.805
0.824
0.830
0.821
0.795
0.763
0.757
0 792
0 842
0 875
0 853
0 825
0 792
0 780
0 757
0 733
0 720
0 712
0 723
0 712
0.727
0.722
0.699
0.657
0.772
0.055
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Table G-7 (continued).
MODEL-LIMS DAYTIME NO 2 COMPARISON: DECEMBER 1978
Latitude LIMS
(°) Columnt
(Gas Phase Model/LIMS Columns Ratio)
AER CAMED GSFC LLNL WASH
60S
55S
50S
45S
40S
35S
30S
25S
20S
15S
10S
5S
0
5N
ION
15N
20N
25N
30N
35N
40N
45N
50N
55N
60N
3 364
3 266
3 176
3 087
3 064
3 010
2 996
2.911
2.670
2.406
2.226
2.140
2.108
2.081
2.063
2.153
2.222
2.198
2.090
2.009
1.908
1.805
1.674
1.661
1.618
MEAN
STD DEV
0.753
0.774
0.789
0.797
0.781
0.766
0.737
0.710
0.713
0.735
0.736
0.750
0.751
0.791
0.829
0.832
0.838
0.858
0.904
0.921
0.939
0.943
0.942
0.852
0.730
0.807
0.075
0 718
0 772
0 819
0 853
0 854
0 841
0 800
0 784
0 814
0.849
0.855
0.855
0.837
0.854
0.872
0.886
0.898
0.909
0.963
1.016
1.052
1.047
1.041
0.944
0.903
0.881
0.088
0 899
0 887
0 893
0 898
0 852
0 814
0 734
0 670
0 640
0 610
0 608
0 579
0 605
0 630
0 675
0.684
0.687
0.718
0.752
0.780
0.791
0.804
0.796
0.730
0.564
0.732
0.106
0.842
0.856
0.856
0.846
0.811
0.776
0.728
0.701
0.709
0.739
0.762
0.758
0 760
0 761
0 766
0 734
0 711
0 719
0 757
0 772
0 797
0 814
0 837
0 778
0.693
0.771
0.050
0.798
0.805
0.811
0.818
0.796
0.781
0.754
0.745
0.773
0.814
0.832
0.817
0.796
0.773
0.795
0.777
0.758
0.772
0.790
0.799
0.785
0.770
0.761
0.698
0.656
0.779
0.038
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Table G-7 (continued).
MODEL-LIMS DAYTIME NO 2 COMPARISON: JANUARY 1979
Latitude LIMS
(°) Column t
(Gas Phase Model/LIMS Columns Ratio)
AER CAMED GSFC LLNL WASH
60S 3.412 0.740 0.735 0.910 0
55S 3.299 0.760 0.779 0.917 0
50S 3.202 0.776 0.816 0.925 0
45S 3.118 0.784 0.835 0.929 0
40S 3.039 0.784 0.836 0.882 0
35S 2.981 0.772 0.812 0.827 0
30S 2.900 0.761 0.782 0.754 0
25S 2.807 0.736 0.757 0.679 0
20S 2.648 0.720 0,751 0.628 0
15S 2.383 0.741 0.788 0.596 0
10S 2.159 0.756 0.823 0.601 0
5S 2.033 0.782 0.849 0.579 0
0 2.005 0.777 0.839 0.613 0
5N 1.904 0.847 0.901 0.674 0
ION 1.997 0.837 0.885 0.693 0
15N 2.076 0.844 0.942 0.716 0
20N 2.148 0.849 0.979 0.723 0
25N 2.194 0.851 0.953 0.739 0
30N 2.074 0.910 0.996 0.778 0
35N 1.962 0.950 1.023 0.820 0
40N 1.878 0.966 1.044 0.826 0
45N 1.737 1.000 1.113 0.860 0
50N 1.695 0.955 1.085 0.816 0
55N 1.664 0.879 1.013 0.765 0
60N 1.674 0.733 0.901 0.538 0
MEAN 0.820 0.889 0.751
STD DEV 0.082 0,Ii0 0.119
896 0.785
911 0.801
908 0.810
889 0.817
858 0.816
809 0.809
759 0.789
722 0.771
697 0.766
714 0.795
740 0.824
740 0.817
736 0.812
759 0.837
727 0.825
706 0.820
694 0.802
696 0.795
754 0.816
791 0.837
820 0.818
848 0.825
801 0.778
706 0.723
533 0.653
0.769 0.798
0.087 0.039
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Table G-7 (continued).
MODEL-LIMS DAYTIME NO z COMPARISON: FEBRUARY 1979
Latitude LIMS
(°) Co lumnt
(Gas Phase Model/LIMS Columns Ratio)
AER CAMED GSFC LLNL WASH
55S
50S
45S
40S
35S
30S
25S
20S
15S
10S
5S
0
5N
I0N
15N
20N
25N
30N
35N
40N
45N
50N
55N
60N
65N
3 153
3 109
3 051
2 995
2 928
2 834
2.713
2.550
2.191
1.932
1.790
1.771
1.383
1.856
1.943
2.022
2.201
2.150
2.035
1.958
1.861
1.816
1.746
1.757
1.693
MEAN
STD DEV
0.743 0.769
0.754 0.794
0.762 0.807
0.763 0.800
0.761 0.780
0.762 0.754
0.752 0.734
0.743 0.724
0.806 0.794
0.849 0.850
0.892 0.900
0.882 0.895
1.169 1.187
0.902 0.922
0.910 0.967
0.919 1.005
0.876 0.963
0.919 1.017
0.975 1.075
1.007 1.114
1.041 1.163
1.026 1.146
1.004 1.115
0.916 1.033
0.854 0.996
0.895
0.896
0.900
0.856
0.812
0.750
0.689
0.645
0.649
0.675
0.664
0.703
0.942
0773
0 806
0 813
0 783
0 8O5
0 854
0.869
0.895
0.880
0.876
0.762
0.678
0.869
0.864
0.852
0.828
0.794
0 762
0 740
0 725
0 784
0 837
0 851
0.840
1.049
0.790
0.766
0.759
0.728
0.775
0.834
0.881
0.922
0.922
0.908
0.811
0.781
0.792
0.800
0.812
0.809
0.809
0.793
0.784
0.778
0.840
0 887
0 888
0 881
1 108
0 873
0 879
0.873
0.829
0.838
0.874
0.875
0.885
0.852
0.830
O. 749
0.698
0.879 0.932 0.795 0.827 0.841
0.114 0.148 0.092 0.074 0.074
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Table G-7 (continued).
MODEL-LIMS DAYTIME NO 2 COMPARISON: MARCH 1979
Latitude LIMS
(°) Column t
(Gas Phase Model/LIMS Columns Ratio)
AER CAMED GSFC LLNL WASH
55S 2
50S 2
45S 2
40S 2
35S 2
30S 2
25S 2
20S 2
15S i
10S 1
5S i
0 i
5N i
I0N i
15N 2
20N 2
25N 2
30N 2
35N 2
40N 2
45N 2
50N I
55N I
60N I
65N I
70N i
75N i
•842
.845
.864
.884
.865
.795
.674
.516
.490
.399
.332
.310
.290
.671
.041
.136
.364
419
358
231
115
974
835
774
729
715
762
0 749
0 760
0 759
0 749
0 743
0 746
0 742
0 737
1 168
1 166
1 197
1 196
1 259
1 009
0 882
0.894
0.846
0.858
0.897
0.961
1.020
1.079
1.130
1.117
1.082
1.025
0.934
MEAN 0.
STD DEV 0.
952
173
0.781
0.807
0 808
0 792
0 769
0 746
0 732
0 725
1 157
1 170
1 213
1 223
1 299
1 051
0 935
0 963
0 925
0 949
0 997
1 052
1 066
1 094
1 129
I I01
1 051
1 003
0 928
0.980
0.167
0.878
0.883
0.883
0.827
0.782
0.718
0.664
0.635
0.952
0.953
0.936
1.001
1.066
0 904
0 807
0 812
0 771
0 763
0 792
0 829
0 865
0 907
0 956
0 958
0 951
0 879
0 778
0.857
0.102
0.847
0.844
0.827
0.799
0.769
0.750
0.742
0.742
1 183
1 198
1 198
1 189
1 178
0,918
0 764
0 753
0.712
0.725
0.765
0.829
0.888
0.957
1.025
1.035
1.062
1.088
1.030
0.919
0.172
0 760
0 772
0 779
0 773
0 777
0 763
0 763
0 765
1 212
1 204
1 173
1 171
1 166
0 955
0 827
0 836
0 796
0 780
0 803
0 833
0 863
0 902
0 948
0.942
0.927
0.867
0.778
0.894
0.154
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Table G-7 (continued).
MODEL-LIMS DAYTIME NO 2 COMPARISON: APRIL 1979
Latitude LIMS
(°) Co lumnt
(Gas Phase Model/LIMS Columns Ratio)
AER CAMED GSFC LLNL WASH
55S
50S
45S
40S
35S
30S
25S
20S
15S
10S
5S
0
5N
ION
15N
20N
25N
30N
35N
40N
45N
50N
55N
60N
65N
70N
75N
2 412
2 470
2 564
2 647
2 651
2 583
2 502
2.355
1.996
1.398
1.382
1.371
1.476
2.030
2.207
2.331
2.441
2.487
2.488
2.408
2.278
2.177
2.110
2.118
2.002
2.031
2.059
0.769 0.804 0.864
0.782 0.831 0.859
0.772 0.827 0.843
0.755 0.808 0.796
0.753 0.793 0.775
0.764 0.786 0.731
0.757 0.772 0.688
0.757 0.773 0.668
0.846 0.869 0.714
1.141 1.183 0.979
1.134 1.186 0.950
1.129 1.191 1.010
1.089 1.157 0.987
0.825 0.883 0.780
0.820 0.883 0.775
0.832 0.903 0.774
0.841 0.929 0.777
0.866 0.967 0.777
0.895 0.997 0.790
0.951 1.041 0.816
1.029 1.080 0.861
1.085 1.093 0.895
1.112 1.071 0.918
1.084 1.007 0.912
i. Ii0 0.998 0.962
1.055 0.954 0.962
1.000 0.923 0.963
0.844
0 843
0 820
0 790
0 771
0 772
0 770
0 788
0 898
1 239
1 213
1 197
1 089
0 802
0.752
0.737
0.737
0.755
0.779
0.830
O. 895
0. 948
0.975
0.948
0.979
0.943
0.929
MEAN 0.924 0.952 0.845 0.890
STD DEV 0.148 0.136 0.098 0.148
0.738
0.753
0.757
0.752
0.770
0.780
0.794
0.797
0.886
1.193
1.135
1.135
1.047
0.818
0 805
0 810
0 820
0 816
0 828
0 846
0 885
0 915
0 932
0.907
0.937
0.901
0.867
0.875
0.123
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Table G-7 (continued).
MODEL-LIMS DAYTIME NO z COMPARISON: MAY 1979
Latitude LIMS
(°) Column t
(Gas Phase Model/LIMS Columns Ratio)
AER CAMED GSFC LLNL WASH
55S
50S
45S
40S
35S
30S
25S
20S
15S
10S
5S
0
5N
I0N
15N
20N
25N
30N
35N
40N
45N
50N
55N
60N
65N
70N
75N
2.129
2 120
2 156
2 179
2 248
2 343
2 288
2.093
1.958
1.924
1.526
1.435
1.528
2.070
2.250
2.417
2.525
2.523
2.529
2.550
2 515
2 488
2 448
2 411
2 398
2 385
2 339
MEAN
STD DEV
0.727
0.788
0.817
0 833
0 815
0 779
0 777
0 818
0 835
0 808
1 005
1 059
1 038
0 802
0 801
0 807
0 836
0 890
0 921
0.945
0.987
1.014
1.035
1.050
1.049
1.021
0.996
.
0.
898
109
0.780
0.854
0.894
0.920
0.901
0.856
0.848
0 885
0 907
0 884
1 104
1 167
1 144
0 883
0 876
0 878
0 906
0 963
0 998
1 012
1 028
1 027
1 019
1 016
1 006
0.955
0.901
O.
O.
948
O95
0.787
0.828
0.851
0. 854
0.839
O. 774
0.759
0.762
0. 741
0.726
0.881
0 979
0 961
0 767
0 760
0 751
0 760
0 784
0 805
0 814
0 840
0 856
0 876
0 904
0 924
0 956
1 002
0.835
0.079
0.804
0.840
0.851
0.857
0.833
0.801
0.808
0.869
0.913
0.911
1.127
1.179
1.089
0.817
0.768
0.743
0.749
0.786
0.818
0.843
0.880
0.910
0.935
0.946
0.983
1.042
1.066
0.895
0.117
0.683
0.735
0.771
0 807
0 825
0 802
0 833
0 873
0 893
0 861
1 025
1 095
1 032
0 821
0 809
0 798
0.807
0.831
0.852
0.848
0.863
0.877
0.896
0.907
0.909
0.913
0.931
0.863
0.088
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Table G-8. Comparison of NO 2
Heterogeneous Chemistry and LIMS
(t in 1015 molecules cm -2)
MODEL-LIMS DAYTIME
Columns Computed for 1980 with Lower Limit
Daytime NO 2 Zonal Mean Columns from 1978-1979
NO z COMPARISON: NOVEMBER 1978
Latitude LIMS
(°) Columnt
(Lower Limit Heterogeneous Model/LIMS Columns Ratio)
AER CAMED GSFC LLNL
60S
55S
50S
45S
40S
35S
30S
25S
20S
15S
lOS
5S
0
5N
I0N
15N
20N
25N
30N
35N
40N
45N
50N
55N
60N
3 128
3 003
2 893
2 833
2 822
2 869
2 905
2 841
2.609
2.350
2.512
2.097
2.080
2 078
2 109
2 172
2 260
2 319
2 322
2.262
2.216
2.093
1.974
1.902
1.853
MEAN
STD DEV
0.586
0.614
0.642
0.654
0.647
0.623
0.597
0.583
0.603
0.635
0.657
0.668
0.670
0.697
0.712
0.717
0.710
0.696
0.696
0.706
0.702
0.706
0.694
0.651
0.580
0.658
0. 045
0 689
0 744
0 808
0 852
0 875
0 858
0 829
0 810
0 831
0 867
0.886
0.868
0.836
0.833
0.820
0.822
0.816
0.820
0.841
0.882
0.893
0.900
0.886
0.829
0.764
0.834
0.049
0.801
0.804
0.821
0.823
0.803
0.767
0.694
0.645
0 626
0 610
0 621
0590
0 603
0 611
0 628
0 635
0 624
0 622
0 622
0 641
0 630
0 642
0 626
0 593
0.530
0.665
0.084
0 749
0 777
0 794
0 791
0 769
0 728
0 689
0 672
0.694
0.736
0.776
0.771
0.769
0.762
0.746
0.720
0.689
0.668
0.665
0.677
0.687
0.713
0.732
0.730
0.710
0.729
0.041
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Table G-8. (continued)
MODEL-LIMS DAYTIME NO 2 COMPARISON: DECEMBER 1978
Latitude LIMS (Lower Limit Heterogeneous Model/LIMS Columns Ratio)
(°) Column t AER CAMED GSFC LLNL
60S 3.364 0.607 0.712 0
55S 3.266 0.615 0.760 0
50S 3.176 0.628 0.801 0
45S 3.087 0.636 0.831 0
40S 3.064 0.626 0.830 0
35S 3.010 0.616 0.815 0
30S 2.996 0.594 0.773 0
25S 2.911 0.579 0.758 0
20S 2.670 0.593 0.788 0
15S 2.406 0.619 0.822 0
10S 2.226 0.627 0.829 0
5S 2.140 0.643 0.829 0
0 2.108 0.646 0.810 0
5N 2.081 0.677 0.823 0
I0N 2.063 0.705 0.837 0
15N 2.153 0.697 0.843 0
20N 2.222 0.691 0.846 0
25N 2.198 0.697 0.853 0
30N 2.090 0.725 0.898 0
35N 2.009 0.734 0.945 0
40N 1.908 0.735 0.970 0
45N 1.805 0.711 0.946 0
50N 1.674 0.677 0.913 0
55N 1.661 0.576 0.794 0
60N 1.618 0.468 0.725 0
MEAN 0.645 0.830
STD DEV 0.062 0.065
855 0.813
838 0.817
840 0.814
842 0.804
798 0.771
760 0.739
682 0.695
618 0.670
593 0.680
568 0.710
570 0.733
547 0.730
569 0.732
591 0.732
623 0.733
623 0.699
613 0.672
629 0.673
653 0.701
670 0.703
662 0.713
655 0.711
619 0.708
537 0.641
405 0.562
0.654 0.718
0.112 0.057
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Table G-8. (continued)
MODEL-LIMS DAYTIME NO z COMPARISON: JANUARY 1979
Latitude LIMS
(°) Co lumnt
(Lower Limit Heterogeneous Model/LIMS Columns Ratio)
AER CAMED GSFC LLNL
60S
55S
50S
45S
40S
35S
30S
25S
20S
15S
10S
5S
0
5N
ION
15N
20N
25N
30N
35N
40N
45N
50N
55N
60N
3.412
3.299
3.202
3.118
3.039
2.981
2 900
2 807
2 648
2 383
2 159
2 033
2 005
1.904
1.997
2.076
2.148
2.194
2.074
1.962
1.878
1.737
1.695
1.664
1.674
0.606 0.731
0.615 0.770
0.626 0.802
0.632 0.818
0.634 0.817
0.625 0.792
0.616 0.759
0.603 0.734
0.600 0.729
0.625 0.765
0.645 0.799
0.670 0.824
0.670 0.813
0.727 0.870
0.714 0.851
0.708 0.895
0.701 0.922
0.689 0.895
0.725 0.931
0.748 0.954
0.742 0.965
0.733 1.009
0.660 0.954
0.560 0.851
0.439 0.717
MEAN 0.653
STD DEV 0.069
0.839
0.084
0.876
0 871
0 876
0 877
0 834
0 782
0 707
0 630
0 584
0 557
0 564
0 546
0 577
0 632
0 639
0 649
0 642
0 643
0 666
0 690
0 674
0 679
0 608
0 529
0 359
0.668
0.128
0.871
0.877
0.870
0.851
0.821
0.774
0.726
0.693
0.670
0.687
0.713
0.714
0.708
0.730
0.695
0.670
0.653
0.647
0.691
0.710
0.721
0.726
0.663
0.571
0.430
0.715
0.097
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Table G-8. (continued)
MODEL-LIMS DAYTIME NO 2 COMPARISON: FEBRUARY 1979
Latitude LIMS (Lower Limit Heterogeneous Model/LIMS Columns Ratio)
(°) Column t AER CAMED GSFC LLNL
55S 3
50S 3
45S 3
40S 2
35S 2
30S 2
25S 2
20S 2
15S 2
10S i
5S i
0 I
5N I.
I0N I.
15N I.
20N 2.
25N 2.
30N 2.
35N 2.
40N i.
45N I.
50N I.
55N i.
60N i.
65N I.
153 0.605
109 0.613
051 0.620
995 0.623
928 0.621
834 0.620
713 0.616
550 0.619
191 0.679
932 0.723
790 0.764
771 0.758
383 1.001
856 0.770
943 0.764
022 0.759
201 0.711
150 0.736
035 0.775
958 0.786
861 0.784
816 0.735
746 0,674
757 0.571
693 0.485
MEAN 0.696
STD DEV 0.103
0 753
0 776
0 787
0 781
0 759
0 731
0 711
0 704
0 772
0 828
0 876
0.871
1.154
0.894
0.933
0.965
0.922
0.967
1.019
1.045
1.072
1.032
0.969
0.852
0.765
0.877
0.126
0.834
0.837
0.845
0.805
0.767
0.702
0.639
0.601
0.607
0.634
0.625
0.660
0 882
0 714
0 736
0 731
0 692
0 701
0 733
0 723
0 720
0 665
0 617
0 503
0 409
0.695
0.107
0 840
0 833
0 821
0 797
0 763
0 731
0 711
0 698
0 756
0 807
0 822
0.810
1.010
0.756
0.730
0.717
0.680
0.717
0.754
0.781
0.794
0.765
0.732
0.641
0.624
0.764
0.077
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Table G-8. (continued)
MODEL-LIMS DAYTIME NO 2 COMPARISON: MARCH 1979
Latitude LIMS (Lower Limit Heterogeneous Model/LIMS Columns Ratio)
(°) Column# AER CAMED GSFC LLNL
55S
50S
45S
408
35S
30S
25S
20S
15S
10S
5S
0
5N
ION
15N
20N
25N
30N
35N
40N
45N
50N
55N
60N
65N
70N
75N
2.842
2.845
2.864
2.884
2.865
2.795
2.674
2.516
1.490
1.399
1.332
1.310
1.290
1.671
2 041
2 136
2 364
2 419
2 358
2 231
2.115
1.974
1.835
1.774
1.729
1.715
1.762
MEAN
STD DEV
0.608
0.619
0.621
0.615
0.610
0.609
0.611
0.616
0.988
0.997
1.027
1.028
1.079
0.861
0.741
0.740
0.691
0.694
0.724
0.768
0 798
0 822
0 832
0 787
0 721
0 629
0 514
0.754
0.156
0 751
0 775
0 778
0 763
0 740
0 715
0 702
0 697
1.115
1.126
1.166
1.175
1.245
1.004
0.893
0.919
0.886
0.912
0.963
1.015
1.021
1.034
1.042
0.983
0.899
0.812
0.704
0.920
0.164
0.788
0.800
0.806
0.762
0.727
0.663
0.608
0.586
0.887
0.892
0.882
0941
I001
0 840
0 743
0 741
0 697
0 685
0 707
0 726
0 743
0 752
0 762
0 722
0 673
0.584
0.476
0.748
0.115
0 805
0 801
0 787
0 761
0 733
0 715
0 709
0 711
1 136
1.153
1.155
1.148
1.138
0.885
0.734
0.720
0.676
0.684
0.710
0.759
0.796
0.835
0.870
0.859
0.868
0.883
0.843
0.847
0.158
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Table G-8. (continued)
MODEL-LIMS DAYTIME NO 2 COMPARISON: APRIL 1979
Latitude LIMS (Lower Limit Heterogeneous Model/LIMS Columns Ratio)
(°) Column t AER CAMED GSFC LLNL
55S 2.412
50S 2.470
45S 2.564
40S 2.647
35S 2.651
30S 2.583
25S 2.502
20S 2.355
15S 1.996
10S 1.398
5S 1.382
0 1.371
5N 1.476
ION 2.030
15N 2.207
20N 2.331
25N 2.441
30N 2.487
35N 2.488
40N 2.408
45N 2.278
50N 2.177
55N 2.110
60N 2.118
65N 2.002
70N 2.031
75N 2.059
0.607
0.626
0.626
0.619
0.618
0.626
0.625
0.636
0.718
0979
0 977
0 976
0 937
0 705
0 690
0.690
0.689
0.704
0.729
0.771
0.823
0.855
0.862
0.828
0.836
0.779
0.722
MEAN 0.750
STD DEV 0.121
0.750 0.725 0.778
0.781 0.736 0.779
0.782 0.737 0.763
0.768 0.705 0.739
0.756 0.695 0.724
0.748 0.656 0.728
0.735 0.619 0.729
0.739 0.610 0.750
0.832 0.664 0.858
1.134 0.916 1.188
1.137 0.895 1.168
1.141 0.950 1.155
i.ii0 0.927 1.053
0.848 0.727 0.774
0.850 0.718 0.723
0.871 0.713 0.706
0.900 0.713 0.704
0.940 0.713 0.718
0.973 0.727 0.736
1.015 0.744 0.779
1.046 0.779 0.831
1.053 0.801 0.867
1.029 0.811 0.881
0.962 0.790 0.846
0.946 0.817 0.863
0.882 0.774 0.820
0.828 0.733 0.802
0.909 0.755 0.832
0.136 0.087 0.143
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Table G-8. (continued)
MODEL-LIMS DAYTIME NO 2 COMPARISON: MAY 1979
Latitude LIMS (Lower Limit Heterogeneous Model/LIMS Columns Ratio)
(°) Columnf AER CAMED GSFC LLNL
55S 2.129 0.532 0.683
50S 2.120 0.600 0.766
45S 2.155 0.640 0.817
40S 2.179 0.669 0.854
35S 2.248 0.664 0.843
30S 2.343 0.638 0.803
25S 2.288 0.643 0.799
20S 2.093 0.687 0.841
15S 1.958 0.711 0.866
10S 1.924 0.697 0.848
5S 1.526 0.870 1.062
0 1.435 0.919 1.125
5N 1.528 0.896 1.107
ION 2.070 0.688 0.857
15N 2.250 0.678 0.853
20N 2.417 0.672 0.855
25N 2.525 0.684 0.882
30N 2.523 0.722 0.939
35N 2.529 0.752 0.977
40N 2.550 0.771 0.993
45N 2.515 0.799 1.007
50N 2.488 0.815 1.007
55N 2.448 0.825 1.002
60N 2.411 0.833 1.001
65N 2.398 0.832 0.993
70N 2.385 0.820 0.937
75N 2.339 0.815 0.875
MEAN 0.736 0.911
STD DEV 0.097 0.107
0.594
0.654
0.700
0.720
0.725
0.672
0.664
0.683
0.685
0.678
0.830
0.921
0.901
0.717
0 707
0 696
0 703
0 729
0 752
0 759
0 782
0 793
0 809
0 832
0 847
0 903
0 974
0.757
0.093
0 683
0 727
0 753
0 771
0 759
0 741
0 753
0.817
0.866
0.870
1.083
1.135
1.051
0.787
0.739
0.714
0.718
0.753
0.782
0.804
0.837
0.860
0.882
0.893
0.932
0.993
1.014
0.841
0.122
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure G-1. Comparison of HF columns above 11.9 km (Mankin and Coffey, 1983) with 1980
gas phase model HF columns derived from integrations of the profiles above z* = 12 km.
Figure G-2. Comparison of calculated 1980 Kitt Peak HF total columns with columns derived
by integrating the 1980 30N gas phase model profiles above z* = 2 km.
Figure G-3. Same as Figure G-2 except the columns have been normalized by dividing each
curve from Figure G-2 by its mean value.
Figure G-4. Contour maps of G (left panel) and the ratio R (right panel) as a function of latitude
and season where R = H/G, H is the 1980 HC1 column above z* = 12 km computed with lower
limit heterogeneous chemistry, and G is the 1980 HC1 column above z* -- 12 km computed with
gas phase chemistry only. Contours are in units of 1015 molecules cm-2.
Figure G-5. Steady-state, gas phase 1980 HC1 model columns and the Mankin and Coffey
(1983) aircraft data plotted as a function of latitude.
Figure G-6. Same as Figure G-5 with the 1980 steady-state lower-limit heterogeneous
chemistry runs instead of the 1980 steady-state, gas phase HCI model columns.
Figure G-7. LIMS HNO3 columns as a function of latitude and season.
Figure G-8. Contour maps of G (left panel) and the ratio R (fight panel) as a function of latitude
and season where R = H/G, H is the 1980 HNO3 column computed with lower limit
heterogeneous chemistry, and G is the 1980 HNO3 column computed with gas phase chemistry
only. See text for the column integration limits, which vary with latitude. Contours are in units of
1015 molecules cm-2.
Figure G-9. Comparison of LIMS HNO3 columns for the months of December 1978 and May
1979 with 1980 model columns derived from calculations performed with standard gas phase
chemistry and columns derived from calculations including lower-limit heterogeneous chemistry.
See text for the column integration limits, which vary with latitude.
Figure G-10. Comparisons of the seasonal variation of the HNO3 columns measured near 45N
with columns derived from the gas phase and lower limit heterogeneous model calculations. The
LIMS curve shows the 45N nighttime data integrated above 100 mb. The ISSJ data are total
columns measured above 3.58 km from a latitude of 46.5N. The NCAR lower limit
heterogeneous chemistry model values are all above 2 x 1016 molecules cm-2 and therefore do not
appear in the figure.
Figure G-11. Comparison of CAMED and DUPONT gas phase and lower limit heterogeneous
chemistry model C1ONO2 columns above z* = 4 km with a measured ISSJ CIONO2 column of
(1.15 + 0.3) x 1015 molecules cm-2 above the Jungfraujoch (ISSJ) station (46.5N lat., 3.58 km
altitude) in June 1986 (Zander and Demoulin, 1988).
Figure G-12. Contour maps of G (left panel) and the ratio R (right panel) as a function of
latitude and season where R = H/G, H is the 1980 NO2 column computed with lower-limit
heterogeneous chemistry, and G is the 1980 NO2 column computed with gas phase chemistry
only. See text for the column integration limits of the LIMS and model data. Contours are in units
of 1015 molecules cm-2.
G-43
Figure G-13. AER noon gas phase and lower-limit heterogeneous chemistry NO2 vertical
prof'Lles for March 1980 at 3 latitudes (left panels) and vertical profiles of the ratio of the volume
mixing ratios from the profiles (right panels).
Figure G-14. Comparison of LIMS daytime NO2 columns for the months of December 1978
and May 1979 with 1980 model columns derived from calculations performed with standard gas
phase chemistry and columns derived from calculations including lower-limit heterogeneous
chemistry. See text for a description of the model runs and the column integration limits.
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HCI Column Density
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HCl Column Density
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Figure G-4 (cont.)
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HNO3 Column Density
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HNO3 Column Density
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Figure G-8 (cont.)
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HNO3 Column Density
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Figure G-8 (cont.)
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HNO3 Column -- Model vs. LIMS Night
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HNO3 Column -" Model vs. LIMS Night
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HNO3 Column - Model vs. LIMS Night
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HNO3 Near Latitude 45N
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HNO3 Near Latitude 45N
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Figure G-IO (cont.)
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CIONO2 at Latitude = 45N
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CIONO2 at Latitude = 45N
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NO2 Column Density
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NO2 Column Density
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NO2 Column -- Model vs. LIMS Day
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NO2 Column -- Model vs. LIMS Day
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